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LAWRENCE FORGIVEN

New Yorker Who Slandered Our Lobster Stews Proves

Monday and Tuesday, "Susan Len
'
To Be Mighty Good Humorist
nox,” Greta Garbo and Clark Gable.
Told It Himself Over the Radio
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
Wednesday and Thursday, "Delici
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
ous,” Janet Gaynor and Charles Far
rell.
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
From several sources (kind friends in-Maine for only ten years, which
Listeners-in on a New England New York, Boston and Philadelphia.
Friday and Saturday, “Two Kinds
So, later—quite a few years later—
who always keep The Courier-Ga probably isn't long enough to work
radio
station
some
time
ago
heard
of Women,” Phillip Holmes and
I took my college course vicariously
zette in mind) have come copies of the up the proper indignation at the
the familiar voice of Gilbert Patten, through Frank and Dick Merriwell
Miriam Hopkins.
thought of a broiled lobster.
♦ ♦ ♦ •
fact were subscribers to The Courier- New York Post, in which there is
Christmas Echoes
Camden’s distinguished novelist who at Yale.
In the future, my dear sir, I shall
Park Theal—
—
Capt. Wincapaw’s notable feat of Gazette for several years. A. G. another letter from Jack Lawrence refrain from ordering broiled lob
created
the
Frank
Merriwell
stories
I
did
not,
as
a
boy,
read
Alger,
•••
No thoroughly occupied man •»
Monday and Tuesday, “Reckless
of Rye, N. Y., the finicky tourist who sters within the corporate limits of
Optic or Henty. My people were conveying Rockland's holiday greet Maker, Officer in Charge.”
was ever yet very miserable.— ♦ Age,” Peggy Shannon and Charles so dear to the heart of the Ameri
ings to 45 light stations and outly
had the effrontery to tell the world the State of Maine. I did not know
— Landor.
can youth.
The Courier-Gazette poor, we lived in the country, and ing islands in a flight from Mt. Desert
“
We
think
it
will
be
fine
to
have
(Buddy) Rogers.
it was wrong. I feel somewhat like
there were no books by those then
Wednesday and Thursday, “X has received the manuscript of Mr. popular juvenile writers available. I Rock on the east to Seguin on the a Lighthouse and Coast Guard news that he couldn’t get a decent lobster A. A. Milne’s plaintive monarch who
stew
in
Rockland,
Me.
Here
is
what
Marks the ’Spot,” Sally Blane and patten's broadcast and here tells suppose I would have read them if j west, and out to sea as far as Ma- exchange column in your paper and
said, "I’m really not a fussy man, but
I’d like a little butter on the royal
I’d had them then, but I didn’t have i tinicus Rock, has brought many in- we will try to do our part to make it Jack says this time:
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER Lew Cody. R. K. O. Vaudeville
1 the highly interesting story.
•
•
•
*
Friday and Saturday, “South of
them. I've never yet read an Alger i tercsting responses. Among those | of interest, writes Keeper Albert
slice of bread.”
• • * *
So far as the riled-up town of
book, nor one by G. A. Henty.
not previously acknowledged, F. H.; Staples of Burnt Island Light Station
Yielding to many requests, not a Santa Fe,” Bob Steele.
Having been innocently instru
Frank Merriwell was 16 years old
But there was one juvenile writer,I Moore and Earl Benson, keeper and at Boothbay Harbor, (and not to be mental in putting the nobie State of Rockland is concerned. I have only
few of which came from friends on
FEW NEW FACES
' when he was bom. As he was pure now almost completely forgotten,1
Maine on my neck, will you now the pleasantest memories of the place
the mainland Foy W. Brown of
ly a fictional character, the state whose yams I “ate up” at an early
please do what you can to take it off? and I would as soon be fogbound
North Haven is permitting the use ! For the Collectors Of Stamps Last ment is easy to understand.
period in my writing career. He
A short time ago I wrote you a there as anywhere else. I would have
of his name in the June primaries,
Year, But This Year Will Be Pro
For more than 17 years I guided was J. T. Trowbridge, whose Cudjo's
letter in which I said that, while fog reverence for the town if only. for
lific
and controlled his every action, Cave and other stories fascinated
as a candidate for the county com
bound in the port of Rockland, Me., the fact that probably the fastest
The postofflce department did not
and thrilled me.
I went ashore with the idea of gorg sailing ship the world ever knew was
missioner nomination on the Repub
* * * *
issue
as
many
new
stamps
during
ing myself on Maine lobsters. I dis built there in 1853. She was the
lican ticket. Mr. Brown is town
1931
as
it
has
in
the
past
several
If
there
was
a
writer
of
boys
’
covered
that I could not get a whole clipper Red Jacket, Captain Asa El
clerk, and one of the island’s most
years
but
stamp
collectors
will
be
books
to
whom
I
owe
a
debt
—
leaving
broiled
lobster in the town of dridge, and in January, 1854, she
popular and progressive citizens.
given
an
opportunity
to
make
up
for
Robert
Louis
Stevenson
out
of
the
Rockland
or a whole lobster of any sailed from New York to Liverpool in
The retiring commissioner is George
the
lack
in
1932
when
the
departi
picture
—
it
was
John.
Townsend
sort,
the
reason being that ail the thirteen days and one hour.
W. Starrett of Warren, who after
Following my lobster experience in
Trowbridge, who once sadly wrote
whole lobsters brought into that port
long, faithful and valuable service is ment will issue more than in any
other single year.
of himself, in his autumn years, that
are shipped to New York. Maimed, Rockland. I returned to mv hotel
not a candidate for renomination.
There were but three special is- ]
fame had passed him by.
defeated and derelict lobsters that thoroughly despondent. Ringing for
It really is to Dickens, Hawthorne,
have lost a claw or two in the lob a bellhop, I said: "Young man. is
How many duplex convenience out sues placed on sale in the year just |
Poe—yes, and Stevenson—that I owe
ster wars are reserved for the local there a drink in this establishment?”
lets do you need—for a limited time, past as compared with four specials,
my heaviest debt. I must have been
trade and usually served up in the He replied: “Nothing but Scotch, rye
cash only, $2.75 each, completely in a new air mail and a new four cent
stamp
in
1930.
The
year
1929
also
about
17
when
I
began
to
devour
form of an unappetizing stew. In bourbon and, of course, the domestic
stalled. A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648.—
was a productive one, five special is
that unfortunate letter, also I said applejack, sir, and I would recom
I Dickens hungrily.
adv.
'
7.8
that when I Ardered clam chowder mend the aDplejack particular, sir, as
It seems to me that it was around
sues coming out. Last year’s special
grandfather has been drinking it
issues were all two-cent stamps. They
that time—although I afterwards
I was served with a most dismal milky my
since infancy and he’s now 112.” I
were the Gen. Pulaski, the Red Cross
concoction that mad° me melancholy decided
! became a writer of them—my taste
on the applejack and almost
and the Yorktown issues.
for a week afterward. I also men immediately my depression and the
for dime novels went into a slow deWHO ARE THE
| cline. Still I continued to read them
Of particular interest to Maine
tioned that the best fogs on earth are fog began to lift. It was a Saturday
made on the Maine coast.
stamp collectors were the special
now and then with some amusement,
and I went out and mingled
My dear sir. had I known that the night
! cachets offered by the first air mail
and to follow up their style and I pemaquid Light Station, Whose Keeper Is Leroy S. Elwell, Formerly of
with the throngs on the main stem.
Evening
Post
is
so
widely
read
in
the
flights in the State. Air mail servtrend.
Rockland Breakwater Light and Fog Signal Station
I think I made several speeches in
glorious State of Maine I would never which
I ice was inaugurated between Port
For already I had written and sold j
I congratulated the citizens of
have
sent
you
that
pestiferous
com

land and Bangor, in both directions,
—for a fabulously small price—some i
'
’
“ "
, T , .
7-tf
Rockland on their town. I called on
short
stories
to
a
story
paper
pubassistant
at
Rockland
Breakwater
confused
with
the
other
Burnt
Island
munication.
I
am
now
profoundly
in August.
lished by Beadle & Adams. And I; Light, write:
nearer home, at the mouth of the sorry that I ever wrote it, for since its the Mayor and congratulated him,
I Special cachets or first day covers
his hand until he asked me
Gilbert Patten
publication in your columns my life shaking
had more than a sneaking notion I Many thanks foi the package of | Georges River)..
■ were made available through the isnot to. I began to think seriously of
has been one of woe. I have been remaining permanently in Rockland
that I would soon try my ’prentice ' magazines and papers brought us on
‘
’
1 suing of the three special stamps
j and also starting of several new air emotion, word, deed and thought. hand on dime novels, then called Christmas Day. We surely appreci- , The veteran keeper Orrin L. Milan denounced, derided, scolded, re and even made a small deposit on a
! ate your kindness, and send our best of Burnt Coat Light Station, Swan s proached, chided and generally re couple of islands close by.
j routes in other sections of the
PORTLANDS
This is true even though for some “blood and thunder” literature.
(How mild—how sweetly mild and wishes for a happy and prosperous Island, sends his approval of an ex- buked from one end of the State to
country.
three or four months of that period
I recall meeting W. U. Swan of Bos
MOST PRETENTIOUS
—
change column. He retires the last
,QC' the other. Men, women and even
ji/l):"
nn: mi, u iinininrin rr mrrr i j n miirnqi
—during which I was writing three i innocuous were those blood and New Year,
day of this month after 39 years of little children have written to tell me ton and the late Arthur F. Aldridge
cloth-bound books—I was aided by ' thunder yarns in comparison to the
of New York. They were standing on
what an incomoarable ass I am. Edi a corner with a jug of applejack be
another writer on the Merriwell J gory Western gangster and detec-|Capt. Wincapaw
has received this service.
» * * •
tors
flung
politics
aside
in
order
to
stories My assistant followed my j tive stories in the pulp paper maga- | letter from Keeper Arthur B. Mitchell
tween them and were singing “Sweet
“This station being so far inland we
instructions in handling Frank and zines—and in some of the smooth of Fort Point
Light, Stockton do not see so much happen as the jump upon my bowed head. I have Adeline.” Herbert L. Stone joined
Suits and Overcoats
not
yet
heard
from
Maine
’
s
represen

preparing a record of his adventures paper periodicals—that burden our Springs;
off shore stations but we will do the tatives in the halls of Congress, but us later with some more applejack or
Made To Order
something and we sang Harvard’s
I gave him suggestions, plots and news stands today! How clean and , We thank you for remembering us best we can to make a success of it,’’ there is another mail at 3 p. m.
Prices:
flshball song and other ditties, while
titles. I read and revised every wholesome were the earlier dime I again this year. The bundle of pa- writes V. L. King, Keeper of Dice
The
distinguished
Rockland
Cou

the citizenry applauded. In view of
story he wrote. I tried sincerely to novels in contrast to the flood of i pers and magazines landed very near Head Light Station, Castine.
rier-Gazette takes me to task under all this, Mr. Editor, could I have
$21.50, $23.50, $29.50,
Exposition
week of ♦ * » •
make him what every intelligent, de murder-filled or salaciously disgust- { our mail box. Our dog was the first
a
double-column
head
on
the
first
BUILDING-JAN.18
aught but feelings of regard and
cent boy would like to be—w’hat ing cloth books of the present time, ! to hear the sound of the motor and
and $35.00
“There are only three of us here,
many of them bearing the imprint of ' then we all rushed out in time to see my husband the keeper and our page. The heading reads, “Smart affection for Rockland and the whole
every
fond
and
respectable
mother
Repairing, Cleaning, Pressing
i the plane circle over the reservation daughter and with no telephone there Alec Slanders Us.” Another uniden State of Maine? As for the gentle
would like to see her son become. the best publishing houses!)
Reduced Rates on
Ladies' and Men's Clothing
Away back there, as a young and go sailing down over the Penob- isn’t much chance of news. But I tified clipping, apparently an edi man in Portland who sends me nine
He was manly, honest, kind, con
torial, calls me a nit-wit and a city
siderate, brave, self-reliant, deter- scribbler, a mere kid*—a very raw, scot again. We all join in wishing would like to have your paper and slicker, whatever that is. In a three- teen pages of statistics to prove that
Railroads
A. O. JOHNSON, Prop.
| mined, forceful, loyal, liberal-mind country kid—I had dreams and am-1 you and yours the happiest New Year will gladly cooperate,” says Mrs. El page letter a gentleman in Rockport Maine is no foggier than any other
5-9
6*7
bitions. Yes, great aspirations.
ed and patriotic.
mer E. Conary, Deer Island Thorough concludes that I must be a moron State In the Union, I can only say
that I am still convinced that when
Some day—some fine day I would'
Oddly enough, I never was much
fare Light Station, Stonington.
because onlv a moron would want his better fogs are made, Maine will
"It was a wonderful sight for us
of a reader of juvenile fiction, if the write a great book—a book like1
♦ • ♦ •
lobster
broiled.
make ’em.
old dime novels are excepted. I was David Copperfleld or Hawthorne’s all to see your plane so close to our
“Your idea is a good one, and I
A ladv in Rockland writes to say
♦ * ♦ *
I a reader of dime novels—and a Scarlet Letter. You see, I hadn’t yet1 station, and to receive the Christmas will be very glad to cooperate as a that if I will run down there in the
fallen under the spell of Robert/ package from the air," writes Keeper
' writer of them, too.
correspondent,” says E. D. Elliot, near future her husband will show
[After reading Mr. Rye's (pardon
One half of my offence in that line Louis Stevenson. That was to hap Leroy S. Elwell of Pemaquid Point Cuckolds Light Station, Newagen.
me the best lobsters in the world us, Mr. Lawrence's) first letter we
j (offence is the word, for it was really pen later. Later I was to spend de Light in a letter of thanks to Capt.
• ♦ * *
and then punch me on the nose. Her were inclined to the belief that it was
lightful
hours
over
Treasure
Island.
Wincapaw.
| rather awful)—one half of my of
And similar sentiments are echoed parting shot is: “The fact that you written by some fresh youth who had
• » ♦ •
fence—that is, half of a dime novel Kidnapped, The Red Arrow, The
by W. F. Reed of Indian Island Light, would eat a broiled lobster shows viewed Rockland from the rail of
Master
of
Ballentrae
—
and
Doctor
From Pond Island Light Station, Rockport: Eugene W. Osgood, Perkins what you are." In fact, most of the one of the Boston boats, and manu
—was written when I was 16 years
j old. Well, that story was taken up Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. I tried to ac-' Popham Beach, Keeper N. B. Fickett Island Light, Popham Beach; Harry scorn heaped upon me by the indig factured his slanderous remarks
again, later on, and completed. I quire Stevenson’s style. Laugh if writes thus:
L. Nye, Doubling Point Range Light, nant and aroused-citizens of Maine about Rockland stews and chowders
submitted it. when it was finally fin you want to, * * ♦ »
We received the bundle of papers Woolwich; Frank C. Bracey, Eagle seems based on the fact that I like a 1 from whole cloth. A perusal of the
ished, to Beadle & Adams, the
from out of the air, and we thank
lobster broiled. I never suspected above letter and we precipitate our
I had been writing dime novels you very much for them. They were Island Light; A. J. Beal, White that this was a depraved and ignoble self into immediate and profound
originators of the dime novel. It
| quite a while—had abandoned coun our favorite newspapers and we had Head; E. M Mills, White Head Coast taste. Hundreds of times on the Long apologies. Mr. Lawrence has a vein
was accepted and published.
Guard, and F. H. Moore and E. E.
This happened after I had finished try life for New York City—when I a good time reading them Christmas Benson of Rockland Breakwater, Wharf at Newport, R. I., I have of humor which Bill Rogers and
was
smitten
—
or
bitten
—
by
a
new
i my High School add Academy
afternoon. There are just my wife who add that the latter is ashore this ordered and been served with broiled George Ade might reasonably envy,
Interest Added—Earn by Depositing Regularly
and myself on here and it gets lonely week on sick leave, and being relieved lobster without being arrested or even and if he will come to Rockland next
! courses and prepared to enter Colby ambition.
I
would
become
a
playwright!
College, in Maine—which I never did
sometimes, so you can see we were by Byron Moore.
summer and make his presence
cautioned by the constabulary.
Yes,
sir,
that's
what
I
’
d
do.
I
would
very pleased with the reading. We
attend. By the time I was ready for
In all this deluge of derision from known the writer will see that he gets
• • • •
college I was writing and selling fic- j write a great dramas—now please both wish you all a very happy New
the rockbound and somewhat rabid a lobster stew as Ls, and will also
Hendricks Head
tion and verse—which I called poetry don’t laugh too hard—like Sardou's Year.
State of Maine there comes only one undertake to persuade him into the
•
•
*
»
Keeper C. L. Knight of the West note of sympathy. It comes from a belief that hot “boiled" lobster has
—then. I was selling the stuff to masterpieces or the American play
149-tf
weekly and monthly publications In called Blue Jeans.
“We wish to extend our thanks and Southport station in stating his lady in Owl’s Head Harbor. But she tough “broiled" lobster backed off the
Well, I wrote a play, “Men of Mil appreciation to everyone responsible willingness to act as a correspondent was born in Brooklyn and has lived map—Ed. 1
lions,” and it was produced.
for the bundle of magazines and gives some facts about our Maine
The producer had a little less than Christmas cheer dropped at our door," lights to fire a landlubber's imagina
$75 in his kick when he took the writes F. E. Bracey, keeper of Eagle tion:
KENT—ASTROLOGER
company out. He ran into bad Island Light Station. “We thought for
It wouldn't be far fetched to state
weather, political rallies, and torch an instant that Capt. Wincapaw was that Maine has more exposed and iso Rotary Club Enjoyed Prog
REAL ESTATE
light parades. In New Haven the going to alight on our roof and fol lated lights than on any other coast
nostications, Felicitations
college boys guyed the leading lady. low Santa’s time-honored custom by of the United States. Mount Desert,
She fled to her dressing room and bringing his gift down the chimney. 22 miles off shore, Matinicus Rock
TRANSACTIONS
and Pea Soup
threw a fit. That was the finish. Accept our sincere wishes for a happy 25 miles from the mainland, Saddle
The producer went broke. Seventy- and prosperous New Year.”
back Ledge some 20 miles from the
Dr. James Kent, osteopath and as
five dollars to start with wasn’t even
mainland, and Avery Rock in Ma trologer, exercised his arts along the
* * • »
pin money for “Men of Millions."
chias Bay, have been claimed by an latter line at yesterday's meeting of
Charles F. Coombs of Stonington
Off To Flying Start
My dream of getting rich by writ
excellent authority as isolated and the Rotary Club, providing a most sold land in Isle au Haut to John H.
I
The Courier-Gazette has been dangerous spots as any on tl^e At interesting session. He makes prac Simpson of Stonington.
ing plays was over. I went sadly
much gratified at the prompt re lantic Coast, surpassed only by Tilla- tical use of his delving into pre-desti
back to my pot-boiling.
Francis P. Freeman of Portland
Street & Smith, for whom I’d sponses to its suggestion that the light mock Rock off the Pacific.
nation by the stars in presenting sold land in Thomaston to Lawrence
written a number of long yams, keepers and coast guardsmen ex
My own station is one of the very horoscopes of the monthly birthday Portland Cement Company of Thom
called for a series of stories of school change ideas and experiences through best of the Maine lights, and yet it groups. His victims yesterday were F. aston, Maine.
and college life and adventure. They the medium of a column in this paper, is a good half mile winters to the L. Lineken, A. S. Peterson, Dr. Neil A.
John Reinikainen and Hilma Reinasked me to devise a taking name to appear each Saturday. More than nearest occupied house and occasion Fogg, A. F. McAlary, H. P. Blodgett ikainen of St. George sold land andl
for my hero, and to place a pen name 20 replies have been received indi ally over a road blocked with snow. and J. M. Richardson.
buildings in St. George to Matt V.
cating the writers’ willingness to co There are stations on the Kennebec
on the stories.
Plans were discussed for an inter Kalli of St. George.
operate.
Several
of
these
were
ac

River, such as Perkins Island and city meeting to be held ln May in
I devised and placed the nom de
Isidor Gordon of Rockland sold
plume of Burt L. Standish on the knowledged in a previous issue. Squirrel Point, which are Isolated lar Rockland with a celebrated speaker land and buildings in Warren to Ruth
first yam of 20,000 words—"Frank i Typical are these- extracts:
beyond the thought of anyone not
A. EUingwood of Rockland.
actually in close contact with them,
Rose M. Davis of Rockland sold
Merriwell: or, First Days at Fardale
Your idea of a department de-1 with dangers to be encountered ln
land and buildings in Rockland to
For my hero I took the given name
Emily J. Kennedy and Wilbur
of Frank to express one of his char voted to Light Station and Coast | getting to markets at times even
Kennedy of Rockland.
acteristics—open, on the level, above- Guard people in my opinion is a greater than stations several miles
board, Frank.
! grand one that will be heartily ap- off shore.
Eva E. Murray of Hardwick, Ver
The suggestion of this column ap
mont and Nellie B. Pendleton ol
Merriwell was formed by a combi- proved by all brother keepers. I am
Concord, N. H„ sold land and build
nation of two words, Merry—expres- sure it will prove interesting to most peals to me as one which should be
ings in Vinalhaven to Oscar Nelsor
sive of a jolly, high-spirited lad—and if not al! readers of the paper and I very intresting to light keepers and
of Vinalhaven.
well, suggesting abounding physical am ready and willing to do my bit to members of the coast guard, and
Augustus D. Bird of Rockland sole
health. I’ve never heard of a per help the good work along,” writes quite probably it would be read bv
son, living or dead, whose family Arthur B. Mitchell of Fort Point others. Ordinarily there is a dearth from England. It was congratulation land in Thomaston to Herbert
Light, Stockton Springs.
of news about these stations that day and the club paid its noisy re Merrill and Mary K. Merrill of Thom
name was Merriwell.
might interest outsiders. But often spects to these blushing celebrities: aston.
Well, I had some work to do—and
did it—in the more than 17 years
Prom Quoddy Head Coast Guard there are shifts of keepers, for in Montoro R. Pillsbury, president of
stance, made in the district of which Security Trust Co.; Dr. William EI- YOUR FAVORITE POEP
after I put my John Hancock to a Station, Lubec, comes this:
contract to write Merriwell stories
"We would be pleased to see the we know nothing until long after lingwood. E. B. Crockett, Dr. Neil
at the rate of 20,000 words a week. | PIan y°u outline carried out. Al- wards, and as these shifts affect our Fogg and Basil Stinson, newly elect
If I had to live my life again I woulc
I wrote around 18,000,000 words of though we think the duties of a re- own chances of advancement they ed directors of the same institution; have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least one
Merriwell fiction, to say nothing of P°rter are quite a bit out of our line would be very interesting. And we Carl H. Sonntag, president of the a week.
The loss of these tastes ls a 1
many short stories and some 12 or of work- we will try to send something might occasionally dig up something Chamber of Commerce and Edward of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
F. Glover, lately made vice president
14 cloth books
each week if others do the same. As the outsider would read.
Since the first of December we hate of the club. Dr. C. H. Jameson and
L’ENVOI
Most of the cloth books were pub- 1 am a native °{ the S°°d old city of
lished under pen names, but Dodd, RocWand, Mrs. Maker and I always had two events here of real Import Marcus Chandler of Camden and I. When Earth’s last picture ls painted
and the tubes are twisted ant
Meade & Co. put out Bill Bruce of |
interested in the home news, in ance. The first was the case of the R. Cutler of Old Town were visiting
woman who walked the six miles Rotarians. Postmaster Veazie and When dried.
Harvard bearing my name. Earlier,
the oldest colors have faded, anc
Ernest Keywood were guests. It was
the youngest critic has died.
toodTrnailh^oPnndihemdv Z ™ discovered in the heart of the Rocky down from Boothbay Harbor, toting a poverty luncheon with local charity We shall
rest, and faith we shall
a flat-iron, presumably concealed by
Ho hi m i
m
i Mountains, although no one previ- a belt around her waist, to commit as the beneficiary.
It—lie down for an eon or two.
Till
the
Master
of All Good Work
dotog Zethtag ^mJ spare tl£
S'ighteSt SUSpiCl°n °f a suicide so carefully planned that as
shall set us to work anew!
WHERE
WHISTLING
IS
TABOO
[ when I wasn’t writing 20,600 words a
®
toil vn„ yet ho one hereabouts has any idea
Navy regulations require that all And those that were good shall be happy
1 ‘
WlSh I htlQ 1T1O1 G time tO t-Oll YOU
who she was. She was buried by the
. urnolr
week nVuiiit
about IPt-nnD
Frank or Dick Kifnwiniol
Merriwell.
T
j
they shall sit In a golden chair:
t
TPr-ovobi
t
R-bout
the
fun
that
I
had
writing State Jan. 9 at Southport, unidenti routine duties aboard battleships and They shall
Eighty Years Constant Banking Service Reflects the Stability and Strength
i
likea
Frank
Merriwell.
I
liked
,
splash at a ten-league canvai
I him better than his half brother, fetters I Tecel^ed from M^rriwel fied after practically a month from other naval craft be carried out with
with brushes of comets’ hair;
as
little
noLse
and
confusion
as
pos

They
shall
find real saints to drav
i Dick, whom I somewhat surprisingly ^Ters and Ibout man“ other the time her body was removed from
of This Bank—Vital Facts Worthy of Your Consideration
from— Magdalene. Peter and Paul
sible. Although the regulations do not
the water.
They shall work for an age at a slttlnj
things.
The other Instance was that of the specifically forbid whistling, such a
and never be tired at all!
Quite a lot of those letters were capsizal approximately a quarter mile noise might easily be confused with
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
And
only
the Master shall praise us. anc
written by girls for at the height of off shore by my son, who managed to the boatswain’s pipe or whistle, by
only the Master shall blame:
the popularity of the Merriwell yarns swim with rubber boots on to an islet means of which he conveys signals And no
& SON, Inc.
one shall work for money, anc
it’s probable that fully 25 per cent of 150 yards distant in the cold water, from officers to crew, and accordingly
no one shall work for fame:
MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
since
time
immemorial
it
has
been
But
each
for the joy of the working, anc
the
readers
were
girls.
Maybe
some
where
he
was
rescued
by
Jesse
Brewer
Cemetery Memorials
ln his separate star
of them, now mothers themselves who had responded to the alarm given considered unseamanlike for a sailor Shall each,
draw
the Thing as he sees It foi
' on duty to whistle and the practice is,
with sons and daughters old enough
EAST UNION, MAINE
the God of Thlnrs as They Are!
| not countenanced on naval vessels
(Continued on Page Seven)
— Rudyard Kipling.
4-tf 1 to vote, are listening in.

“HARLEM
HOT SHOTS”

iiitii

AUTO

Warren Tailor Shop

<Show

JOIN OUR

1932 CHRISTMAS CLUB

Now!

CLASSES 25c TO $5.00

Rockland Savings Bank

ROCKLAND NATIONAL

BANK
Rockland

A Depository

The United States Government
The State of Maine

The County of Knox

The City of Rockland

and thousands of the citizens
of this community
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Every-Other-Day

ONE THOUSAND PATIENTS

TPREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland, Me.. Jan. 16. 1932.

whoronnoaLaS^ SS"!Receive<1 Treatment At Knox Hospital Last Year—
Decreased Receipts; Increased Expenses

Jan. 14, 1932. there was printed a total
Of 6186 copies.
W. H BUTLER.

'•

.

’.III,

•

Announcing
;
Two Great New
Oldsmobiles

.............t t i ■ .. .................

Notary Public.
Another busy year for the Knox Rev. J. A. Flynn, H. A. Buffum and
And it shall come to pass, that be- County General Hospital was re- George W. Walker.
fore they call, I will answer; and j viewed at the annual meeting this
Financial—Joseph Emery chair
while they are yet speaking I will ■ week, and from the annual reports man, H. W. Keep, Homer E. Robin
hear.—Isaiah 65:24.
-is gleaned a more comprehensive son, W. O. Fuller, E. R. Veazie and
idea as to the real character and Mrs. W. O. Fuller.
of the work there under
Medical—M. E. Wotton chairman,
MAINE RICH IN THEM quantity
taken. These officers were elected:
S. T. Kimball, Capt. John Brown, W.
President—H. P. Blodgett.
J. Sullivan and Dr. W. F. Hart.
Some Historic Spots Which Vice President—Rev. J. A. Flynn.
During the year 1931 there were '
Secretary—Ensign Otis.
11012 patients admitted, according to j
Every Visitor Should See Treasurer—H. W. Keep.
j the annual report of Supt. Daly, and '
Director for one year, to fill va- ' curiously enough they were evenly :
—"Montpelier” Is One
cancy caused by the resignation of I divided as to the sexes. The year [
That Maine people do not fully ap-1 Harry
_■ O.
* Gurdy
. —Herbert W. Keep. [ opened with 36 patients in the hos
preciate the value of tbo historic
Directors for
three years-Mrs. pitai and closed with 24 there. The
sn^sTn th ct ,
historic Mary Curtis Bok, Mrs. W. O. Fuller. ' classification of admissions follows:
spots in the State as important selling i Mrs. A. J. Elliot. Capt.John Brown,! SurgicaI, 396; medical, 190; ear, eye
•Vlintc
__
.
cl T*\«
A I
..
- ——
points for summer visitors Iis— Al_
the_ as; George NTT
W. TTTrvIlovx
Walker and
Dr. Neil A.
nose and throat, 185; obstetrics, 113;
sertion of Herbert L. Swett. President F°SVnewborns, 92. The total number of
of the Maine Publicity Bureau. In a ! Miss Ellen C DaIy' wh0 has 50 operations performed was 685. The 1
admirably handled the affairs of the number of x-rays taken (including
statement issued by the Bureau, hospital in the capacity of superii.66 treatments) was 566. The totalj
Swett says:
number of hospital days was 13,777.
“In the many fine spots and houses
“It is interesting to note,” says 1
of historic interest, Maine has a tre-1
Miss Daly, "that during the months.
of May and June, 1930, thY total in- 1
mendous asset which we are failing ,
come from our major departments,
to capitalize. Although we ourselves
recognize their value and are proud
namely, receipts from board of
of them, we do not make the effort we
patients, operating room, obstetrics,
and x-ray total $10,211.16. while in
should to acquaint the tourist with
them. Our old homes are of unusual
the corresponding months of 1931
interest to cut-of-State visitors and
from the same sources our receipts
the Bureau is asked 'where can we see
were $6,219.98. showing a loss of
some historic spots' by visitors every
$4001.18. with an increase of $1,172.day during the summer.
18 for the running expenses of the
“From the moment the tourist enters '
two months, although during these
the State, we should stimulate his in- j
months we cared for 88 patients less
terest in the surroundings by proper
than the same months of the pre
markers and directions. We should i
vious year.
send a large percentage of our visitors
‘The losses as represented in de
off the main highway at York Village
crease of the number of patients ad
to see the Old Jail built in 1653. then
mitted, the earnings of various de
to motor along our beaches and find
partments, receipts of patients, as
the spot where the ancient Town of
’ well as increase of operating expen
Arundel stood. Portland offers the
ditures may be very largely at- ,
handsome Longfellow House; at
1 tributed to the disturbance caused by
Thomaston there is the fine replica of
the scarlet fever period.
Montpelier, Gen. Knox's home filled
“There have been no additions |
with priceless treasures and made
made to the hospital equipment with :
possible largely through the gener
the exception of the installation of j
osity of Cyrus H. K. Curtis; at Ells
' a boiler, operated by gas for heating 1
worth the Black House gives a record
| water. This was a gift from Mrs.
of a family's life from 1802 until the
Mary Louise Bok. Colonic table—
present day; the beautiful hand tendent. was re-elected to that po- ■ 8ift °f
We are
carvings in the Ruggles home are sition. Mrs. Edith Pratt was elected still hoping to secure funds to imworth a trip to Columbia Falls.
asiistant treasurer
! Prove our kltchen faculties.
'
The staff members of Knox Hos- , Nettie BJi^tend«it of
“All through the State we have pitai now are: Active. Dr. Neil a. nurses reported five graduate nurses
these fine old historic homes. The Fogg. Dr. F. F. Brown. Dr. William °n duty at the close °f the year a
Burnham Tavern at Machias will re wuir,<r,.-nnri nr a w Fnss Dr c. decrease of three from the beginning ,
pay a visit. At Brunswick is the house Ellingwood. Dr. A. W. Foss, Dr. C. of the year. The number of students j
in which Harriet Beecher Stowe H. Jameson, Dr. H. W. Frohock and at the School of Nursing when the'
C. D. North; associate. Dr. 3. H.
wrote Uncle-Tom's Cabin. One might Dr.
Keller, Dr. Fred G. Campbell, Dr. i year opened was 14.
spend several days looking at the
gained through admission 19, lost
beautiful old Colonial homes in Wis A. J. Fuller, Dr. J. Carswell, Dr. R. through graduation 5, lost through |
W.
Belknap.
Dr.
W.
D.
Hall.
Dr.
J.
casset and Damariscotta, and the
resignation 6, and lost through dis
Marie Antoinette home is on the G. Hutchins, Dr. George Coombs missal 2, leaving 20 on duty at the
Sheepscot River. There are nearly and Dr. C. B. Popplestone. Drs. F. close of the year. An instructor for
30 forts and fortifications along the B. Adams, W. F. Hart and H. V. class room work has been engaged
coast, the majority of them erected as , Tweedie afe honorary members.
These committees were announced enabling the superintendent to give
a defense against the Indians but
more time to teaching, which has
serving their purpose in the Revolu- i yesterday:
greatly improved the nursing care j
tionary War. Wherever the visitor j Executive—Ensign Otis chairman,
goes he sees something of historic in- Dr. Neil A. Fogg. Mrs. A. J. Elliot, 1 of the patients,
terest. a record of a patriotic peopl°

OUTSTANDING

FEATURES

6

V

j firft P^odnd of the first half the

So many predictions have been Dime City crew*
Referee, Mahan. Time, four 8made, ill-advised as they were ill- it staged a beautiful defensive game minute periods.
founded, that returning prosperity to protect its lead. At the end of
Girts’ Game
was “just around the corner,” that it the third period the Rockland team
Rockland High—Howard, rf; Annis,
requires some temerity, in one who advanced its score to 26 while Thom rf; Robinson, If; Breen, c; Sundmakes no claim to economic wisdom, aston was able to sink a basket and strom, sc; Mahoney, sc; Mullen, sc;
to discuss the subject at all. But there a free throw to bring its total up to Billardo, rg; McAllister, lg.
is one phase of the situation which seven points. In the final quarter
Thomaston High — Johnson, rf;
seems obvious and may well be the Thomaston outfit was compelled Dyer, rf; Young, If; Parks, c; Feyler,
stressed at this time and in these to be satisfied with two points while sc; Robinson, sc; E. Vinal, rg; H.
pages.
the winners dropped in five more Vinal, lg; Henry, lg.
The commercial depression from baskets for a good measure.
Points made by: Howard, 21; Rob
which the country and the world gen- i The girls’ team found the road inson, 9; Johnson, 10; Young, 6.
erally, has been suffering is the re
sult of economic laws, not legislative ] rather rough in the first half, being
The League Standing
able to outscore -the fighting Thom
enactments. The return of normal
,0
w whither
Boys
business conditions, with attendant'
y
nvpr°'th„ nthpr
W
L
PC.
team had much edge over the other
prosperity, will likewise be the result The Rockland defence was not quite Rockland ................. 2
.1000
of economic laws. So much is a con up to its usual form but looked bet Camdfen ........... . ..... 2
.1000
cession.
.1000
ter than it did at Rockport Monday Lincoln Academy .... 1
But the operation of those laws evening. The Thomaston sextet Thomaston ............. 0
.000
may be aided or retarded by the worked well during the first two Rockport ................. 0
.000
mental attitude of the people con periods but was unable to stave off
Girls
cerned. Psychology does not absolute the rally that the visitors staged in
PC.
W
ly control the law of supply and de
.1000
Rockland ................. 2
last half of the game.
mand; but it does materially affect theMisses
.1000
Howard and Robinson Camden ................... 2
its operation; and it would seem the worked exceptionally well in the final Lincoln ..................... 1
.1000
time has come to bring to bear the quarters
.000
with their passing game Rockport .................. 0
influence that pyschology can exert. showing a great deal of improve Thomaston ............. 0
».000
Our banking conditions have been ment over the previous periods.
strengthened and stabilized. The Robinson shot two successive baskets
At Rockport Thursday night the
unemployed have been protected at the start of the second half to give Rockport Aces defeated Battery E
against any direful want during the
58 to 18, and Rockville A. C. 23 to 14.
try’ng winter. In every section of the her team a comfortable lead that
country there has been a gradual in
At Penobscot View Grange Thurs
ORGANIZING 4-H CLl’BS
crease in industrial pay rolls. Con
ditions are improving.
day night officers were installed by
- that
---------------------------------------Mildred G. Brown, assistant State ! Dlstrlct Deputy Harold Nash of Cam.
Now
the New Year has arrived,,
a accepted starting point for good J ciub leader of Orono, has been in the den wh0 was ably assisted by Mrs.
tenVIo sp^dn?Lmraetum of normal coun‘y
thfe week assistin8
j Nash, Edith and Ioulse Nash. The

tinr . which arc good times in county <flub agent, Loana M. SDearin, officers are; Master. Clarence A.
/mri (■:'? If we would stop croaking in organizing new territory in 4-H Lamson; overseer , Philip Seckins;
and would recognize the favorable work. South Thomaston, St. George, lecturer, Myra Dyer; steward, Laforsigns which may be discerned, it Martinsville and Friendship have \ est Smith; chaplain, Florence A.
would not only change our own out made plans for meetings to talk over Philbrook;
look but would essentially improve ..
j
Gregory; secretary, Jeannette Philthe work. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, ftrook;
wlu Clinton;
the whole commercial aspect.
------------------Jr. of South Thomaston, Mrs. Caddy ceres, Georgia Lamson; Pomona,
QuiteEnglish,Y'know.—Coaches
and Mrs. Robinson of St. George and : Lizzie Smith; Flota, Minnie Miles;
Refuse
to Say
Anything About Mrs. Hahn of Friendship are inter- assistant steward, John Thomas; lady
Chances ofTheir Tea.—North Jersey I ested in seeing the girls' clubs organ- ! assistant steward, Virginia Childs;

Courier.

I ized in their communities.

, executive committee, Fred Leach,

NEW O

74 HORSEPOWER

•
87 HORSEPOWER
STRAIGHT 8 ENGINE

LONGER WHEELBASE
♦

NEW STREAM LINE
STYLING

i*

•; •

.e .

POOMIER AND
.XORE COMFORTABLE

<

FISHER BODIES

SOUND-PROOFED

BODY CONSTRUCTION

RIDE REGULATOR ANO
DOUBLE ACTION HYORAUI 1C
SHOCK ABSORBERS

Four-Door Sedan

-y.
FREE WHEELING

WITH IHE IMPROVED

SYNCRO-MESH

TRANSMISSION

A LARGER, FINER SIX AND A GREAT

^SILENT SECOND GEAR

NEW STRAIGHT EIGHT

♦

Oldsmobile now presents two greet

ENGINE DECARBONIZER
♦

new cars... a larger, finer, faster Six ... a brilliant new Straight Eight. Both incorporate the

FULL AUTOMATIC CHOKE

♦

newest, finest motor car features, including Free Wheeling and the new Ride Regulator.' Both

OIL TEMPERATURE

excel in all-round performance. Yet both retain that high degree of dependability which has

REGULATOR

won steadily increasing preference for Oldsmobile > > You are cordially invited to come In to

PRESSURE LUBRICATED

V’

.J

v/ '

PISTON PINS

inspect and drive these two new cars. You will find them roomy and comfortable to rido in. You

•
DOWN-DRAFT CARBURETION

will find them modern to the minute in every detail of style and appointment. You will also

*'
■

find them very moderately priced—in spite of their many 1~^ortant new fine-car advance

MOHAIR OR WHIPCORD

UPHOLSTERY, OPTIONAL
♦

ments. We believe that when you see and try these two new Oldsmobiles, you will decide to

TOOK TWO FROM THOMASTON

Magazine____

Q

THE

6 CYLINDFR ENGINE

a

that led them to brave the hazards j
of pioneer life.
- , , - ■.............
“These are only a few of the high- j
spots in the State. There are many o ki.„j Hieh’s Gallant Hoopsters Were Going Strong
others. Farmington offers the Memo- KOCKiana nign 5 umiain
P
0
In the Home of Knox Last Night
rial to Nordica. the great diva singer.
as well as the farmhouse in which
Jacob Abbott wrote his famous Rollo
books. Hannibal Hamlin's birthplace
With Artty Flanagan, Rockland was never in danger of being overis at Paris Hill. The point I am trying High center, giving one of the most come by the Black and White. John- I
to make is that each person in each brilliant shooting exhibitions ever son’s shooting kept Thomaston in the j
community should constitute him seen in the Thomaston gymnasium, running in the first half and she,
self salesman for the particular points 1
HocVothnii warn
of interest in that vicinity. If the at- ' the Rockland High ^tball team went well at times during the re- ■
tendant at the garage or the gas swamped the fasten High qu.n- mainder of the game.
The work of Howard, Robinson
station would mention the nearby tet ln a w 1 pi y d g
b.
and Billardo was outstanding for the
historic spots, if the merchant in the ! “for the lead
*?_
__ __
j TLincoln winning sextet, while the highlights '
_ _______
____________
in the „
Knox
and
town would do the same, if the pro- .
The Rockland girls' outfit I in the Thomaston machine were,
prietors of hotels and camps would \ League.
give their guests an idea of’ t&se rich !^^^^or'TanTue^'Sie 1 Johnson, Young and E. Vinal. The
treasures of the past, it would mean before a 30 t
■
sunberth summary:
Rockland—Boys’ Game
a great deal to our recreational in- Megunticook sextet
su"bert^
F.G. F. P.
dustry. Word-of-mouth advertising
ln the femlnine dlv,slon of
Knowlton, rf ................. 3
0
6
is the most valuable form of advertis- Ileagueto Pietroski, rf ................. 0
0
0
ing. From the farmer to the manufacThe Orange and Black. got aw ay to
2
6
turer everyone benefits by recreation: j ap early start with FI
& n?the La Crosge, If ................. 2
If .................... 0
0
0
we can add to our present business if Plng in
'in‘ gthp bulk Frohock,
Flanagan, c .................. 11
0 22
we will absorb a little of modern sales floor, and McAla^ d°ln^
0
0
0
methods. This stimulation of interest of the defensive work to stop neariy Thomas, lg .... -........
Freeman, lg .................. 1
0
21
in our historic spots would supple- { evory offensive drive t
McAlary, rg ................... 0
0
0
ment the pleasure derived by the aston aggregation la
•
tourist from our natural scenic re- losers were able to «
—„rp„..
i through Rockland’s stonewall deThomaston
fence but few times during the eveF.G. F. P
I ning and their field goals usually
“STOP CROAKING!”
0
0
came as results of long shots. Only Perry, lg ........................ 0
2
1
5
-------' one basket was the Thomaston team Johnson, rg, c ..........
0
0
"'And Recognize the Favor- allowed from underneath the Rock- Anderson, rg ................. 0
0
2|
, .
, r-ii
land goal and that came when Mor- Day, c, rg .................... 1
2
able bigns, bays the Llks
followed up a long shot in the Morgan, rf .................... 10
Feyler, If ...... -................ 0
0
0

OF

.

FIVE WIRE OR ,

FIVE DEMOUNTABLE

look no further—they are that far out of the ordinary in beaoty, in performance, and in vale).

<\

WOOD WHEELS. STANDARD

the

greatest

values

in

OLDSMOBILE

The New Six s875

HISTORY

The New Eight s975
,L'.' ' "

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
21 LIMEROCK ST.

■

K■
WALDOBORO
Mrs. L. H. Weston is in Bremen.
Mrs. Eudora Miller and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Morse attended the fu
neral services of Jonah Morse of
Damariscotta Tuesday at the Advent
Church in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Brum
mitt of Boston are at their home here
for a few weeks.
Roy Mack attended the annual New
England Bottlers’ Association in
Boston this week. He was accompan
ied by Mrs. Mack who was the guest
of relatives.
Mrs. Porter Soule entertained the
Woman’s Club Tuesday afternoon.
Following the roll call of Items of
interest Mrs. Maude Clark Gay read
a Daper on “Ancient Forts of Maine.”
Greetings were read from Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood of Rockland, the new di
rector of District, No. 9. Members
present were Mrs. Emma T. Potter,
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke, Mrs. Sace K.
Weston, Mrs. A. G. Davis, Mrs. W G.
Labe. Miss Margaret' Bond. Miss Grace
A. Yorke, Mrs. Earle Spear, Mrs. A. L.
Shorey, Mrs. Gay and Mrs. Soule.
The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Shorey and Mrs. Bond will give the
paper of the afternoon.
Tne January meeting of the Baptist
Missionary society was held with Mrs.
W. H. Crowell Friday afternoon, and
28 members were present. The pro
gram consisted of readings by Mrs.
Sace Weston, Mrs. Luella Mason and
Miss Edna M. Young and a talk by
Rev. George W. Collins. Refresh
ments of blushing bunny, a new chaf
ing dish concoction, cake and coffee
were served. The February meeting
will be given over to work.
Mrs. W. G. Labe entertained at
bridge Monday evening .with two
tables in play. Supper was served at
6.30, the guests, Mrs. S. H. Weston,
Mrs. Porter Soule, Mrs. Nellie Over
lock, Mrs. Harold Clark, Mrs. A. L.
Shorey, Mrs. I. P. Bailey and Miss
Edna M. Young.
The next meeting of the Lions Club
will be in charge of wives of the mem
bers, who will escort their husbands
to dinner at Stahl's Tavern and fur
nish the program. This is an innova
tion in the club gatherings and is
looked forward to with much pleas
ure. Mrs. Ida C. Stahl is chairman of
the committee in charge and other
members are Mrs. W. C. Flint, Mrs.
W. G. Labe and Mrs. J. T. Gay. The
affair will be held Wednesday evening

of next week.

ROCKLAND

LIBERAL OMAO TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Products o/ Cenoraf Motors

TEL. 886

■ 41

”ON MY SET”

LOCAL THEATRES

WITH THE BOWLERS

Democratic “Victory Dinners"
were held in 50 cities throughont
the country Thursday night and
several of them were broadcast.
Local interest centered on the
dinner in Boston where the
enigmatical Al Smith was expect
ed to give some clue as to his
attitude in the Presidential eontost, failing, however, to commit
himself.
The reception over
WAAB was far from satisfactory
to me as there was so much dis
tortion—and this has reference
to the radio and not politics. The
New York dinner as broadcast by
WABC and the dinner in Cincin
nati as told by WLW came in as
clear as a bell.

Park Theatre
“This Reckless Age,” the feature
picture for Monday and Tuesday is
Lewis Beach's stage success “The
Goose Hangs High.” It is a senti
mental comedy drama of parents who
have dedicated their lives to supply
ing every want of their children, who
in turn, following the “jazz" trend of
this reckless age, give slight con
sideration to the gruelling self-denial
of their parents. Charles “Buddy”
Rogers , Peggy , Shannon, Richard
Bennett, Charlie Ruggles, Frances
Dee and Frances Starr play the fea
tured roles, supported bv- a cast of
exceptional talent. “This Reckless
Age,” under its stage title, was one of
the most successful of the heartthrob comedy-dramas.—adv.
• « * «
Strand Theatre
Greta Garbo is starred in “Susan
Lenox, Her Fall and Rise,” which will
come for Monday and Tuesday as a
new Metro-Goldwyn-Maver offering.
This is Garbo’s fourth talking pic
ture and is regarded as the most col
orful and dramatic of her sound
efforts. It is of unusual interest be
cause it marks the first appearance
opposite her of Clark Gable.
The story concerns the Swedish
girl's fight against overwhelming
odds for a life of decency. Staying
at the lodge with the young engineer,
she falls in love. When he leaves to
go to his home on business, intending
to return and marry her, the girl is
discovered by her uncle. Again she
escapes, joining a cheap carnival
troupe as a dancing girl. Here the
engineer again finds her. but learn
ing that she has become the mistress
of the troupe’s manager, he casts her
aside. They meet again when the
girl, now a reigning demi-mondaine.
is installed in a lavish New York
penthouse provided bv a political
leader. From this point the action of
the story is carried to San Francisco
and then to the island of Java, where
the climax takes place.—adv.

Here are the gapies to be rolled at
Recreation alleys next week:
Monday—Boilermakers,
Barbers
and Kickapoo.
Tuesday—Burpee Furniture, Thom
aston and Texacos.
Wednesday—Federals, Gulf Refin
ing and A.&P.
and
Thursday—Perry’s Market
Barbers.
,

The tinkle of an old-fashioned
music box will introduce a week
ly educational feature from
WGY, at 2 p. m. next Wednes
day, by AvLs Larsen Richardson,
composer and pianist.
“Thr
Music that Washington Knew,”
will be the subject of the first
“Music Box" discussion and will
cover some of the compositions
most familiar and popular during
Washington’s day.

I added to my log Thurs
day night station WILM of Wil
mington, Del., operating on 1420
k. c. By a strange coincidence
I turned to 1120 k. c. and another
Wilmington station was broad
casting—WDEL, which I had
logged a long time ago.

BEm UYi
Coffee imparVa
delicious and. un- v
itfual flavor to Q
pie# cakes' and.
pudding^ AH half
a cup of fre^h,
black coffee
to your fav-

orite recipe.

‘

PRICES TWOOOOR SCOANS f.e.fe. LANSING

Next Week’s Games
Monday—Boiler Makers, Barbers
and Kickapoo.
Tuesday—Burpee Furniture, Texa
cos and Thomaston.

Greeley, 262; Danielson, 270; total,
1262.

• ♦ * ♦

Tired of “dead rabbits" the Bar
bers fell upon A. & P. Thursday
night for four of the five points. The
consistent Mr. Nye again had high
total, but Howard took high string
on 107. The summary:
Barbers—Cavanaugh, 251; Nye,
297; Crockett, 268; L. Alley, 257;
Shute, 271; total, 1344.
A. & P.—Daris, 2fll; Woodcock,
261; R. Alley, 262; Clark, 249; How
ard, 266; total, 1319.

••••

Six of the ten teams in the Knox
County League have rolled their
schedule and the end of the eleventh
week finds Kickapoo leading. Great
gains were made by the Texacos:
who took 10 points. The Federals
won five from the Boiler Makers to
capture second place. Burpee Furni
Erer brought above Ground
ture won eight out of ten to take
third' place while the Boiler Makers
dropped to fourth. The next five
teams are closely bunched, with only
three more weeks to go. It is any- Put in a load of 'blue coal' now.
body's pennant as yet. The stand- Plenty of nippy weather ahead
ing;
... plenty of changeable days,
W L P.C. P.F. too. Just the time to find out,
■i
Kickapoo,
43 12 .800 15.477
Federals,
34 16 .680 14.934 by experience, how much bet
Burpee Furn.,
37 18 .673 14.903 ter 'blue coal' is.
Boiler Makers,
33 22 .600 15,081
Perry's Market, 28 27 .510 14,835 We believe it to be the finest
Texacos,
24 31 .435 14,494 coal that has ever been
A. & P„
17 28 .378 12,150 brought above ground. We are
Barbers,
16 29 .356 11,952 staking our reputation on it.
Thomaston,
15 30 .334 11,853
Gulf. Ref. Co.,
12 43 .218 13,798 We know you'll like it. Phone
• • *
your order now—it's available
It was a battle of the duel companies Thursday evening when Gulf ; ■ ***
s*les>
Refining met the Texacos at the '
Recreation alleys.
Four of the nrtpVI A KID t^t\ k
Texacos were accused of using Hi- KULIvLAIW LUAL LU.
Test gas, the captain using a spe- I
You’ll Soon Own It.—Electric Per cial high test in the second string, j
Telephone 72
colator Set, $9.93; 50c. down—$50 A. C. McLoon w&S a victim of low
weekly—Schenectady (N. Y.) paper. score and claimed he had been using
ROCKLAND, MAINE
fuel oil instead of the regular line,
however, these teams had a fine
1855
1932 game, the Texacos taking all of the
points. The summary:
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Texacos—Smith, 284; Fogg. 265; A.
Waldoboro and Rockland
C. McLoon, 223; Meads, 280; J. Mc
Highlands
Loon, 278; total, 1330.
AMERICAS FINEST ANTHRACITE
Artistic Memorials In Stone
Gulf Refining — Seavey, 2
4&7
« l'22S-tf Murphy, 261;
Schellinger, 2

BETTER
COAL

I P/Y

blue coal'

Every-Other-Day
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The Thrift Shop will not be open
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Saturday evenings from now on.
Veterans meets Wednesday night,
with supper at 6, Mrs. Velma Marsh
Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts and Mrs. May Reed, in charge.
meets Monday afternoon at 4 o’clock
in the Universalist vestry.
A. W. Doherty who was lately ap
pointed manager of the Woolworth
A bad chimney fire at the home of store, has leased the Viola Hatch
Knox Aerie of Eagles, Elm street, residence on Broadway through R.
called out the department on a still U. Collins’ real estate agency.
alarm last night
The dates for annual Maine
One of the most talked of subjects American Legion convention, to be
in Rockland today is the George held in Houlton, yfre June 22, 23, *24,
Arliss picture "The Millionaire" according to an announcement by
showing at the Strand. Great!
Department Commander Dunnack.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 17 (7.30 p. m.)—Union service at
Pratt Memorial Church addressed by
Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin of New York.
Jan. 17 (4.30 p. m.)—Annual united
service of Penobscot Bay Episcopal
parishes at St. Peter's Church.
Jan. 17—Thomaston—Mrs. D. Leigh Col
vin. president of New York W. C. T. U..
speaks at union service at Baptist
Church.
Jan. 18—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Harriet 8. Frost.
Jan. 18-23—Portland auto show.
Jan. 20—Baptist Men’s League meets
with supper at 6.30.
Jan. 22—Installation of Golden Rod
Chapter, O. E. S.
Jan. 22—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Julia Murray, Talbot avenue.
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine’s Day.
Feb. 19—Klppy Karnlval.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Tuesday evening with supper at 6.
Many important matters are to be J
discussed and voted upon.

“Birds were singing here this morn
ing and I picked these pansies” writes
I Mrs. Fred Philbrook of Matinicus un
der a dateline of Jan. 14 enclosing a
handsome bouquet of the blossoms.

WEATHER
The ground was frozen this morn
ing for the first time in several days
and an unaccustomed low mark
reached with 30 degrees at 7 o’clock.
A fine day with wind northwest, con- '
tinued fair seems assured for the'
weekend. The freak weather of this !
week has been front page copy for all
the newspapers. Los Angeles report
ed a real snowstorm for the first time
in 54 years, and in Boston the aver
age Thursday temperature was the
highest ever recorded for a January
day. Our office thermometer that
day was up to 54 and with the pleas
ant sunshine, the illusion of spring
was very real. Yesterday was warm
also, 50 at noon but cloudy and show
ers frequent. The skies cleared for a
moonlit evening.

Hie need of improvements at
Sandy Beach, the city’s most popular
bathing resort, has long been felt.
ie of, the money raised for the
(employed is now to be expended
tttts.

The “midsummer” weather of the
present week was welcome to anybody
but the hockey fans who see post
poned the game which was to have
been played at Community Park this
afternoon by Rockland High and
Hebron.
, - . .. While fishing at Duck Puddle Pond
y*^erday W F. ptudley shd over _an
embankment and fell head first onto
jagged rocks. His face was severely
bruised and cut, and for him the
There will be no meeting of Clover looking glass has no attractions, temleaf Troop, Girl Scouts Monday.
pdrarily.

T. C. Stone, local manager of the
telephone company, was in Belfast
pn business Wednesday.
Horace P. Maxey has a position
as Eastern representative of E. H.
Rollins & Son, Inc., dealers in invest
ment bonds.
The American Legion Auxiliary
serves supper tonight from 5 to 7 at
Legion hall, with Mrs. Bernice Jackson and Mrs. Mary Sistare in charge.

Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
afternoon for work. Supper at 6
will be in charge of Mrs. Josephine
Lothrop and Mrs. John Thomas.
Business session in the evening.

Dandelion greens, large, juicy
specimens were dug Thursday by Mrs.
J. F. Cooper on her home grounds at
156 Limerock street, and at dinner
yesterday proved as good as they
looked.
The funeral services of Albion S.
Niles, former member of the police
department, and well known from
his connection with the fire depart
ment, will be held at St. Peter's
Church Monday at 10.30 a. m.

A. Kenneth McCartney New
Field Executive, Will Di
rect Local Group

Under the new arrangement which i
went into effect the present month,
Rockland Boy Scouts have the ad
vantage of a trained field executive
from Cumberland Council of Port
land who will spend six days of each
month in this city. Rockland is now
branch of Cumberland Council,
and since Pine Tree Council relin
The annual united service of the quished its charter last fall, has been
Episcopal parishes of Penobscot Bay operating under a part time local
is to be held at St. Peter’s Church
tomorrow at 4.30 p. m. There will be
special music of combined choirs,
and after solemn vespers refresh
ments will be served in the Under
croft.

The committee chosen to serve at
the Baptist Men’s League next
Wednesday, consists of Mrs. Eva
Green, chairman, Miss Chriqfol
Cameron, Mrs. Mamie Carroll, Mrs.
Lucy Kent, Mrs. Edna French, Mrs.
Nellie Peterson, Mrs. Lucy Rankin,
Mrs. Grace Crie, Mrs. Alice Karl and
Mrs. Muriel Crie.

The Woman's Missionary Society
of the First Baptist Church met
Wednesday afternoon with Miss
Florence Hastings in charge. Mrs
Carl Cassens acted as secretary protem. The subject for the afternoon
was “Missions in Temperance," and
several articles were read showing
. how
two g0 together in the work
of God’s Kingdom. Stories were re
lated of God’s love for boys in mili
tary training, while buttons were
being sewed on clothes, mended, etc.
Also how temperance is being taught
in Canadian Sunday Schools along
The week of Jan. 17-23 has been with the lessons from the Bible.
especially designated as one of na Thinking, earnest women of foreign
tional emphasis by libraries, publish countries are appealing to American
ers, and bookstores, for the display women to hold fast to the prohibi
and consideration of books on voca tory law, in order that they might
tional guidance, economic conditions be strengthened in their efforts to
and industrial interpretation.
better their oyim condition. The
persistence of the tobacco interests
Samuel Adams, Past Grand Patri in their advertising propaganda,
arch of Belfast was present Wednes along with the great need for Chris
day night when Rockland Encamp tian people to solidly support those
ment , I.O.OJ. entertained the Cam who are trying to help men to a
den, Union and Belfast encampments. higher plane of living was discussed.
The patriarchal degree was conferred The closing selection was an inter
upon several candidates.
esting article showing God’s care for
Letters from J. H. McNamara tell His workers in providing for all theni of the pleasure which was afforded needs. The remainder of the after
him recently when he had as guests noon was spent in “White Cross
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller and Don Work.”
ald H. Fuller, who were enroute for
I need the work. You need the
Florida. “It was like old times and
convenience.
Duplex receptacles
being home again,” writes Jim.
completely installed, for a limited
The Past Officers’ Association (Ma time, cash only, $2.75 each. A. T.
7-8
sonic) held its annual meeting this Thurston. Tel. 648.—adv.
week re-electing Dr. J. A. Richan as
BORN
president and E. C. Butler of Skow
hegan as vice president. A. F. Wis SANDERS—At Thomaston. Jan. 14, to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sanders,
ner succeeds the late A. H. Newbert
daughter, Virginia Long.
as secretary-treasurer. Edward O'B.
Gonia was elected to membership.
MARRIED

RICH-PERKINS—At Rockland. Jan 14
Circle supper will be served by the
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, Leroy
E Rich of Rockland and Miss Louise
Paramount Sound News to be Universalist ladies Wednesday at 6.
L.
Perkins of Thomaston.
shown at Strand Theatre Monday Mrs. L. F. Chase as chairman will be

and Tuesday will feature the Tourna
ment of Roses in Pasadena, Calif.
William S. Healey, formerly of this
city was assistant camera man in the
making of this picture.

assisted by Mrs. J. S. Jenkins, Mrs.
DIED
Herbert Hall, Mrs. Fred Collamore, PAUL—At Rockland.
Jan. 14. Nancy J
Mrs. Edward Gonia, Mrs. Benjamin
(Snow), widow of Albert Paul, aged 78
Philbrook. Mrs. Harry Brown, Mrs. years. 6 months. Funeral Sufiday at
o’clock from family residence. 16
Hattie Davies, Mrs. F. L. Green, Mrs. 2Berkeley
A. M. Moody, Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr., CARROLL—street.
At Warren. Jan. 15. Clara
The mystery surrounding the sup and Mrs. E. C. Payson.
M.. wife of Thomas J. Carroll, aged 55
years. 4 months. 3 days. Funeral Mon
posed drowning from Tillson wharf
day at 2 o'clock.
The eagle on the top of the Grand
Wednesday night has not been solved.
Policemen and volunteers dragged in Army flagpole went into a total BARROWS—At Rockland. Jan. 10. Or
land J. Barrows aged 89 years,
that vicinity until their hands were eclipse Thursday forenoon when
months, 20 days.
blistered and two charges of dyna George Burns shinned to the top of CROCKETT—At Camden. Jan. 10. Alice
the
staff
for
the
purpose
of
reeving
mite shook the foundations of the
L Crockett, native of Rockland, aged
79 years. 5 months, 15 days.
wharf, but no result. Night Watch the halyards. He performed the task,
man Donovan is still convinced that descended without the aid of a para NILES—At Rockland. Jan. 14. Albion
Stinson Niles, aged 53 years. 10
what he saw and heard was no dream. chute, and was received with due ac
months.. 2 days. Funeral Monday at
claim by the little crowd which had
10.30 from St. Peter's Church.
Feb. 18 is the date set for what gathered to watch the stunt.
JONES—At Bedford. Mass., Jan. 13. Mel
vin H. Jones, aged 43 years, 11 months
promises to be one of the biggest
20 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
There has come to the editorial
events in Maine Elkdom in years,
from residence of Charles Jones at
when Maine lodges, under the desk a copy of the St. George Church
Port Clyde.
Messenger,
now
in
its
second
volume.
auspices of the Maine Elks Associa
It
is
published
in
the
interest
of
the
IN MEMORIAM
tion, will honor Grand Exalted Ruler
In loving memory of Edith A. Stanley
John R. Coen and Portland Lodge St. George First and Tenant’s Har who
passed away Jan. 16, 1927.
bor
Baptist
Churches
by
Rev.
Freder

will be host at a Washington obser
Sharp and sudden was the call
vance. Every lodge in the State will ick William Barton, but in addition to For one so dearly loved by all.
extensively
covering
church
topics
Five years have passed but none can tell
participate in this event, and there
loss of one we loved so well.
will be a special initiation of candi has a goodly quota of general news The
The call was short, the shock was severe
pertaining
to
the
several
villages
of
dates. The entire arrangement of
To part with one we loved so dear;
But God alone knew what was best
the affair is in the hands of Ralph the town.
And took her home with Him to rest
W. E. Hunt, chairman of the social
Sadly missed by
First of the Republican gubernato
and community welfare committee
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis B. Stanley. Mr
rial
candidates
to
visit
Rockland
fol

and
Mrs. Forrest Stanley, Mr. and Mrs
of Portland Lodge of Elks.
lowing the group's announcements, Daniel Cole. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Gross
was Louis O. Barrows of Newport who
was in the city for a short time
CARD OF THANKS
WHO ARE THE
Thursday, guest of Raymond E.
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks
Thurston with whom he had served to my many friends who remembered
as a member of the Executive Coun me with letters and cards during my
cil. Mr. Barrows is a comparative stay at the Massachusetts General Hos
also for their kindness since my
•
stranger here, but those who had the pitai:
return home.
pleasure
of
meeting
him
carried
away
Mrs. Laura Sldellnger
7-tf
Washington.
a very favorable impression.

“HARLEM
HOT SHOTS”
•

GOOD SCOUT YEAR

?

A. Kenneth McCartney, Who Will
Direct Rockland's Boy Ccouts

executive. While that plan has
worked well, it appears that the
presence of a highly trained execu
tive and organizer will bring addi
tional benefits.
The new executive is A. Kenneth
McCartney and he is actively en
gaged at the present time in study
ing the local problems and making
necessary acquaintances. Mr. Mc
Cartney has had a colorful career*
almost all of it having been con
nected directly or indirectly with
Scouting. He was bom in Missouri
and for 11 years past has been a
Scout, Scoutmaster, camp director
and field executive. He became asso
ciated with Scouting while attend
ing Van Nuys (Calif.) High School.
He graduated from University of
California at Los Angeles and in De
cember, 1930, completed the courses
of the National Training School for
Scout Executives.
Mr. McCartney brings ambitious
plans for the Rockland Scouts and
with him will have associated this
organization: Harold Whitehill, who
has carried the burden during the
period Rockland had no trained exe
cutive; A. L. Whittemore, chairman,
C. H. Duff, vice chairman; D. C.
Leach, treasurer; H. C. Allen, dis
trict commissioner; and directors
H. P. Blodgett. Rev. W. S. Rounds,
M. E. Wotton, W. C. Ladd, A. F. Mc
Alary, Kennedy Crane, J. M. Rich
ardson, E. L. Toner, A. L. Miles, W.
A. Glover, J. P. Blaisdell, H. L. Karl,
G. W. Gay, L. A. Walker and Joseph
Emery.

IAMB'S WEEKLY SPECIAL
SERMONETTE

Odd
No class in this world ever suf
fered more acutely from intem
perance than women. Beaten,
half starved, their
children
abused by men who otherwise
were willing workers; it does seem
odd to find intelligent women de
voting their lives to the re-intro
duction of the legalized saloon
into our national life, and this
in spite of the fact that it did
more to wreck the happiness of
the home than any other factor
since history began.
Yet Mrs. Charles Sabin, presi
dent of the woman's organization
for national prohibition reform
predicts that within two months,
her organization will outnumber
the Woman’s Christian Temper
ance Union and she adds: “the
W.C.T.U. is 58- years old where we
are less than three.”
No sooner do constructive
forces for the betterment of man
kind win an apparent victory
than other forces conspire to de
stroy and thus nullify the effort.
A thing worthwhile has to be
fought for constantly, and thus
the noble band of women who
dedicated their lives for “God
and home and native land” must
fight on all the harder.
That other mothers and wives
should lead the opposition seems
odd indeed.
W. A. H.

WEEK OF JAHUARV1825 INCLUSIVE

LAMB’S

SPECIAL
FOR
NEXT WEEK

Has Always Enjoyed the Reputa
tion of Doing Only First Class

Dresses
CLEANED
AND
PRESSED

Always Comes Back To You Clean,
Odorless and Refinished To Look
As Good As New.
Your Neighbor Is Taking Advant

age of Our Exceptional Offers.

• * • «

Are You?

Our Weekly Specials Are Worthwhile
Money Saving Opportunities”

PHONE US AT 69

« • • •

At the Pratt Memorial M. E.
Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor.:
services for Sunday are: At 10.30,
subject, “Christ's Talk With Nico- |
demus;” Suday school at 12, with
classes for all; Epworth League at(
6; in the evening a union service!
under auspices of the W.C.T.U..!
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at I
7.15.

Cleaned at

LAMB’S

At the Congregational Church to- I
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject "I Believe In
The Brotherhood of Man.” Sunday I
school will convene at the noon hour. |
Dr. C. B. Popplestone will address the
Comrades of The Way at 6.30 o’clock.
The social hour will be at 6 o’clock.
At First Church of Christ, Scien- 1
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the lesson sermon
tomorrow will be "Life.” Sunday
School is at 11.45. W&dnesday eve
ning testimony meeting is at 7.30.
The reading room is located at 400
Main street, and is open week days , |
from 2 until 5 p. m.

Work. A Dress, Suit, Coat or Hat

Cleaning

LAMB’S

°yein2

ROCKLAND, MAINE

At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services for
tomorrow will be appropriate for the
“realize now that there are many I ln Rome so much that it is a’so
second Sunday after Epiphany: Holy
MORAN A SPEAKER
things still to be done, the first of known as the English Square. Hero
Copimunion at 7.30; church school at
which ls to break the control exer j the earliest English tourists lived.
9.30; Matins and sermon at 10.30;
Vespers at 4.30. The service of Ves Tells Guests At Victory Din cised by Invisible government, that Keats died in the house next to the
pulls the strings from behind for
pers will be the united service of the
' great stairs, which lead up to Trlnner Party Must Not Have selfish interests."
parishes of the Penobscot Bay. The
The speaker said that he was sure ! ita di Monte where Vespers are sung
preacher will be Fr. Stewart, rector of
“
Colorless
”
Candidate
that the Democratic party could ' every day by French or blue nuns,
Branches of forsythia well gar St. Michael’s Church. Auburn.
swing to victory in Maine if it pro
nished with the sunny blossoms were
Maine Democrats held a victory duced the type of leadership the peo j Byron lived opposite. Until recent
brought to the weather editor's desk i
i years the stairway was the rendezyesterday from the Heistad gardens
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor of dinner in Portland Thursday night, ple demand.
at Rockport. “Yes, it has been a re- the Universalist Church, will have as among the speakers being James B.
“We must not make the mistake ! vous of models—youths in blue jackmarkably warm winter—but not ev- J h's topic Sunday at 10.45 a. m. “A Perkins and Louis J. Brann, an of offering a colorless candidate who I ets and goatskin Dreeches, women ln
eryone knows,” says Mr. Heistad, Spiritual Laocoon.
The chorus nounced candidates for governor; doesn’t stand anywhere on anything fanciful head dresses, and children
“that even in zero weather the buds choir under direction of Miss Ade- and E. C. Moran, Jr„ who has borne _ in particular. We must offer a real in costume. Here the artists came to
will open after standing indoors in J laide E. Cross will sing “Holy Art the standard in the last two elec Democrat. Only through such a . pick out the faces and figures for
water‘about a week, and will keep , Thou,” adaptation of Handel’s Largo tions.
candidate is victory possible; with their sketches. Today, the models
In common with the other speak such a candidate, the people will re have been replaced by flower-sellers,
and Mrs. W. E. Morgan, contralto,
their freshness ten days or more.
ers
Mr.
Moran
attacked
the
Repub

will sing “Prayer,” Guion. Church
spond and elect that man Governor i and in the evening or at sunset you
school, Knickerbocker Class and lican party for its alleged failure of Maine.”
should come here, not only to pick up
ORLAND J. BARROWS
to
cope
with
the
present
economic
woman’s class will meet at noon.
flowers for a small coin, but to hear
A resident of Rockville for many | Junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m. will have crisis.
the bells from a hundred belfries
The Piazza Di Spagna In Rome
"Hie people need no one to tell
years and loved and respected by al,,
S aTe p. moving
English speaking tourists visit the 1 ring Ave Maria and watch the west
them,” he said, “that the Republi Piazza di Spagna or Spanish Square ern glory in the skies.
who knew him, Orland J. Barrows,
Ruth Davis in charge. The can National Administration has
died at the home of his son William, week’s activities include circle supper demonstrated its utter incapacity to
cope with the problems of today and
15 Gay street, Jan. 10, aged 89. Mr. Wednesday at 6 p. m.
that a change is necessary. Election
Barrows was one of a family of five J
children of the late William and'} At the Littlefield Memorial Church after election throughout the whole
country has demonstrated resent
Mary (Wotton) Barrows. He was Rev. L. G. Perry will preach in the ment against the present admlnis-1
morning from the subject “The Way
bom on the Barrows homestead at of Life.” The choir will sing the an tration startling in its swiftness and
Rockville now occupied by his son them “Beyond the hill tops.” Junior a determination to turn again to the I
church will be held/in the vestry for Democratic party fir relief, the
Sylvester.
party that places above property!
At the age of 19, in company with the children; Sunday school at 11.45 rights the rights of common hu- !
Lewis Ulmer, Ezekiel Mossman and with a place waiting for one and all; manity.”
Gilman Marsh, he went to Petaluma, B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 and evening service
Mr. Moran said that attempts of
Calif., where he worked on a farm at 7.15 opened by the usual sing, ac Republicans to claim that prosperity
companied
by
the
church
orchestra.
for three years. Returning he was!
mwri^ VTTnnie H S From There will be a duet by Miss Helen has nothing to do with government
and political parties “is just too
this union four children were born, Yeager with the banjo-uke and Mrs. much to expect the people to accept
Lillian
Lord
with
the
mandolin.
The
a daughter who died in infancy and
such ridiculous contradictions.”
three sons, Charles, William and | pastor’s sermon subject will be
The Democratic party takes no
“
Everyone
to
his
own
place."
The
Sylvester. Charles died in 1921.
partisan pleasure in the present
Baptist
ministers
’
meeting
will
be
After the death of his wife 38 yfears
plight of the country. Mr. Moran
An you enter 1932 you are wondering what will be your profits
ago he made his second trip to Cali held at 2.30 Tuesday afternoon. In said, adding that affairs are too seri
the
evening
there
will
be
a
rally
meet

from cows and poultry this year.
fornia. Staying one year he re ing open to everybody, with the min ous for “petty partisanship.”
turned with the idea that Maine was isters in attendance and Rev. Mr.
No man is wise enough to be able to foretell what will be the
He said that the citizens of Ameri
good enough for him. Feb. 12, 1896, Kerr
price of milk—the price of eggs for 1932. Prices you get tor your
ca are determined, to place the ma
as the speaker.
he was married to Ellen M. Kuhn
products of course are vitaL
» • • »
chinery of their government in the
and lived at West Rockport for a
hands
of
the
Democratic
party.
But your profit doesn’t depend on this alone. Your profit is
time working for the Knox Cooper- ,, The second sermon in the„ series
... on
.
"That trust will be accepted,” he
what you have left in your pocket after all expenses are paid. Feed
age Co. His next move was back to \ Th» Winning Partnership will be
said, “not as an ordinary political
constitutes the big item of expense ln dairying and poultry raising,
the old homestead where he lived given Sunday morning at the First victory but as an opportuity to serve
so naturally you are interested in this.
Baptist
Church.
The
choir
will
sing
four years. Then moving to the
America.
It
must
be
undertaken
in
What docs your ration cost you? That isn't half as important
Highlands at East Warren, he lived "Rock of Ages," Buck, and ‘The Earth that light. That it will be Is amply
to you though, ls it, as HOW MUCH PROFIT OVER FEED COST
on a farm 14 years. After the sale Is the Lord’s,” Eyer. A live church attested by the fact that when the
school
with
a
class
for
every
age
will
does that ration give you.
of the farm he came to Rockland
people have placed their confidence
and had lived with his son William meet at noon. Carl Fredrickson will in Democracy it has given to Ameri
A ton of dairy feed that gives you fifty dollars worth of milk
be
the
leader
of
the
Christian
En

15 years.
over feed cost IS more expensive to you than a dairy feed that maydeavor meeting at 6 o'clock. The ca such men as Thomas Jefferson,
While in California he cast his topic will be "The Duty and How of Grover Cleveland and Woodrow Wil
cost a little more but gives you eighty dollars worth of milk over
first vote, which was for Lincoln. Soul Winning.” This church will son.”
feed cost.
Mr. Barrows was a great lover of unite with other churches in a service
Mr. Moran asserted that the “same
When you buy Larro Dairy Ration and Larro Poultry Feeds you
horses and was always seen with at the Methodist Church at 7.15. The ineptitude which has characterized
can be sure of greatest possible profits over feed cost.
one of the finest teams in this sec speaker will be Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin the Republican party nationally, has
tion. He hauled limerock in this city of New York. The happy prayer and afflicted us here in Maine.” It is be
' This Isn't just an idle boast or a sales claim. Let us show you
for 12 years and also owned a milk praise meeting will be held Tuesday reft of real leadership, he said, al
how Larro feeds arc making more money for feeders all through
route which he operated for a num evening at 7.15. The "Rainbow Hour” though it has made abortive at
Maine. This Ls the best evidence we know’.
ber of years. Another act worthy of will be broadcast over WLBZ, Ban tempts at leadership but always in
We prosper only insofar as we can help you prosper in 1932. We
mention was that for 25 consecutive gor, Wednesday evening from 6 to the wrong direction.
know you can prosper by getting greatest possible profits over feed
years he took the Rockville Sunday 6.30.
Mr. Moran alluded to the retention
cost, and we honestly believe you can do this with LARRO.
School on its annual picnic, in a
of water power in Maine, a Demo
canopied (or birch trimmed) hay
cratic principle in the 1926 Maine
WILLIAM HASSEN
rack drawn by four horses.
gubernatorial race, as representing
Mr. Barrows had exemplary habits
The remains of Peter William Has- the beliefs and views of a majority
and character and always willing to sen who died in Boston Jan. 11 at the of our people. He added that al
help those less fortunate, very Inter age of 67, were brought to this city though the Democrat in the case lost
Rockland, Maine
esting In conversation and endowed for burial, funeral services being held the fight the issue showed clearly
with a wonderful memory. Only a Wednesday night. The deceased was that the party represented unmis
DAVID POLLOCK.
NELSON GARDNER,
short time before his death, he made a former resident of Rockland. He takably the viewpoint of the people.
South Thomaston
Martinsville, Me.
the remark that 42 years ago he went to Boston some 30 years ago
Mr. Moran said that while there
plowed every month in the year. I and at, the time of his death was a Was ample partisan reason for not
ROBERT HEALD,
WARREN GROCERY CO.,
He was confined to the house only a ‘ municipal employe at the Boston doing so Democracy almost unani
West Rockport, Me.
Warren, Me.
few months, and to his bed only a Sanitarium. His death was very sud- mously supported the Code Bill and
few days. He is survived by his wife, i den, and a great shock to relatives produced victory. The Republican
BOOTH BROS.. Long Cove, Me. CARL FALES,
East Friendship, Me.
two sons, Willian# and Sylvester, and and friends in Massachusetts and party, he said was divided on the
one brother, William, of Rowley,p Rockland.
issue and the fate of the bill was
KALLOCH & CO..
FALES & SON, South Cushing
N- H.
i Mr. Hassen is survived1 by one son, in doubt.
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
That the people of Maine are con
Funeral services were held at the Joseph W. Hassen; and two brothers,
JOHN ANDERSON,
cerned
chiefly
over
“
honesty
of
pur

home of his son William on Gay . Stephen of Rockland and Joseph of
E. E. INGRAHAM, Rockport, Me.
Thomaston, Me.
street, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald j Boston. The son and Boston brother pose rather than party labels" was
officiating. Burial was in the family accompanied the remains to Rock- a belief expressed by Mr. Moran.

YOUR 1932 PROFITS
From Cows
From Poultry

From Pork Makers

SATURDAY SPECIAL
6c

BREAD

A LARGE LOAF

A LOAF FREE

WITH EACH LOAF YOU BUY

PRICE GOOD UNTIL STOCht IS SOLD

FLOUR SALE
49c
Miss Muffet
bag
79c
Pillsbury’s
bag
5 lb bag 17c
Graham Flour
3 cans 19c
String Beans
Butter OUR BEST BRANDS 2 lbs 55c

Peanut Sale—Bacon 6 Egg Sale

~ PERRY’S MARKET

J. B. HAM CO.

lot at Rockville.

I land.

"The people of Maine,” he charged,

■><*/

The Men.
on the

Dead Mans Chest
/y
Clifford
Raymond

Ate,
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THE STORY

can get a real Frascati. You’re not
here as a copper so you can forget
the ‘hoods’ you see. Most of them
you know. I told Parslmonla—he's
the head waiter; his name’s some
thing different—von were coming.
He was flattered. He’ll be here in
a second to take our order himself
in person. You're a celebrated fel
low, Stanton.”

■“Yon know .Maisie, Acton, of
course,’’ said Ashley.
“Yes. I |;now Maisie, and I know
the copper here. What I don’t know
Is your idea.”
“Sit down and Join us, Acton. I’m
telling Maisie and the lieutenant
about the time we were down In
Pern with Turner. You remember
thnt time. Come cn and sit down.”
“You’re a d—n fool, Ashley," said
Blair. “I didn't know you were so
big a one. Sitting here making
maps for a copper and for Maisie.
What’s the Idea, Ashley? Just what
is the Idea?’
“I'm telling you we were talking
about Pern. Come and sit down.
The lieutenant wanted to know why
Turner left us so much money. I'm
telling him. All right with you, isn't
it’’
Blair scowled for another second

and then began to smile.
“Sure, it's all right with me,” he
said, "but I can't sit down. I’ve got
CHAPTER I.—During a frustrated
another table. I saw you here and
“holdup” at the Dutch Mill, a fash
ionable Chicago night club, a patron
came over to say hullo. I'll be get
later Identified as Dunn Clayton is
ting back. Adios, Maisie, adios.
shot and killed. Lieutenant of Po
lice Stanton, investigating, questions
Lieutenant.”
a voluntary witness, calling him
self "Buck" Trembly. His testimony
He turned and walked away.
la apparently straightforward.
Ashley Instantly put his pencil on
the map.
CHAPTER II.—Stanton had known
“
Mister,
”
said
the
lieutenant,
Clayton in France during the World
“I was at Blair, wasn’t 1? Don’t
don’t kid a copper.”
war, and is personally interested in
look around after him now. Pre- .
the case. In Clayton's pocket he had
“
Here's
Parsimonia.
What
are
you
found a note signed "Maisie." mak
tend you're interested in the map.
going to eat, Stanton? Parsimonia
ing an appointment with the dead
This
dot is Blair. The poor sap!
man at the Dutch Mill. Stanton
says they have moules. Maisie and
does not believe the holdup men
He hasn’t a chance. You know I’ve
I wouldn't pass that up.”
killed Clayton, and is Inclined to
got to feel sorry for any poor sap
suspect Trembly.
“What are mules?” Stanjon asked
who doesn't give himself a chance.
the
woman,
“
and
why
more
than
CHAPTER III.—At a Wisconsin
I gues we're through with this map,
winter camp a boisterous crowd Is , one even for three?”
aren’t we, Lieutenant?”
gathered. Including Preston Brown.
“
They
could
be
anything
from
the
An apparent stranger arrives. Later,
"Have we begun with it?" Stan
two men, driving, appear to be deep
way Howard pronounces it
It's
ton asked. “I’m as curious as Blair.
ly, though secretly, interested In the
moule.
Mussels.
They're
cooked
in
party. The stranger leaves the camp
What is your idea, Ashley?”
a sauce or broth, In their shells. You
in his car, and the two men hear
Ashley leaned back ln his chair
that Preston Brown has been acci
dip
your
Uread
in
the
broth.
It
’
s
dently killed. They follow the
and laughed.
stranger's car. passing IL A viaduct, i delicious. You’ll like them, Lleuten“I wanted Blair to find me doing
undergoing repairs, is out. and one
of the two men removes the red i ant. Take a chance.”
this.” he said, “and I knew he would.
lanterns,
danger
signals.
The
“I will, but don’t expect refine
I’ve been fond of the big fathead, I
stranger, in his car, goes over the
ments of the palate of me. I’m a
embankment. He is dead when found.
guess. I had to put him a little on
The lanterns are replaced. In Brown e
steak-and-onions man.”
his guard. Even if it won’t do him
papers Clayton's name is found and
“That’s it,” said Ashley. “Moules
Stanton connects the two deaths. At
any good. A sucker never gets a
his reouest he is assigned to the ! for three. A steak for the lieutenbreak, but Acton thinks lie's on to
case, recalls tne names in connee- i ant, a two-inch steak that the chef
the dead man, as he had suspected,
me now. You’d not be surprised,
himself
has
pounded
in
the
French
is Trembly.
Trembly had caused
would you. Lieutenant, if he got me
Brown's death, aonarentiv an analmanner. And onions, golden brown
dent, during a piayrui scum.
tonight? He won’t, but he thinks
i onions for the lieutenant. Calfs
he'll do it some time, and he thinks
CHAPTER IV.—A Vermont law i head and feet for Mrs. Trembly and
yer, John Whlttlesex, reading of tlie ! me.”
I’ve given him reason and cause. So
case, goes to Wisconsin, and finds
you see I'm playing square, but you
tion with an odd will he had been
“Good lord,” said the lieutenant.
can’t play square with a fellow who
asked to draw by a man named
“
I
’
m
having
dinner
with
a
couple
of
Turner. In the will Turner had be
never has a chance.”
queathed the interest on <6.000.000 1 cannibal tribes. Say the word, and
to six men. Blair, Ashley, Roberts.
“Come clear, Ashley. That was a
I’ll shoot you a nice young ‘hood’ or
Brown. Trembly, and Clayton, "old
promise.’’
•
friends." By the will, the income, at
a tender snowbird.”
he death of each beneficiary, is to
"What do you want details for?
"I
didn't
try
to
get
you
as
a
cus

De divided among the rest. Turner s
Honestly, I was using you and
son is left a small Income, though at
tomer for the calfs feet,” said AshMaisie a bit tonight. I knew Blair
the deaths of the six beneficiaries of j ley, “but, man, you're missing an
the will he is to Inherit all. Turner
would be here. You would know,
dies shortly after making the will.
other bet Parsimonia, get on with
wouldn't you, Stanton, that Blair
Whlttlesex suspects foul play in the
the
moules.
We
crave
them.
Now.
deaths of Clayton. Brown, and Trem
and I would have to finish what
bly, inasmuch as their incomes are , Lieutenant, I’ll draw you a map. I
Trembly began when he met Dunn
added to those of the sur.ivors, and
promised you two things,”
writes to the Chicago police. Stanton
Clayton in the Dutch Mill? You
oes to Newburgh to interview Asa
He spread a napkin on the table
wouldn’t have any illusion that
arling. one of the executors of the
and
began
to
draw.
lit
Blair and I could live in sweetness
“I can do this fairly well from
and light? You can start a panic
CHAPTER V.—Darling tells Stan
memory,” he said. “You won’t mind
ton he believes Turner, knowing
easier than you can stop it. What
lf
it
’
s
not
to
a
scale.
This
Is
Peru.
them well, wanted and expected the
call have I to trust Blair and what
six beneficiaries of the will to kill
I like to draw maps. We'll say
one another, they having in the past
call has he to trust me? You can't
this is Huacho to the north. This
injured him beyond forgiveness. The
live always wondering when your
will is his method of revenge. Stan
is Salinas bay, and here's Salinas
ton visits Turner's son. The youth
old pal’s going So stick a knife in
promontory.
Then
we
come
down
is contented and happy with hia
small Income.
by Ancon bay to Callao, and then I you if you don't stick a knife in
him. As a matter of fact. Lieuten
here’s Limn. Now, you’re saying
CHAPTER VI.—Roberts, one of
ant, any other combination of the
what's all this about, and the an
the three survivors of the six cared
six might have come to a trust
for by Turner’s will, visits Darling,
swer
is
that
I
like
to
draw
maps,
greatly perturbed at the series of
worthy agreement better than Blair
and
I
like
to
have
Maisie
lean
over
deaths. He tells Stanton and Darling
and I could. He's a simple sort of
that Blair and Ashley, supposed to
like she’s doing. Stick around,
be abroad, are in this country. He
Maisie. We’re just starting for the I brute. It might take him six months
will not tell of his association with
Turner.
mountains and the jungles. Here's ' to realize that he was going to kill
the Mantaro river, there’s the Apuri- ■ me. That's taking too much time
CHAPTER VII.—Ashley and Blair
arrive at Mr. Darling's abode. They
mac and here's La Sol mountains. ! in the case of me, because as soon
feign uneasiness at their friends*
The mapmakers run their town j as Roberts went out of the window
deaths, alleging they are placed in
backward I knew that I had to kill
an anomalous position, if not being
out about to the Apurimac, and
j Blair. Now I’ve a clear con
actually suspected of complicity in
then they dismiss the rest of the
the mysterious fatalities. They evade
science.”
country by marking it Indians. And
Stanton’s questioning, though Ash
“What did you do to Turner
ley tells him ' Maisie" is Mrs. Trem
never
let
anyone
tell
you
they
are
bly, and leave the house. Roberts,
down in the Jungle?” the lieutenant
believing he is to be the fourth of
not right. But you’ve got to know
asked.
Turner's "friends" to die. places
what Indians mean in Peru. It’s
himself under Stanton's protection.
“Double-crossed him,” said Ashley.
not Sioux in the Dakotas or Apaches
“What do you want details for?
CHAPTER VIII.—At the hotel that
ln Arizona. It's poison, fever, jun
Double-crossed him. What else
night a stranger tries to enter the
gle, mountain, pestilence and all the
room occupied by Stanton and Robmakes a man mad for ever? We
I erts, and the latter is convinced he
plagues a white man dreads and
were all crazy. What do you think
, is marked for death. Stanton and
will
wade
into
for
money.
I
got
Roberts leave for Chicago.
we were doing? Keep on guessing.
to put Peru away. Here’s the
We were hunting for Inca gold. Beat
CHAPTER
IX.—Roberts
tells
monies. Now, Stanton, if you
that! I don’t want even to think
Stanton something of the past his
haven’t the good sense or taste to
tories of Blair and Ashley. Accord
of IL You’ve got a general idea of
ing to him they are sinister charac
like these little friends of man I’ll
ters.
the story. Guess at the rest of it.
throw Peru into the bus-boy’s arms,
“We didn’t do much to him, con
and that will be the end of thnt.”
CHAPTER X.—Next morning Stan
sidering who we were and where we
ton finds Roberts got off the train at
“Take a piece of the French
Elkhart, leaving no explanation.
were. Just stole his map—he had
Meeting Ashley and Blair at the
bread, Mr. Stanton,” said Maisie,
a map—all these things start with
Chicago depot. Stanton brings them
before the state's attorney.
They , “and dip it in the sauce.”
maps—and left him to die. He didn't
insist they know nothing of Rob
“Take a hunk," said Ashley,
have a chance: fever. The trouble
erts. The two men are not held.
j “Man, you’re about to eat somewas the tough old devil didn't die.
CHAPTER XT.—"Maisie" arranges , thing."
I'll say for Blair that he did want
an interview with Stanton. She tells
Stanton did, and they watched
to shoot Turner or knock him on
him Trembly was the writer of the
note, supposedly from her, found on
his expression.
the head, but that would have been
Clayton's body, she does not know
“Fall to, Maisie,” said Ashley.
murder, and, Lieutenant, you know
if he killed Clayton, but believes he
meant to that night.
Roberts is
“The meal’s a success, even withhow we feel about murder.
dead, in San Francisco? she says,
but she does not know how he died. j out the steak and onions.”
“We restrained Blair. He always
Her explanation of the series of |
Stanton conceded that. An hour
was too downright We said we'd go
deaths is the same as Stanton's. The
later when the table was cleared
men have feared each other since
to get help for Turner. His map was
Turner's death.
Maisie had really i except for the coffee Ashley spread
no good. No map ever is. We just
cared for Clayton, and Bent Blair to I out his napkin map again,
Wiscensln hoping he would kill
barely got qnt alive. And we couldn’t
Trembly. She admits she has cause
“Up here Is Cerro de Pasco, and
have found our way back to him
to "get evtn" with Blair,
i on here is Puerto, Bermudez, then
if we had wanted to. We didn't
CHAPTER XII—Ashley's arrival
the Ucayali river, and here is
want to. I don’t know how Turner
interrupts the conversation. He ac i Masisea, and then to the southeast
ever found his way out. I never
knowledges he and Blair were pres
ent when Roberts fell from a hotel
is the Tamaya river. If I could draw
asked him, and he never men
window at San Francisco, but in | I’d put a little bunch of men in this
tioned it All in a lifetime, both
sists they had nothing to do with
his death. The fact was that their
region here between the Ucayali
ways. You can always laugh it off
sudden appearance at the door of his
and the Tamaya, hut I’m not artist
or fight it out.”
room frightened him and he lost
his balance and fell. Ashley invites j enough for that, and even if I could
“You say you stole the map? What
Stanton to dine with Maisie and him
make figures I couldn't make junmap?”
self. agreeing to tell him the rea
son for Turner's hatred of the six j gles. So you’ll have to draw your
“The Inca-gold map; where it
men he made beneficiaries of his ex
own.
was buried. There’s always a map
traordinary will.
with buried gold. That’s the whole
“One of them—I'll make some dots
story. Turner was a’man to do ex
] —is Turner. He's the big dot.
traordinary things, crazy things. He
CHAPTER XIII
Then this one is Dunn Clayton.
liked them. He wanted his money
He’s sitting over here smoking a
hard, and he didn’t object to mak
pipe. This one is Buck Trembly,
Ashley Draws a Map of Peru.
ing it hard. Generous-fisted devil,
and here's Preston Brown. You’d
T SEVEN-THIRTY the lieuten
but he liked gold. I guess he liked
recognize this one, because he’s
ant entered a West side res
the look and feel of it. He liked to
taurant, in Blue Island avenue a ' more fidgety than the others, so he's
hear
the ring of one of his own
j
Ron
Roberts.
And
this
one
’
s
me.
half-mile or so from Haisted street.
double eagles on a bar. He liked
You’d recognize me in a second,
Ashley had given the street number
to fee! the weight of a money belt
in telephoning as agreed and had | wouldn’t you, Maisie? Even the
around his W’aist, and if he was car
lieutenant would after while. You
asked Stanton to meet him and
rying it in a tough gambling house
can
see
something
bold
and
dashMaisie there.
or oil field or mining camp he was
Following the stout head waiter '• lng about that dot. There’s a man!
happier. A great guy. He was the
j What a man! That’s me. And
around the curve of the room, he
I this one, I’ll make him bigger, al fellow who was born to hunt the
saw Ashley and Maisie at a table.
pot of gold at the end of the rain
most as big as Turner, but not quite,
“I don’t know this restaurant,"
bow and probably find it. Free-hand
I you’d guess maybe—"
he said as he greeted them and sat
ed fellow, and square."
,
“That It was me.”
down.
“The square fellow you doubleThey looked up from the table
“You should,” said Ashley, “for
and saw Blair leaning over Ashley’s crossed," the lieutenant said. “You
two reasons. It has the best food i shoulders.
make murder seem like a public
! In town and more ‘hoods’ and opera I
duty.”
“What’s the idea?” Blair asked
singers than get under any other
“Isn’t it the truth? Too bad you
unpleasantly.
I one roof. It also has the best dance
Stanton thought there was a dis can’t always pick the fellow for
your dirt. You have to take them
' orchestra. I think there's a coke
tinct suggestion of murder in the
( peddler works a racket in the rear. | way he loomed over Ashley who
as they come. Spanish gold, that
You can get cockle sauce with your i was half-turned in his chair to look was what Turner was headed for.
Some fellow had sold him a map. He
spaghetti, and with your veal jou
tip at him.
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wasn't t'he only one who ever "went I
for buried treasure. They’re at it ,
yet There are some fools hunting
for that Inca gold right now.
They'll keep at it Couldn't you get
a little excited by a map showing
Spanish gold, Incn gold? Turner
picked up a gang and went for It
Most of us were broke. He got
Blair and me off a cattle boat at
New Orleans. Roberts had been try
ing to stake himself for another
whirl at the gambling joints. Clay
ton he had found loafing in St.
Louis. Clayton wasn't broke. He
had been with Turner before on
some Alaskan prospecting that
didn't pan out. I think he found
Trembly and Brown in Memphis
contemplating filling their pockets
from other fellow’s pockets. There
.wasn’t much to it All of ns took
Spanish gold on the brain. Turner
got sick in the jungle. AYe stole his
mnp because he wouldn’t give It
up, and left him dying and helpless.
Clayton had some idea of trying to
get help to him when we wouldn’t
and couldn't carry him out \Ve
wouldn’t, because it was no use. The
map wasn’t any use, either. We
were in luck to get out alive, and
we weren’t much alive. The trou
ble was Turner didn't die, and he
did get out. Well, the boys have
been paying for it. Turner got out.
That was a break for him. Let's
turn around now and look at Mr.
Blair. Maisie, about how long did
you find Mr. Blair a dependable cit
izen?"
"Please don’t, Howard," the wom
an said.
“Excuse me, Maisie. Sorry, but
you’ll not mind if I say it was about
a month. No reflection on you. It’s
Just Acton. Where is the old devil
sitting? Oh, there he is, see, over
there. Never mind looking at Ac
ton. We’ve seen him before. Give
his lady a look. Beauty? You don't
know the half of it. I do. I in
troduced Mr. Rlair to that lad!?.
When less than a month from now
Acton tells that lady he thinks he’ll
be on liis way, lie will be but he
won't know where. Nemesis, Maisie.
Acton is on liis way to the cor
oner. There you are. Lieutenant,
murder as plain as day. Poor Ac
ton, i chance. Do you want to
take me in charge? Mr. Blair hasn’t
a chance. He hasn’t half the chance
of Clayton in the Dutch Mill, of
Brown against the hunting knife, of
Trembly with the red lights out, or
of Roberts with tlie open window.
What lie's up against is tempera
ment, liis own and the lady's. I
know the lady, and he doesn't. The
sucker never gets an even break.
And why should lie? Maybe you
think you ought to warn him. Why
not? You're a policqninn. Here's a
crime shaping up under your nose.
He'd laugh at you. I don’t know
what the lady would do, but I think
tliat just at this moment she'd laugh
at you. I think they’d have you. sit
down and amuse them. She mignt
swear at you in three or four lan
guages. She is adept. Funny tiling
The first time I saw that lady she
still had the knife in her hand. I
don’t want to elaborate, but it was
red. There was a drop which was
slowly growing big enough at the
point to fall. Fascinating sort of
thing to watch. The gentleman ip
error was on the floor. That wafc
in Sumatra. The verdict in effect
was that the gentleman was not
only a d—n scoundrel but a d—n
fool. Coming back from Hawaii
who was on the boat but the tigerlily. They’re going to dance. Watch
them.”
“Do you know the lady?" Stanton
asked Maisie.
“I never saw her. I've never heard
of her.”
“Is Ashley kidding us?” the lieu
tenant asked.
“How should I know? Do you
mean did Howard see her with the
knife and a drop forming on It?
Maybe.”
“There’s your exhibit, Lieuten
ant,” said Ashley, turning half
around. “You’re a remarkable de
tective, don’t you know. You’re the
only one who ever started with the
solution of a series of murders be
fore they were committed and knew
Just what to expect before it hap-
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Who was Who?

Mrs. James Ulmer and daughter
Lottie of Thomaston are spending a
few days with Mr. and Mrs. Percie
Fiske.
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
George and Matthew Starr one day
this week carried 40 barrels of apples
to Adams Chapman in Boston for
ROBIN ADAIR
Oscar Carroll.
Tulips are above ground here and
A.Tiat’s this dull town to me?
rose bushes are leaving out, so it is
Robin’s not here!
Who is’t I wished to see?
said. Has spring come?
Robin Adair!
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Ranlett attended
UUS wrote the love-lorn Lady the installation of officers of Ralph
Caroline Keppel about the fa Ulmer Camp Wednesday evening in
mous English watering place, Bath,Rockland.
Charlie Tolman spent last weekend
to which she had been banished by
her father in the vain hope that in Rockport guest of his aunt Mrs.
“out of sight" might prove “out of Herbert Mann.
The lure of ice fishing drew many
mind." For young Robin Adair, how
the ponds Sunday. Although there
ever well he may sound as the hero to
was a strong and biting northeast
of Lady Caroline's ballad, was as a wind that sent the early morning fall
real person no great match for an of snow flying about, several groups
earl's daughter.
of men were on Chickawaukie. The
Adair was a young medical stu catches were not large, but not
dent who, after some youthful wholly unsatisfactory. Lester Sherer
scrape, left his native Dublin to pulled in three sizable pickerel
walk penniless to London and was weighing 5!4 pounds, the largest one
on the way run down and injured tipping the scales at two pounds.
The death of Orland Barrows, Jan.
by a coach belonging to a London
society woman. She took him home 10, following a brief illness removed
with he, superintended his recov a well known and-frequent visitor to
ery. established him ln society and this village. Mr. Barrows was in his
90th year, and his boyhood and early
introduced him to Lady Caroline.
were spent in this community.
Set to an old Irish air, Lady Caro life
His son. S. P. Barrows now resides
line’s little poem became immediate in the family homestead.
ly popular, much to the chagrin of
tier father. Since, however, it failed
WEST ROCKPOR T
to soften his heart, she took advan
tage of a prerogative of her gener
Miss Grace Parker has returned to
ation. went into a “decline” and thus Wellesley Hills. Mass., after spending
won her point. In a recent Louden a two weeks’ vacation with her par
auction there was put up for sale ents Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Parker.
an exquisite miniature of Robin
The Mission Circle met Thursday
Adair. Lady Caroline and their three afternoon with Mrs. Inez Varney.
children.
Mrs. Walter Wheeler and son Stan
(©. 1931, Western Newspaper Union.!
ley who have been visiting her par
ents in P. E. I., Canada, returned
Thursday morning. Mr. Wheel
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE home
er motored to Bangor to meet them.
Bert Andrews has been confined to
the house as the result of a fall which
he received Saturday night.
The cottage prayer-meeting to have
been held at Maurice Carroll’s Wed
nesday evening was at R. J. Healths
instead because of bad traveling.
“Brite and fair.” and just like
spring today, Jan. 14. makes one won
der what the next day or next week
will bring to offset it.
Mrs. J. F. Heal and Mrs. Robert
Heald attended the W.C.T.U. meet
ing held Tuesday with Mrs. Albert
Decker in Camden. It was voted to
have a public meeting Jan. 21; with
Rev. Helen Carlson, speaker, at one
of the churches and a union service.

T

MOUNT PLEASANT

SOMETHING STARTLING!

“Oh, oo-o!” cries Teddy. And
he holds both of his hands up in
great surprise, “I certainly saw
something go flying through the
grass right near the rock!” If
you want to see what is in »he
grass, take your pencil and join
all the numbered dots together,
starting with dot numbet one
and ending with dot number
thirtv-seven.
Mighty
Particular.—A wealthy
society lady had just engaged a new
maid and was instructing her in the
duties of waiting on the table.
“At dinner, Mary," she explained,
"you must remember always to serve
from the left and take the plates
from the right. Is that clear?”
“Yes, ma’am,” answered the girl
condescendingly. “What’s the matter,
superstitious or something?"—New
York Morning Telegraph.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Burkett of East
Warren have moved into the Sidney
Butler house and Mr. Burkett is
working for T. J. Carroll.
Several from this vicinity attended
the installation of officers at Mt.
Pleasant Grange last Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Partridge of
Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs. Gor
don Smith Saturday evening.
Mr. aud Mrs. Walter Lane are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son.
Friends of Mrs. Maria Tolman will
be pleased to hear she is improving
! in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stackpole of
, Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Carroll Sunday.
Robert Simmons installed the offi
cers of Highland Grange at East
I Warren Friday evening.
’ Richard Russel! has returned home
from' Knox Hospital where he has
i been receiving treatment.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Discerned
12-To pay for the
maintenance of
13- The apparent ends
of Saturn's rings
14- Noah (Sw.)
15- Omitted in writing
17- Egypt (abbr.)
18- Aged
19- Metric measure of
length
20- Exist
21- Mother
22- MerKan (abbr.)
23- lnterjection
“So be It”
24- Pronoun
25- L Ike wise not
27- Prefix. Thrice
28- A lace fabric
29- Preposltlon
30- A continent (abbr.)
31- Vehicle
33-Worthless leaving
35-Brake horse-power
(abbr.)

HdRIZONTAL (Cont.)
36- Epoch
37- Lacerated
39- Prefix. Before
40- Mountain (abbr.)
41- Anger
42-Cornered
44- 52 (Roman)
45- Old English (abbr.)
4S-American lawyer
and ambassador
47- Gone by
48- Rest rains
49- A fabric
51-Things which make
one strong

VERTICAL (Cont.)
7- Beneath
8- River in Bohemia
9- Sorrowful
10- Pronoun
11- Deterioratlons
16- A fruit
4
17- Brfore «
20-A hood worn by
monks
23-Arab (abbr.)
25- Hoard
26- Used in negation
27- Strike gently
30-Piece of bed linen
32-An armor-bearer
34- Musical note
35- Bear the brunt of
VERTICAL
38- Raw metal
39- Tine
1- Names '•
42- Lean
2-To place in a
43- To take out (Print,
detached situation 44- Narrow
3- Varlant of shad
thoroughfare
i
4- Preposition
46-A letter
5- To make a note of 48-Railroad (abbr.)
6- A spat
90-1nto
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Miss Evelyn Genthner, R.N., was
called to Steep Falls chi a case Sun
day.
A new arrival at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Karl Pitcher Jan. 11 was a
son, Ronald F.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns are
both confined to the house with the
epidemic that is prevalent in this
section.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will j
meet with Mrs. Minnie Vannah'
Jan. 20.
This community was shocked and
saddened when some of the neigh-!
bors went to the home of Irvin Wallace Monday and found him lying ln
his bam where he had ended his lffe
with a shot gun. Coroner Odiome,
was called and he pronounced it
suicide. Mr. Wallace was in ill

.
health. Funeral services were held
Wednesday at his late home. He
leaves one nephew Clarence Eugley,
cousins and distant relatives, and a
host of friends.

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
On Biscayne Bay

MIAMI, FLORIDA

of luxurious comfort

Sixteen floors

where modern appointments and

thoughtful service contribute a more
of happiness to

ample measure
smart living.

Convenient to every
Biscayne Room

r
Superb fishing from pier
r or boat. Surf beach, no under*
tow. Id hole golf, grass greens.
Club house on the beach. atnMntof
pccL IOO rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
First-class patronage. Reasonable rates.

GEORGE KREAMER
Summer: Wyandette Hotel, Bellport, LX

important attraction in the greater
Miami area.

«

«

«

«

«

<

* European or American Plan
Wm. M. Gale, Manager

Dining >alon deluxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group.
Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay, Bay:
front Park arm
the A tlantic Ocean.

Include
VENICE FLORIDA

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private biconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Corner Second St. and First Ave.

Booklet
RATES: (European)
Single $2.50 to $8.00 dally
on
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
Application
H H.Masi Dintnt Room Service Unsurpassed
Manager

Oan. to
October)

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

n your vacation plans:
On the Gulf of Mexico, 80 miles south
of Tampa on the Tamiami Motor Trail.
Golf —Fishing — Bathing.

HOTEL PARK VIEW
Spanish style, new, each room with pri
vate bath, twin beds and steam heat.
Fresh fish from the Gulf also vegetables,
poultry, fruit and strawberries from our

own farm served every day.

“Delilah for You, Out Stepping
With Samson."

I ou’ll enjov stopping at
Uns ultra-motlern hoteL
I Located "a step from
/ Broadway”, overlooking
world-renown Times
Square. The city’s most
interesting places, thea
tres, smart shops, busi
ness centers are all neurbv. ,14-OOoutsiderooms,
each with a private bath ' >>. :•
(tubandshower),aradio
and servidor. Note sur
prisingly moderate rates.

pened, and then couldn’t do any
thing about it after It had. There’i
Delilah for you, out stepping with
Samson.”
TO BE CONTINUED

vs

Radical reductions in rates:
American Plan $ 9.00 Daily Double
American Plan $50.00 Weekly Double

(under same management—
European Plan)
All rooms with private bath, twin beds,

steam heat,
$ 2.50 Daily Double
$14.00 Weekly Double

4p<-Lt •3-«3..TA-« t
ouutttA. • 1-03-00

['-with an "M. that counts

CARS

Popular priced restaurant maintained.

kS\

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
889 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. 1250
44 »o 45 Sts.

56-tf

atSthAve.,N.T.

MARCO HOTEL

SAN

«OV MOULTON

Manager

An economical way of spending the win
ter in the tropics.
Rorida's famous sunshine dwells in
Venice.
Booklet sent free
BRED X FULLER. Proprietor.
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FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment
With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good Job can be
done within a reasonable time.

ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODAY
Observant Citizen Spends Interesting Hour
At The Gas Plant Finding What
It’s All About

4

Passing down Tillson avenue yes being pulled by a suction pump. I kept from freezing hence the boiler
terday afternoon that observant citi On the Tillson'avenue street line I with its steam jets in the water,
Gas from the tanks goes directly
zen I. M. Learning noted with in are three huge boxes. These con
terest that the huge tank at the gas tain shelves bearing shavings, oxide into the 12 miles of city mains. A
SERVICE
SALES
house was only half the size it had etc. which still further purify the booster machine is used to force
been a few hours earlier. This gas and leave it ready for the big more gas into the mains and thus
ROCKLAND
583 MAIN STREET
PHONES 333—334
thought gave rise to a whole flock tanks after passing through a meter. create increased pressure during
peak loads—at meal time etc. It is
of questions concerning the actual
These tanks are interesting on this heavy drain that makes the tank
process of manufacturing the gas.
T'he smaller sink. The smaller holder is a re
With Mr. Learning to think is to their own account.
MICKY & HIS MA'
act and a few minutes later he was one is old, but is made of cast iron serve supply. During the night
escorted through the entrance under and will wear indefinitely. Its hours the holders are filled to
he onen took 4wo
on RECOUNT OF
'SOlVPiRS ON PiCCOOnT
the guidance of the competent su capacity is 23,000 cubic feet. The capacity ready for the day's de
iT was RU-mf
perintendent of the department, larger tank, 35,000 capacity is of mands. Gauges and indicators show
steel. They are nothing more than the pressure on the system at all
Frank Seavey.
Properly this tour began at the huge pails, bottom up, with no times, and too tell at once the loca
very beginning of the process, the cover, being sealed by water. As tion of any trouble in the plant.
• * • •
huge storehouse where several thou the gas comes into them through
pipes
from
the
washers
the
tanks
The retort room holds the secret
sand tons of soft or “gas” coal is
kept. It is wheeled in barrows rise up, lifted by the gas. Frames for the new low gas rates now' pre
There are
along a wooden track to a gloomy and tracks prevent them from vailing in Rockland.
high ceiled room, all brick, called toppling over. This water in which four of the great benches. One is
the charging floor. One whole side the great steel pails float must be obsolete; one has never been used,
of this building is taken up with
“Lots of folks are held up and don’t even
rows of great ovens with two sets;
know it.” He was fellin' about a friend of his
who sent away for some furniture and had
of doors some eight feet from the
to pay even MORE than he would be asked
floor. In one corner stands a steam
for the same thing right here at Studley
boiler carrying 85 pounds pressure.
Furniture Co.
A workman appeared, took a
torch and cracking open the doors
STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
of one of the ovens or retorts as
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
they are called, ignited the smoky
61 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
gas which emerged then opened the
door wide. A great sheet of yellow |
flame poured out as he proceeded to!
shovel in a heavy charge of coal,
throwing the lumps with unerringl
aim into the blazing mouth. He
then closed the door and the flame
was instantly smothered. Under
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
these retorts he displayed a fire of
white hot intensity which maintains
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
The Rival Gas Auto
a ' temperature of 2000 degrees,
roasting out of the soft coal every
matic Hot Water Heater is
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT
particle uf gas and coal tar, leaving
built like a great thermos bot
only coke. This coke residue is
tle. Is entirely automatic, ab
hauled out of the retorts and serves
ROCKLAND
as fuel for the furnaces. A portion
477 MAIN STREET,
solutely safe, completely de
____ * of it is ground to size and sold.
pendable,
and its Economy will
From the retorts the gas with its
coal tar and other impurities passes
make it truly appreciated by
into a hydraulic main where it bub-1
i SLAVERY
all the family.
hies through water. Thence it passes
upward in a 30-foot steel tower!
which is sprayed with running wa
ter and then through still another
OIL BURNER.
similar tower which has grates con
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves ln this
taining charcoal in addition to the
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil
vigorous water
spray.
These
towers remove much of the coal tar
447 Main St.,
Rockland
etc. but still two more hydraulic
washers remain for the gas to pass,
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

tfBIG BROTHER SEZi-

answers

A BIG QUESTION

HOT WATER

PLUMBING AND HEATING '

Automatically

WILLIAM T. SMITH

CENTRAL MAINE
POWER CO.

THURSTON OIL CO.

brand new; one is in constant use
and one is kept hot to be used for
peak load. Now three of these
benches could be used almost as
economically as two, labor being no
higher, plant equipment costing no
more, only actual fuel costs increas
ing. Therefore, with the new furn
aces and the three new oxide boxes
the company is in a position to
double its production if a market
can be created. The new low rates
and the extension of existing mains
is doing that. Gas for house heat
ing is coming into vogue as well as
increased commercial usage.
It developed that our State au
thorities take a precautionary peek
into the affairs of gas companies
along with other public utilities and
insist that each cubic foot of gas
contain a definite number of heat
units. To that end Mr. Seavey has
a laboratory at the plant building,
corner of Granite and Union
streets, and there thrice every wreek
makes definite tests to prove that
there are 524 B.T.U. (units to
measure heat production) in each
1000 cubic feet of gas which are
sent to Augusta. If there are more
than 524 B.T.U. that is perfectly
O.K., but if there are less, that’s
just too bad for the gas company.
There is another interesting little
contraption there too, a glass tube
shaped like a U with colored water
in part of it and a foot rule at the
back. This is connected with the
gas mains, and when the valve is
turned the pressure pushes the wa
ter up the tube and we see what is
meant by the standard pressure of
five inches i. e. gas pressure enough
to lift a column of water five inches.
• » • •
All these things interested Mr.
I. M. Learning tremendously, for
he likes to study public service
enterprises and the civic plant. A
few things about the gas plant still
intrigued him. “What are all those
barrels for?” he inquired and
learned they were filled with coal
tar from a large tar well. This tar
well receives all the tar residue and
creates a nice source of revenue,
some 500 barrels being produced
annually. The coke is a lucrative
by-product, 800 tons being sold
each year. “It must be dangerous
here” hazarded the visitor. "By no
I means,” said Mr. Seavey, telling of
’ the plant's splendid record, day and
night service, year in and year out
i for decades without trouble. “Just
common sense and sound judgment
■ are necessary and our boys have
both,” said the super with justifi' able pride.

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Holmes St., Near Broadway,
•

Rockland

Tel. Rockland, 1107

Tel. Rockland Night 1 105—243

Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds
Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Always Open Week Days
from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.

HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

LOWEST PRICES

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

BREAD & PASTRY
Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET

TEL. 250

ROCKLAND

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
Insured and Bonded

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND
AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

FOOD YOU LIKE
COURTEOUS SERVICE ALWAYS
♦ • • •

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT
ROCKLAND

308 MAIN STREET

TEL. 127

FREDERICS

PERMANENT WAVE

ODDS and ENDS

Brings out the charm in your hair.
We Do All Kinds of Beauty Culture.

Left from our Topsy Turvy Sale

FISH AND SCALLOPS
RODNEY E. FEYLER
WHOLESALE DEALER

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

Phone For Appointment

Closing Out at Reduced Prices

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
393 MAIN STREET,

PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON
67 PARK STREET

Marie A. Laney

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

PHONE

“Save The Pieces”
We Weld’Em
It may look like a bad bump to
you ... but don't give up so easily.
Bring it in to us, let us make it
look like It just came from the
factory.

ABRAM W. NYE
Telephone 585
AUTO REPAIRS
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

KEEP HER

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT

HITTING

ON ALL FOUR...WITH

No Renewals Needed

With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

LARRO

On a roof made of concrete tile or cement—

present problem of home heating and winter health.

Larro builds heath that boosts production and holds

Asbestos

To those who have chosen oil heat

it up . . . eliminates off-feed days, constipation and

Rates—W eatherproof—Tiresafe.

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!

QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER

Shingles — Reduce

Insurance

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
TEL. 378

ROCKLAND

422 MAIN STREET

UDDER TROUBLE.

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and
GRAIN, FEED,

Ease of Operation

FLOUR, SUGAR

May be colored if desired

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Ask your dealer!

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

And At 1 -5 th Less Cost Than Coal

J. B. HAM CO.

TEL 51

ROCKLAND

Dealers In
GRANITE AND MARBLE

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
TEL. 818

W. H. GLENDENNING
Telephone 502-W

New County Road

LINDSEY STREET,

ROCKLAND

gieens and butterflies. However, see
ing is believing.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonse Speed who
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fisher who| have closed their home here and are
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Har- ' spending the winter at South Ber
rison Hutchins, have returned to their wick reported it was 14 below there,
home at Kennebunkport.
but that it did not seem nearly as
Mrs. Oscar Burton has returned cold. Lobsters are 30 cents per pound,
from a visit in Yarmouth.
and fish are not in the same class as
School opened last Monday. It was those taken right out of the water
a week late on account of illness in at Monhegan.
the teacher's family.
Quite a number of books have been
Miss Sims of New Rochelle, N. Y.j added to the Monhegan library re
has arrived here. She will act as secre cently, mostly fiction and mystery
tary to Miss Sidnev Baldwin who is stories.
writing a book. Miss Sims has been j The sewing circle met Wednesday
coming to the Island for a number of at Harbor Rocks Studio.
years as a summer visitor, but this is
Capt. Charles Fields is visiting his
her first experience here in the win mother Mrs. Hannah Richards. He
ter. She is boarding at the Trailing is also awaiting a chance to fish, be
Yew.
fore returning to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brackett have , Calvin Davis Is having a ra
returned from a short trip to New dio installed which he bought from
s Harbor.
Mr. Foss.
Mrs. Helen Stevens and Miss Jose- (
phine Davis on Jan. 9, each dug a I
NORTH HAVF.N
mess of greens. The same dav Mrs.
Parker Stone left Saturday noon
Eleanor Kincade found a beautiful
butterfly. But upon arising Sunday for Boston.
morning and viewing the snowstorm, i The thermometer reading Jan. 14
it seemed like dreams, instead of1 at 7 o’clock was 42. It looks as though

MONHEGAN

17 WALNUT STREET,

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
CEMETERY WORK

A. W. MARTIN, Manager

A. C. McLOON & CO.

MEMORIALS OF DISTINCTION

the seasons had gone Into reverse.
However, there’s time enough yet for
ice, drifts and a frozen thoroughfare.
Hanson Crockett and Neal Burgess
saw a robin Monday morning of last
week.
Burdis Brown was in Rockland on
business several days last week.
James Tabbutt has been making
alterations and repairs on the bunga
low purchased some time ago from
Parker Stone.
With the building of a combination
house and garage in Camden this
fall and winter, Mr. and Mrs. Her
man Cooper have been dividing their
time between that place and North
Haven.
At the Sunday school and church
service Sunday, Saddlebags will be
distributed. This is an illustrated
pamphlet telling of pioneer days
throughout the country.
Lester Stone and Leroy Pierce are
confined to the house with severe
colds.
Mr. and Mrs. Corydon Brown and
son John were in Rockland from
Monday to Thursday to consult Dr.

Ellingwood in regard to an abscess i
in the latter’s throat.
Notice is posted by the auditor and ,
selectmen that all bills against the
town must be handed In by Jan. 27.
Books close the 28th. This means that
town meeting will be here before we
know it.
Church services Sunday: Worship
with sermon by the pastor at 11
o’clock; Sunday school at 9.45; young
people at 6; evening service with or
chestra at 7; new pieces each Sunday
night.

SOMERVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Turner and
Miss Marie Turner of Augusta were
at home Sunday. Miss Marie Turner
remained for a visit.
J. D. Turner and Erskine Northrup
of Palermo were visitors Tuesday at
F. A. Turner's.
Clifton Lowden of Week's Mills
was a business visitor in town Wed
nesday.
<
F. A. Turner visited friends at B.
D. Brown's Wednesday.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Crummett, Jr., is ill.

[ New Year Day and started on the
DEER ISLE
I return trip in his Packard last Sun
day. He intended to spend a few
Mrs. Julia Spofford has taken rooms
The season of winter sports has days returning and to visit relatives
arrived and skating and fishing enroute. Mr. Gushee, a former Ap at Pleasant View Hotel for the re
through the ice are enjoyed at the pleton boy, is a landscape gardener, mainder of the winter.
Old Sennebec Pond
B. C. Smith who has been ill for
I and in partnership with his son
Interesting letters have been re I Roger Gushee.
some time is now sligntly improved in
ceived from Florida telling of balmy
health.
weather. What about our climate
Mrs. Lena Spofford was taken ill
here—regular spring day Jan. 14.
CLARK ISLAND
last Tuesday. She is receiving medi
It surely was one great day.
cal treatment of Dr. Gerand at tlie
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Paul and
Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant’s Har Pleasant View Hotel.
little daughter Edna were among re bor was in town last Wednesday.
Election of officers of Harbor View
cent visitors at Meadowbrook.
Mrs. James Caven is improving fast! Chapter. O.E.S., took place Jan. 13.
Mrs. Cassie Paul is visiting at the
A basketball team has been lormed
home of her brother Clarence Rob in health.
bins.
There will be church school ne»t by a group of local boys. Last Satur
day evening the Deer Isle team en
Dorothy Gushee is visiting Mr. and Sunday at 2 o'clock.
gaged in a contest with the Stoning
Mrs Leroy Page in Rockland.
Mrs. John T. Williams visited Mrs. ton Graniteers, emerging on the short
Will Blanchard and Merrill Esancy
, Charles Butler Wednesday after- end of the count by the score of 26
are chopping for Robert Gushee.
to 12. A large crowd witnessed the
The family of Wallace Griffin are ! noon.
afflicted with grippe colds.
Friends of Miss Elizabeth Mon game.
The advent of the New Year ushers aghan are sorry to learn that she
Capt. S. T. Lowe and Mr. Carter
in our old friend the Maine Farm lias had to enter the hospital where of Tenant's Harbor are spending a
er's Almanac.
she will undergo a surgical operation. few davs at the oid Lowe homestead.
Walter E. Gushee of Ludlow, Mass., Miss Monaghan has been bookkeeper
Mrs. Carrie Greenlaw was at the
has been a visitor with his mother for John Meehan & Sons for a long E M. G. Hospital in Bangor for medi
and sister at the village. He came time.
cal treatment last Monday.

APPLETON

ROCKLAND

APPLETON RIDGE
Elmer Ripley is quite ill.
Harland Pease of Pleasantville,
Warren, is the guest of his aunt, Mrs.
Hazle Perry.
Nelson Moody who is employed by
Leon Ludwig at Waldoboro spent
Tuesdaj at his home here.
The Willing Workers meet each
Tuesday afternoon at their room at
the parsonage.
The Stanley family are enjoying a
new 9-tube cabinet Philco radio.
Mrs. Addle Robbins returned Mon
day from a few weeks visit at the
home of her son Ralph Robbins in
South Hope.
Adna Pitman has a new- Atwater
Kent electric radio, table model.
Mrs. Nina Hart is in Oakland to
be with her daughter Mrs. Olivia
Luce and family. Mrs. Luce's little
five year old daughter Priscilla died
Wednesday morning at a hospital
where she was taken for an appen
dicitis operation about a week ago.

1

THOMASTON
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Probate Notices

WARREN

Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column

THOMAS A. HUNT, late of Camden,
deceased; Will and Petition for Probate
thereof,»asking that the same may be
approved and allowed and that Z. M.
Dwinal of Camden, or some other suit
able person be appointed administrator
with the will annexed, with bond. Pre
sented by Ormond T. Keene and Henry
Joseph of Denver, Col.
ESTATE BENJAMIN F. WILSON, late
of Camden, deceased; Petition for Ad
ministration d. b. n.. asking that Bertha
E. Wilson of Camden, or some other
suitable person be appointed adminis
trator of the estate, not already admin
istered, with bond. Presented by Bertha
E. Wilson of Camden.
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. late of
Union, deceased; First and final account
relating to sale of Real Estate of said
Miles Sidllnger Estate, filed for allow
ance by Frank H. Ingraham of Rock
land. Administrator.
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. late of
Union, deceased; Petition for Distribu
tion. Presented by Frank H. Ingraham
of Rockland. Administrator.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
l-S-7 CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

TO LET

♦

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements ln this column not to
Among those who attended the
♦
At a meeting of Williams-Brasier
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
To all persons Interested In either of
♦~R
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Post Thursday evening it was decided performance of the "Dutch Detec
the estates hereinafter named:
FOUR-ROOM RENT to let. on Grove
tional lines five cents each for one
to have a minstrel show in the near tive” at Union Thursday evening
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
time. 10 cents for three times. Six words St Apply DR. R. W. BICKFORD. Phone
ln and for the County of Knox, on the
future. Alton Foster, Ralph Chesley were Mrs. A. T. Norwood, Mrs. Le
make
a
line.
611-M.
Rockland.
3-8
15th day of December ln the year of our
and Orville Williams were appointed roy Norwood, Elmer Jameson. Jr..
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
SINGLE
house
to
let
at
8
Rockland
St.,
Due to an error the property of A. M.
a committee on arrangements. They Kenneth Cousins, Andrew Connell
thirty-one and by adjournment from
with electric lights, flush\ toilet, garage.
day to day from the 15th day of said
will be assisted by Dr. Allyne Pea and Marshall White.
Inquire MR. SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St.
December
the
following
matters
having
Tel. 888.
1-tf
Installation of officers of the
body, E. F. Lynch and others.
Moody was posted for taxes which had
been presented for the action thereupon
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings and Georges River Lijdge, K. P„ will be
TENEMENT
to
let
at
36
Mechanic
St.
hereinafter indicated it ls hereby Or
Inquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Achorn motored performed jointly with the installa- ■
dered :
—
been paid, and I take this method of setting
Main
St.
Tel.
874-W.
1-tf
to Union Thursday night and called tion of officers of Crescent Temple.
That notlgr thereof be given to al,
LOST—At North Waldoboro. Dec. 29,
persons interested, by causing a copy of
P.S.. the evening of Jan. 22, semiHOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath,
on Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Creighton.
male rabbit dog. part Beagle, white with
it
right.
this
order to be published three weeks
dark spots. JOHN D. WATTS. Waldo eas and light'”.. MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184
Miss Ethelyn Virge is visiting in privately. D.D.G.C. Hannah Whit- ]
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a
South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
1-tf
boro.
Me..
R.
2.
Tel.
16-4.
6-8
more of Camden and D.D.G.C. John I
Cambridge, Mass.
»
newspaper ^published at Rockland In
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
30x5 HEAVY DUTY Mansfleld truck
said County that they may appear at a
Past Chancellors of Arcana Lodge Mitchell of Friendship will be pres- ,
C. T. MOODY,
tire lost on Tillson Ave. Reward. Re veniences, to let at South Main St., $25
Probate Court to be held at said Rock
to the number of 16 attended the an ent for the work. Refreshments will
turn to W. H. GLOVER CO.
5-7 a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Paik St.
land. on the 19th day of January A. D..
Tel. 1080.__________________________ 1-tf
be
served
directly
after
the
cere.
nual meeting Thursday evening at
1932.
at
nine
o'clock
ln
the
forenoon,
GREEN
fountain
pen
lost
on
McLain
Collector of Warren
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
and be heard thereop If they see cause.
K. P. hall. A fine supper was served monies.
School grounds.
Please Tel. 101-R. Fulton
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
BOBBY HILLS.
7*9 240 Broadway.
Much good work was done at the
ALMIRA A. DYER, late of North
by a committee from Mayflower Tem
1-tf
Haven, deceased; Will and petition for
ple. In the company were R. O. ladies’ missionary meeting at the
SUM OF MONEY found ln local in
FORTY-EIGHT (48) rents—always a
Probate
thereof
asking
that
the
same
stitution.
Owner
may
have
same
by
Elliot. R. E. Dunn. E. O'B. Burgess. J. Montgomery rooms Wednesday aftervacancies. ERNEST C. DAVIS at
may be proved and allowed and that
applying at THE COURIER-GAZETTE few
6-8
A. Richards. G. A. Moore. L. G. Cope- ' noon and 18 girls accepted the inviletters Testamentary issue to Montle
office and proving property.___
5-7 Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Lela Stone of North Haven, she being
land. N. F. Andrews. C. M. Starrett, j tation to join in the work of the
UNFURNISHED £ vs room apartment
the
Executrix
named
ln
said
will.
Pre

with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
Stanley R. Cushing. Maynard Spear, afternoon and the picnic supper.
sented by Montle Lela Stone of North
ST. Tel. 156-W.
156-tf
Mrs. Elmer Bird and Mrs. Vina
Anson B. Pryor. Rodney Jordan, How
THE ACES WERE HIGH
Haven.
ROCKPORT
BUNGALOW,
corner
Glen
and
Cam
Ulmer of Rockland were visitors I
-------ard Beattie, Benjamin Smalley.
SANFORD A. CHAPMAN, late of Rock
den Sts. Modern; three car garage.
William L. Armstrong, Harold Thursday afternoon with Mrs. G. D. Smart Rockport Team Takes Falls
land. deceased; Will and petition for
Adults
only.
AUBREY
CLARK.
Camden.
Everett
Libby
of
Manchester.
N.
H.
thereof asking that the same
Notices of Appointment
Moody and Ervin Brown will join the Gould.
Out of Rockville and Coast Artil- was an overnight guest Wednesday at Probate
Tel. 608.
3*8
may be proved and allowed and that
barge Rockport now discharging at
Miss Tena McCallum is working at j lery.
I WANT TO BUY second hand books,
HOUSE to let with electric lights,
letters Testamentary Issue to Marietta
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro postage
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
F.
stamps, antiques of all kinds. flush closet, with or without garage,
Searsport. The Rockport will load the Security Trust Co.
-------Chapman of Rockland without bond, bate for the County of Knox in the
reasonable. TEL. 1016.
3-tf
she being the Executrix named ln said State of Maine, hereby certify that in KAY’ TURNER. Thomaston. Tel. 34-4.
Herbert L. Kenniston started his I Rockport Ace Club won a double Ingraham.
stone at Stonington for New York.
2-13
Harbor
Light
Chapter
will
hold
will. Presented by Marietta Chapman, the following estates the persons were
FURNISHED tenement, electric lights,
Mrs. E. R. Burns is visiting her . work laying the oak floor in the town header Thursday night at Rockport,
of
said
Rockland.
appointed
Administrators.
Exocutors.
SMALL Cash Register. Typewriter and , gas. bath on ground floor. In good con
father Charles Winchenbach.
j hall Thursday, under the auspices! The first victory was at the expense meeting at Masonic hall Tuesday eve
ELIZABETH E. BURDICK, late of Guardians and Conservators and on the other lunch room equipment wanted.' dition. fine location, rent reasonable.
The Lucette on Main street owned | of the Woman’s Club.
of the Flving Finns of Rockville. It ning preceded by a picnic supper. St. George, deceased; Will and petition dates hereinafter named:
PENOBSCOT
GRILL. City.
7*8 FLOYD SHAW, 47 North Main St. Tel.
will be conferred on one can for Probate thereof asking that the
by Elston Luce now accommodates I Traveling is becoming bad, some of was a rather lopsided affair with the Degrees
JOHN MORRIS, late of St. George, de
422-R.___________________________ 154-tf
didate.
same
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
|
ceased.
December
1.
1931.
Frank
T
transients as well as permanent the graveled roads being deeply j Aces toying wdth the visitors throughSIX-ROOM house, lights, toilet, stove
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham that letters Testamentary Issue to Morris of St. George, was appointed
heat. $18 per month. FREEMAN S.
boarders.
' rutted. It was necessary recently to i out the game.
Charles T. Smalley of Rockland, without Executor, without bond.
went
Friday
to
East
Vassalboro
to
YOUNG.
163 Main St., Rockland. Tel.
Mrs. Isadore DeWinter came from ' do scraping with the road machine.
The second game was easily won
766-J.______________________________ 6-8
the weekend with their daugh ^ldd' Mil **PrgesentedXebvt0rCha8r1Xsd T ' CHARLES s ROBBINS, late of South
Boston Thursday to spend two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Drewett re- from Battery E of Rockland. Nash spend
if
niivianrt
Ch
“
■
]
Thomaston,
deceased.
December
1,
1931.
•*••»>•«•••«•••
••■••..••Il
ter. Mrs. B. Harold Cates and family. Smalley of said Rockland.
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All
Walter H Butler of Rockland, was apMrs. Charles Cogan is spending a j turned Wednesday to Brighton, had a scoring spree and with BohnPOSITION wanted as bookkeeper or modern improvements, with garage.
Miss Nellie Thorndike was hostess
CHESTER S. PEASE, late of Appleton. j pointed Administrator d. b. n. c. t. a., and clerk
dell, Rockport's Minute Man the
few days in Lewiston.
j Mass.
in
store,
good
experience.
Write
TEL.
504-W.
1-tf
to the bridge club Thursday after deceased; Will and petition for Probate qualified by filing bond on December 8. B. K.. care The Courier-Gazette.
6-8
William Brasier who travels for a j The Poultry Club met with Mr. home team kept out in front The noon at her home on Camden road.
thereof asking that the same may be 1831.
HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
proved and allowed and that letters Tes
HOUSEWORK wanted by the hour. location. Electric lights, bath room.
Boston paint firm was in town Thurs- ' and Mrs. Charles Young Tuesday scores:
BERTHA ELWELL, late of South Thom
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Farmer and tamentary issue to The City National aston,
1-tf
7-9 TEL. 812-M.
First Game
December 15. 1931. TEL. 535-W.
day. His territory in Maine is as far i evening, 15 members being present.
Bank of Belfast, without bond, said Freemandeceased.
Maynard
Graffam
attended
the
re

Elwell of South Thomaston,
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, fine cellar,
OPPORTUNITY—The Fuller Brush
cast as Bangor.
Rockport Ace Club
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Teague re
Bank being the Executor named ln said was appointed
cent
Chi
Omega
dance
at
University
toilet,
electricity,
gas
and
furnace;
extra
Executor, without bond.
Company can use two men as mentioned
will. Presented by The City National
C. A. Morse & Son have been ob turned to Machias Thursday after
G
F
veranda, large yard. Adults only.
of Maine as guests of Miss Doris and Bank of Belfast.
ROSCOE S. STAPLES, late of Rock on radio Tuesday nights. WEAF. 930 large
2
1-tf
liged to suspend work this week being overnight guests of Mr. and Richards, rf ............ 3
p. m. Good earnings to start. Write Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
land.
deceased.
December
15.
1931.
Min

|
Delmont
Ballard.
RUBY
A.
JAMESON,
late
of
Friend

2
awaiting the arrival of engines for Mrs. E. C. Teague.
M. Graffam. If........ 2
FULLER BRUSH. Portland. Me
7-9
SIX
ROOM
rent
at
17
Warren
St.,
nie
C.
Smith
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
The Twentieth Century Club was ship. deceased; Will and petition for Executrix, without bond.
papered and painted, garage If
0
their boats.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper. newly
Sunday morning topic at the Bap ' Nash............................ 0
Probate thereof asking that the same
entertained
Friday
afternoon
at
the
desired.
Inquire
11
JAMES
ST.
Tel.
SELDOM D. WILEY, late of Union, de Write to 4 ROCKLAND ST.. City.
7*9 577.
January 16. 1920. the Eighteenth tist Church will be "Grace;’ Sun- Collamore, c ............ 4
2
be proved and allowed and that
1-tf
home of Mrs. G. F. Currier with Mrs. may
letters Testamentary issue to Charles ceased. December 15, 1931, Mary Rob
Amendment to the Federal Constitu day School and the Bible class at 12; ; Welt, rg
0
............... 1
bins of Lowell. Mass., was appointed
FURNISHED heated front room and
Lida
Champney
as
hostess.
InterestM.
Starrett
of
yhomaston.
without
bond,
tion was adopted. The 12th anniver Christian Endeavor at 6. Miss Annie H. Graffam, lg ...... 1
0
bath, first floor. Apply ANNE V. FLINT.
without bond. Edward C.
“ i ing,papers were given by Mrs. Rena he being the Executor named ln said Executrix,
« 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M.
0
5-7
sary of that event will be observed by starrett leading, assisted by Miss I Erickson..................... 0
will. Presented by Charles M. Starrett Payson of Rockland, was appointed
Carroll
and
Mrs.
Rebecca
Fowle.
Agent ln Maine.
of said Thomaston.
a union meeting at the Baptist Thelma Oxton and Miss Marguerite
11
6
28
« AT BARTER Apartments, a five-room,
Miss
Marion
Weidman
and
Miss
CHARLES W. STEVENS, late of Rock
, all modern apartment to let. CALL 25
Church. Sunday at 11 o’clock. Mrs. Simmons. At 7 o'clock will be a song
ESTATE WILLIAM S. FOSTER, late of
Rockville A. C.
deceased. June 17, 1930. C. H.
• Mdor 1017-J._______ ___ ______________ 7-tf
P Della Larson returned Friday from a Cushing, deceased; petition for admin land.
D. Leigh Colvin, president of New- service led by Chester Wyllie, and
G
F
istration asking that Edward S. VO6C of Morey of Rockland, was appointed Ad
week's
visit
with
friends
in
Quincy,
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
4
12
SOFT lump screened coal, egg or nut.
York State W. C. T. U. will be the the pastor's subject, "A Little Lame G. Starr, rf ............ 4 •
Cushing or some other suitable person ministrator. and qualified by filing bond
$8.50; hard coal. $15.50; ovolds. $15. J. B. able for family of two or three, at 15
E. Lofman, If .......... 1
2
- speaker. Mrs. Colvin has a pleasing Prince.”
0
,u,„ >„.i__ ___ be appointed administrator,
without on December 15, 1931.
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
PAULSEN
Tel.
Thomaston
84-2.
5*7
It certainly seemed like spring on bond Presented by Iola L. Smith of
EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of East
personality and is an interesting and
0
0
Tel. 318-W.
1-tf
At the Congregational Church A. Starr, c ............. 0
q Thursday when Mrs. Charles Ingra- Cushing.
Union, deceased. December 15. 1931. Alan
DRY SLAB WOOD. 75c a foot. $6 cord,
forceful speaker. The public is cor Sunday services will be as usual.
Helin, rg .................. 0
0
THREE
ROOM
furnished
apartment
L.
Bird
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
Adn ham of West street dug a mess of j estate henry jameson. late of
fitted. LEON CALLAHAN. 7 Luce Ave. at 19 Orient St., bath room, automatic
0
dially invited.
At the planning meeting of the O Lofman ............. 0
n greens in her garden This is only Vinalhaven. deceased: petition lor ad-1 mlnistrator. and qualifiedby filing bond Tel. 1169-Y
6-8 hot water heater. NELSON B COBB or
* * * *
0
0 another evidence of the tnnsv tnrvv ministration asking that Leslie B Dyer :
on same date.
Farm Bureau Tuesday at the Mont Hamalainen. lg ...... 0
LOUISE WILLIAMS at Fuller-Cobb0 eonditier, h
h
S?’5 of Vlnalhaven or some other suitable : FRANK A. ROBBINS, late of RoekGRAY MARE, eight years old. for sale. Davls.
At the annual meeting Wednesday- gomery rooms an interesting pro Salminen .................. 0
0
2-tf
Good
all
round
user.
Apply
JAMES
_
condition
handed
US
b}
the
weatherperson
be
appointed
administrator
with
land,
deceased.
December
29.
1931.
Maevening Grace Chapter. O.E.S., elect gram was put on with slides show
TW GARAGES to let. on Llmerock
SOUTAR. Wiley’s Corner. St. George. Me
man.
bond.
Presented
by
Ida
M.
Jameson
of
I
belle
A.
Beaton
of
Rockland,
was
aped these officers for the ensuing ing ideas for home betterment such
4*9 and Pleasant Sts. Inquire LILLIAN
pointed Administratrix, and qualified by
The annual planning meeting of, V1|iaihaven.
BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.________ 5*7
term: Mrs. Edna Young, worthy ma as handy cupboards and other misReferee. Perkins.
the
Farm
Bureau
was
held
Thursday
I
.
f
E
S
TA
,I
E
courtland D PERRY. late filing bond on same date.
VERY
BEST
fitted
hard
wood.
$12
tron; Charles Knights,
worthy
paWHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
Rockport
Ace
Club
MAY
CONANT,
late
of
Camden,
de

,
, cellaneous articles to save steps,
p at the home of Mrs. Leola Mann. It mw^ce
Pre»nt^ by wmifred" C
cord, junks $11 cord, single foot $1.75.
ceased. December 15, 193J. George H. V. C. GRINDLE. 105 New County Rd copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
F
G
tron; Mrs. Lena Delano, associate gotb Miss Jescie Lawrence and
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
lg
was
largely
attended.
20
being
seated
Perry
of
Rockland.
Thomas
of
Camden,
was
appointed
Ad

Tel. 679-X.
6*8 gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381^ Con
0
.... 5
matron; William Lenfest. associate, Rajph Wentworth were present, Bohndell, rf
3 at the tables for the noonday dinner
estate courtland d. perry. ministrator. and qualified by filing bond.
1
..... 1
patron; Miss Edith Lenfest, secre- Rev Mr Holt and Rev and Mrs Richards ....
SIX
ROOM
house
for
sale,
lights,
fur
 gress St.
late
of
Rockland,
deceased:
petition
to|
December
29.
1931
served
under
the
direction
of
Mr
3
25
.... 11
nace heat, toilet, two-car garage, newly
tary; Mrs. Cora Knights, treasurei. Roward Welch were special guests. Nash, if ......
Determine Inheritance Tax. Presented
FLORA
C.
HUSSEY
of
Rockport.
De

Mann
and
Mrs.
Annie
Spear.
Others
2
4
by Oscar L. Perry of Portland. Admr.
0
Mrs. Leah Davis, conductress; Mrs. Miss
explained the proj- M. Graffam
cember 22. 1931. Lottie F. Simmons of painted inside and papered. FREEMAN
Emma Young, associate conductress: ects to be taken up and the subjects ‘jdau- c
0
6 came for the afternoon session. With
ESTATE COURTLAND D PERRY, late Portland, was appointed Guardian, and S. YOUNG. 163 Main St.. Rockland. Tel.
.... 3
6-8
the
assistance
of
Miss
Jessie
Law

of Rockland, deceased: final account qualified by filing bond. December 29. 766-J.
0
0
.... 0
Mrs. Dora Maxey, Mrs. Emma Young. were decided upon. These officers Collamore
for allowance. Presented by Oscar 1931.
Keys made to order. Keys maae
ONE
NEW
CYL.
block
for
Palmer
En

0 rence. this schedule for the year's filed
Charles Knights, finance committee. I were elected; Mrs. Gertrude Star Crockett, rg
... 0
0
L. Perry of Portland. Admr.
Attest:
to
fit locks when original keys are
work
was
planned:
Feb.
9.
breakfast
gine.
Model
N.
R.
10-12
h.
p..
.for
sale.
4
...
2
0
The installation will be held Feb. 10. rett, president; Mrs. Reta Cobum, Welt ............
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
ESTATE COURTLAND D. PERRY, late
$30; also one 4 cyl. Niagara motor. 12-15
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
2
6 suggestions and the observance erf of Rockland, deceased: petition for Dis
.... 2
A memorial service was held for Mrs. secretary; Mrs. Olive Peabody, cloth Erickson, lg
h.
p..
$30.
GEORGE
WRIGHT.
Vinal

books provide keys for all locks
o
0 Washington's Birthday: March 10, tribution. Presented by Oscar L. Perry
haven. Me.
5*7
Lizzie J. Judkins, who died Nov. 23. ing project leader; Mrs. Bessie H. Graffam ............ 0
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
without bother.
Scissors and
58 coatmaking; April 5. kitchen demon of Portland. Admr.
6
26
Miss Thelma Linscott was received j Beane, food project leader; Mrs. R.
Whereas, Ida F. Dondls of Rockland,
CORONA
TYPEWRITERS,
brand
new.
'
Knives Sharpened.
stration; May 20, cold dishes for hot
ESTATE ROY L. KNOWLTON, late of in the County of Knox and State of at a very low price. CARVER’S STABatterv
“
E
”
into membership.
E. Cutting, house management. A
Rockland.
deceased:
petition
for Maine, by her mortgage deed dated. Dec.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
P days; June 23. home furnishing*: Widow's
F
Mrs. Enoch Clark entertained
G
Allowance. Presented by Eliza 21. 1927, and recorded in the Knox Reg TIONERV STORE. Tel. 96-W Rockland
5-7
Thursday at supper and bridge. Mrs. I “Ver ““
8 July 21, committee meeting; Aug. 26. beth C. Knowlton of Rockland.
2
Smith, rf ............... 3
istry of Deeds. Book 206. Page 511. con
Bari Woodcock Mrs. Matie Spauld- P Th? cellmg. walls and woodwork at Bisbee. If ................ 3
6 arrangement of cut flowers; Sept. 15.
0
ESTATE ALBERT L. PAYSON, late of veyed to the Rockland Loan and Build
TWO electric incubators for sale, one
2 quilts; Oct. 11, reconditioning the Thomaston, deceased; petition for li ing Association, a Corporation legally 300 cap . one 250. only used twice. E. B
0
ing and Mrs. Edna Smith. Mrs. Smith | the t0WTj haU &fe finished aRd loQk Day, c ....................... 1
organized
and
having
its
place
of
busi

408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
cense
to
sell
certain
Real
Estate
situated
DeCOSTER.
Waldoboro.
6*8
3
wardrobe;
Nov.
1,
know
your
gro2
..... 0
had highest score.
Thomaston and fully described ln ness at Rockland in said Knox County,
harmonious. The ceiling and I
n
Telephone 791
q ceries; Dec. 1. Christmas suggestions. ln
0
CIRCULATING HEATER for sale, will
The water company has had a bad very
a certain parcel of land with the build
said
petition.
Presented
by
Ethel
E
walls are rich cream color to within
................ n
96-tf
0 An interesting program was carried Payson of Rockland, Admx.
ings thereon, situated in Rockland, and heat five rooms; good as new. $25. WIL
0
break in the pipe at the head of about two feet of the floor which is Richardson ............. 0
LIAM I. VINAL. 33 Rankin St. Tel.
18 out consisting of an illustrated talk
ESTATE ALICE G. NUTT of North bounded and described as follows, to 239-W.
4
Green street repaired.5-7
on kitchen arrangement by Miss Law Haven. Petition for License to sell cer wit:
Miss Adelyn Bushnell has in re brown; the woodw-ork a dark buff,
Referee, Perkins.
Beginning in the southerly side IThe of
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.
the finish on the stage has been
rence. a short address by Rev. G. F. tain Real Estate situated ln North Tillson Avenue at a point 90.52 feet
hearsal a play for the benefit of the and
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
Currier
fully described
ln said
Pe- easterly of the intersection of Main $12; Junks. $12; long. $10; fitted soft
uurrier, snhieet
subject, ‘Tt
It Can
Can Be Done,-1j Haven
tltion. and
Presented
by Samuel
A. Nutt
wood and slabs, $8. T. J. CARROLL
Episcopal Church Choir. The dates j varnished.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
VINALHAVEN
Street and Tillson Avenue a spike Tel. 263-21.
and Chester
and a grouo of questions and answers j of North Haven. Guardian
1-tf
for its presentation are Jan. 28' Charles Wilson
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
At the morning service °f
| on current tooics prepared by Mrs. j estate j. f. Norwood, late of ?bevacne easteri^ foUwing* thersoutherly
Wyllie attended the Scottish Rites
LAYING PULLETS Communicate im
and 29.
Church Rev. P. J Clifford will speak Marion Richards. At the business, Cemden, deceased; Petition to determine' sltte nne 0( Tillson Avenue. 7167 feet mediately with FRANK H. INGRAHAM. when
at
Rockland
Friday
evening.
Bodies
John Creighton is at home from (
7-9
inheritance Tax Presented by Rose K.1, to a spike
driven ln the sidewalk for a Box 277. Rockland. Phone 468.
Llewellyn Harriman returned to on “The Pathos of the Love of God session these officers were elected'
METHYL BALM
civvvcu. | Norwood of Camden. Exx
••
.......................
Bowdoin College for the weekend.
corner; thence
in a southerly
direction
Cushing Monday after spending sev- j and in the evening, “The Sons of Christie Whitney, chairman; Erlene
HATCHING
EGGS.
R
I.
R
,
25
to
28
At the Federated Church, Sunday :
along fence at an angle of 87o 42’ with oz.. all brown. Tompkins and George
will
bring almost instant relief?
Cain.
Davis, secretary; Maude Walker, j Camden deceased; first and final ac- said southerly side line of Tillson Ave Treadwell strain. $12 a hundred. JACK
school will be at 9.45 a. m.; at 11 j eral days with Warren friends.
A scientifically compounded ex
Harvcy
Rossiter
of
Camden
wno
clothing
project
leader;
Mae
Spear
I
count filed for allowance by Rose k. nue. 95.20 feet to a fence post for a cor PERIE. South Cushing. Me.
Dorothy
Simmons
has
been
ill
7-9
o'clock this church unites with the
ner; thence westerly along fence at an
ternal application that should be
| has been visiting relatives in town food; Nina Carroll, home manage- I Norwood of Camden. Exx.
Baptist Church in the union tem
and linoleum rugs 9x12. set
in every home. Sold only at
returned home Monday.
j ment.
I estate amanda e. mahoney. late angle of 96° 32’ with last above de ofWILTON
reed furniture, also one burner oil
scribed line. 68.45 feet to a fence corner;
FRIENDSHIP
perance service; evening service at
_____
j Robert Smith was a Rockland visiThe piano classes held in the public I account dfiled for''allowance5by *The c'iu- ] thence In a northerly direction at an stove, almost new for sale. TEL. 593-R
7-n'clock.
Johnston’s Drug Store
5-7
Mrs Daisv Simmons is visiting Mr tor Monday„„ . schools under the direction of Miss National Bank of Belfast. Exr.
angle of 86 o 3r with last above deMr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings en and
feet to the point or
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Mrs EdmundDurani
^ew A supper wU1 be served Jan'- 23 at, Edna Greg°rv are carrying on varied
estate oeorge wood, iate of st. 5crlbed llne 100.23
--------------------------------GAS STATION on Route 1 between
tertained at supper Friday evening.
place of beginning, and whereas the Rockland and Warren for sale, fine cor
Union Church, under the auspices of programs. The grouo of second grade Oeor8e, deceased; First and anal ac- condition of said mortgage has been ner lot. new building, store and lunch Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robinson and Ynrk
The men of the Methodist Church
°L™S' TTnton rhurch pup> are preparing a program espe- K.
for allowance by Eloren« E broken:
75 cents
room complete with fixtures. To be sold
sons William and Raymond.
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
62-tf
Notoiie ' clally ^or thelr teacher, Mrs. l ane.
estate william s Johnston of the condition thereof said Rockland at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
Rockland won by a decisive score will superintend- a lobster supper in | „.Ht?us^5epe^s at U ,2
152-tf
Na^’‘® A radio broadcast was demonstrated late of Washington, deceased; First and Loan and Building Association claims St. Tel. 1080.
in the basketball game with Thomas the vestry Jan. 22. The proceeds will ! Clrcle Thursday wTereUSED PARTS for Essex cars for sale.
be used to helD Dav for the new fur- ! La-wry. Mrs. Grace Lawry, Mrs. Clyde a[ thio Hoboken school. A make-be- j f‘nal account filed for Allowance by foreclosure of said mortgage
ton Friday evening.
nace and the public is cord”aUv in- Macintosh. Mrs. Sadie Newbert.
; UeVe "mike," a real announcer (im- Veda M Ludwl«- Ad™In witness whereof, the said Rockland FREDERICK WALTZ. 165 Broadway. I
Walter M. Spaulding of Mattapan, vited.
Tel.
392-M
6-8 1
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Mrs. Forrest Oakes picked a large
FOR SALE
caused this instrument to be sealed with
Mass., who has been the guest of
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Jan.
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and
a
green
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seal
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cor

Rockland
•
and
not
even
a
whisper,;
account
filed
for
Allowance
by
Vincent
The funeral of Jonah D. Morse was
his brother Alonzo J. Spaulding has
RUUD
name by Harry O. Gurdy. its
held in the Advent Church Tuesday strawberry Jan 14; and our village lent real thrills to a 15-minute broad- j A- Miller of Waterbury. Conn., Guardian, porate
returned home.
Secretary, thereunto duly authorized,
Mrs. Virgil Hoffses has been called' afternoon. Rev. Samuel Clark, a for- constable, Herbert Morton, picked cast. Pupils from the fifth and sixth - albert e. walden. late of Baiti- this 14th day of January in the year one
Instantaneous
Automatic
"}?£® clty- Maryland, deceased; Exem- thousand nine hundred and thirty-two
to Portland by the illness of ner mer pastor officiating. Interment dandelion blooms on Lane's Island. grades are makings short sketch books pllfied
copy of the will and Probate
(Corporate
Seal)
Pretty
good
winter
weather
!
of
the
famous
composers
along
with
father.
,
was in the village cemetery.
thereof,
with a petition for
(Signed)
Mrs. Lawrence Ames entertained their regular work. Gertrude Erick Probate oftogether
Foreign Wills asking that the ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO
The regular monthly meeting of ! Mrs. Phoebe _
Burns entertained Mrs.
LADIES—Reliable hair gcods at Rock
the executive committee of ” the' Archie Thompson. Mrs. L. R. Burns friends at bridge ^Saturday.evening son gave a report on Mozart and copy of said will may be allowed, filed
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders I
CIATION
and
recorded
ln
the
Probate
Court
of
solicited.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary.
Nurse Association was held at the and Miss Elizabeth W. Hartel at din- ; Honors went to Mrs. Angus Hen Phyllis Crockett» *on* Beethoven
Knox County and that letters Testa
1-tf
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STATE OF MAINE
[nigar.
mentary be issued to Robert R. Walden Knox. SS.
selectmen’s office Friday evening. ner Wednesday evening.
Jan.
14th.
1932.
NOTICE
—
Parties
’
at
interest
take
no- ;
ahd Fred P. Walden, of .Baltimore City.
Capt. Swansea Bums of Portland ' Mrs- L- c- Smith entertained the
Size 4. Style F
Church Notes
The nurse's report showed that the
Personally appeared the above named tice the name of the Ga. S. Maraval, of
Md.. they being the Executors named in Harry
Mother and Daughter Club WednesO.
Gurdy,
Secretary,
and
made
ficial
number
213497.
has
been
changed
j
work for the past month has been was in town Wednesday.
Practically
New
Baptist
Church,
Rev.
George
F.
|
sa
id
will.
Presented
by
Robert
R.
oath
to
the
truth
of
the
foregoing
notice
to NORMAD by authority of the Com- ,
Mrs. Carrie McFarland and son EI- day evening. Miss Muriel Chilles ob Currier: Morning worshiD at 10.45. Walden, and Fred P. Walden.
heavy, 114 visits for actual nursing
of foreclosure, in his said capacity.
Can Be Seen At This Office
missloner of Navigation.
7-9
care having been made. Besides this j bridge are visiting Mrs. Carrie Morse tained first honors. Mrs. Herbert sermon ‘'The Soul's Defenses;'' chilGEORGE B. WILSON, late of Philadel
Before me.
130-tf
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
other phases of the work were car- I in Damariscotta.
Patiick. second.
dren's story, “Watch Your Step;' spe phia. Pa., deceased; Exemplified copy
(Signed) EDWARD K. GOULD
by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
of the will and Probate thereof, to 7-S-13
A
Bargain
Dance
will
be
held
Satmusic
y
bv
cholr;
church
at
Justice
of
the
Peace
Among
those
from
out
of
town
at

ried on as usual: 12 visits of instruc
BARTLETT. Harmony. Me.
158-11 ,
a]] nrps,nt wi„ ppf a pf),f1 qtar gether with a petition for Probate of
tion in the care of babies, 15 for so tending the Morse funeral Tuesday urday night at Red Men shall by thej,,
12. all present will get a gold star, Foreign Wills asking that the copy of
PATCHWORK—Beautiful percale clip
American
Legion.
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
A.
Morse,
said
will
may
be
allowed,
filed
and
re

cial welfare, 6 miscellaneous; two pa
pings; better grades, excellent variety.
and those present every Sunday may
COHEN BROS.
Items of club news include the Tb
fol_ ! sit at the "gold star" table at the corded in the Probate Court of Knox
Five pounds, prepaid $1. Satisfaction
tients were accompanied to physi Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Morse of Thom
County and that letters Testamentary
guaranteed.
LAWSON
TEXTILE
CO..
9i
lowing
gatherings
this
week:
For
RHEUMATISM
take
aston.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stacey
Simmons
cians, one to dentist, four to oculist.
supper Feb. 9; be Issued to George Searing Wilson and
,
...
___ O:| Sunday School supper
Aster St.. Providence. R. I.
6*8
The schools were visited six times. I and Mr. and Mrs. Perley Benner of Pals Wednesday at Mrs. Elmer Sim- i B.Y.P.U. at 6, topic "My Part in the Graham L. Wilson of Philadelphia. Pa.
HARD WOOD fitted, $12 and $14;
mer's;
Bridge
Eight,
Thursday
even

three class talks given. 15 home visits • Damariscotta.
ESTATE HERBERT C. CLARK, late of
Heme,” leader. Lillian Whitney;
Junks,
$12;
small
round
wood,
stove
|
made to school children, and 12 hours
Mrs. Charlena Lawry is spending ing with Mrs. James Christie; Bud evening service at 7; helpful praise Rockland, deceased; Petition for Ad
leneths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
ministration.
asking
that
George
B.
SPECIAL
COMPOUND
dies,
Friday
evening,
Mrs.
Alfred
CRIE.
Thomaston.
Tel.
122-2.
1-tf
j
spent in inspection of pupils. In or- ^e winter with Capt. and Mrs. Pearl
i service, address, "How Edison Accom
of Rockland, or some other suit
Creed, hostess; the Four A's, guests plished the Imoossible;” Monday at 4, Clark
WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
der that the dental work begun three' Lawry in South Portland,
able person be appointed administrator You will not regret it. For sale at all
WANTED
of
Mrs.
Robert
Arey
Wednesday
even

without bond Presented by George B leading drug stores. Let us send you Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re- |
years ago be followed up, the com-1 _ ^apt- and Mrs-. ^?y Morton of
1 Boy’s Handwork Class; at 6.30 Bov Clark
paired.
Experienced workman. Work
of
Rockland.
ing;
Mothers
’
Club,
with
Mrs.
Ralph
HIGHEST
PRICES
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab can be called,
mittee voted to finance four clinics Cutler have been visiting relatives in
Scouts in vestry; Wednesday. Ladies’
for and delivered, or leave i
Brown, Thursday evening.
ESTATE NORRIS HAGER, late of bot Village, Me.
at 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
at once. This work is made possible:
x
,
Circle meets in the church parlors; Rockland,
No lot too small; none too large.
deceased;
Petition
to
Deter

The final audition for young sing Thursday, prayer meeting and choir
The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMby the cooperation of Dr. Ellis, and
mine Inheritance Tax. Presented by Ed
BER. Tel. 958-J._________________ 157*11
Charles McKeller
ward K Gould and Charles T. Smalley,
accomplishes much for the welfare of will be the feature picture at the ers, under 16 years, of which Avis M. ; rehearsal.
TREES large or small taken down in I
Johnson of Saniord is one, will be
Administrators.
children unable to afford needed at Playhouse, Saturday.
TEL. 2-3
WARREN
any
locality.
I
have
everything
to
work
broadcast over WBZ Jan. 20, from
ESTATE NORRIS HAGER, late of
tention.
Something New on Widows —Here- Rockland,
124Stf
Charges reasonable. J. PHELPS.
deceased; Second and final DR. PERLEY R. DAMON with.
6.15
to
6.45
p.
m.
15
South
St..
Rockland.
5*7
..10 . p'
after, presumably, the man who de- account, filed for allowance by Charles
MICKIE SAYS—
S^>rs'
Hennlgar wcnt Fr day sires peace in the heart of a great T. Smalley and Edward K. Gould. Ad
SKATE SHARPENING is a specialty of
SWAN'S ISLAND
DENTIST
to Rockland.
: city negd onjy attacb a b]aCk box to ministrators.
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Mala St..
r
Rockland._______
l-tf
302
Main
SL
Tel.
915-M
Rockland
Capt.
Edward
Greenleaf
returned
hjs
w
j
dow
and
tbe
noises
of
the
street
ESTATE
NORRIS
HAGER,
late
of
TH‘ FELLER UJWO IS OUR.
Mrs. Lew Conary entertained re
deceased; Petition for Dis
TYPEWRITERS cleaned, oiled and re
from
Rockland Friday.
,
and
air will be automatically stilled. Rockland,
WORST
CRITIC
ROUMD
TOWU
Presented by Charles T.
cently at luncheon and cards two
paired at reduced rates. MESSER'S
189*60
Next Monday evening Past Matron Qne migbt, as well be in a desert save tribution.
Smalley and Edward K. Gould, Adminis
OARAGE. Rockland. Tel. 1282______ 6-8
IS ALLUS TH1 FIRS]; 607
tables, honors going to Mrs. William
► EMBALMING 1
Marie
Teele
will
install
the
officers
j
or
a
soR
mechanical
purr.
—
Worcestrators.
*T' COME ILfTO "THE OFFICE
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
Freethy, Mrs. Charles Burns and
,of
Marguerite
Chapter,
O.E.S.
She
ter
,
Mass
)
Telegram.
ESTATE
LETITIA
A.
MONTGOMERY,
and
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LIME

HOU.ERIU’ FER HiS PAPER
Mrs. Almon Jellison. A very pleas
MOTOR AMBIIIANCI
late of Warren, deceased; Petition to
I will be assisted by Past Matron Beu- i
____________
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
1-tf
WPEU WE'RE A LITTLE
ant evening was enjoyed.
Determine Inheritance Tax. Presented
| lah Drew as marshal, Past Matron [
ALADDIN
LAMP
PARTS
at
all
timer
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
by Harold A. Boggs of Brooklyn, New
LATE ».
rx_
A. G. Sprague has arrived home
' Allie F. Lane as pianist, and Gertrude
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
York, Executor.
served the families of Knox County
after spending a few days in Bangor
1-tf
Hall as chaplain. The officers are:
ESTATE LETITIA A MONTGOMERY.
LADY ATTENDANT
and Rockland.
Cora Peterson, worthy matron; EdSERVICE & REPAIRS
I late of Warren, deceased; Second and
‘OUAz
j final account filed for allowance by
Day
Telephone 450—781-1
;ward
Smalley,
worthy
patron;
Eleanor
)®J
i Harold A. Boggs of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
ALL MAKES OF SETS
i Gregory, associate matron; Curtis
Executor.
Strout Insurance Agency
BURPEE’S
Webster, associate patron; Mary L.
ESTATE EDGAR HOPKINS, late of
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
j Arey, secretary; Lena Davidson,
R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND, ME.
North Haven, deceased; First and final
account filed for allowance by Laurenla
Madeline Smith, conducInsurance in ail its branches
artieulau [treasurer;
I Calderwood of North Haven, Admx.
PHONE 58-23
i tress; Elizabeth Ross, associate con
z
le
Notary Public
Probate Bonds
, ESTATE JAMES L. YEYKAL, late of
ductress; Nellie Williams, Adah;
Rockland,
deceased;
First
Account
filed
Alfred M. Strout
J. Walter Strout
Agnes Smalley, Ruth; Nina Ames,
I for allowance by Edward K. Gould of
i Rockland. Administrator.
Esther; Lucile Carver, Martha; Leola
Stf
Smith, Electa; Nellie Wilson, chapWILLARD L. LADD, late of North
1 Haven, deceased; Will and Petition for
| lain; Marie Teele, warder; Beulah [
WARREN FARMERS MUTUAL F'RE
I Probate, thereof, asking that the same
INSURANCE COMPANY
JAMES KENT. D. O.
Drew, marshal; Ola Ames, pianist;
1 may be approved and allowed and that
Warren, Maine
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
Frank Rossiter, sentinel. There will [
| letters testamentary Issue to Aimee G
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1931
Ladd of North Haven, without bond.
122Stf
be a program and lunch will be
S2.551 75
' she being the Executrix named in said
Cash ln office and bank
serted in the banquet hall. Installa
will. Presented by Aimee G. Ladd of
BABY CHIX. WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C.
tion will be private.
North Haven.
$2,551 75
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Gross cash assets .......
Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color.
Henry Duncan, Foy Brown, James
Accredited for pullorum disease. Book
ESTATE ALFRED TOLMAN. late of
STEAMBOAT CO.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931 ,
ing orders for March delivery; $20 per
, North Haven, deceased; Petition for AdTabbutt and Mr. Cooper of North
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
$2,551 75
Net cash assets ...................
hundred;
500,
$19;
1000,
$18.
Postpaid.
,
ministration,
asking
that
Frank
H.
InSteamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
Merchant’s
j Haven were in town Tuesday night to [
Premium notes subject to as
■ . graham of Rockland, or some other sultSafe arrival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE A M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
sessment ...... ........ -...........
$15,414 00
attend Moses Webster Lodge. The
& SON. Thomaston, Maine, Route 1. Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
| able person be appointed administrator
Deduct all assessments and
Phone 10-6 Warren.
157-tf land about 9 30.
M. M. degree was conferred on Mere
with bond. Presented by Percy E. Tol1,541 40
payments ...........................
Show Windows
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
man of North flaven.
dith Trefrey. A banquet was served
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c; Vinalhaven
North Haven 3 30. Ston
ESTATE GEORGE A. BABB, late of
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers ington at 4 2.45,
Balance due on premium
after the ceremonies.
40; due to arrive at Swan’s
Camden,
deceased;
Petition
to
Deter

bring
5
cents
a
pound
over
other
breeds.
notes ............................
$13,872 60
Island
about
6
00
P. M.
Mrs.
Albert
Wooster
is
visiting
mine Inheritance Tax. Presented by G.
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship.
O A COPELAND, Secretary.
B. H. STINSON, Uenerai Agent.
relatives at North Haven.
I
Wilkes Babb of Camden, Exr.
Me. Tel. 128-11.
7-45
7-S-13
140-U
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Every-Other-Day

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

THE SPEECH READERS

“HAPPY HOPE FARM”

Much Interest Being Shown The Story of a Waldoboro1,

CURTAINS

' light going, cleaning brass, stoking
By the Members In the
Homestead, Not Forgetthe fires and touching up with paint
occupies
our
time
these
short
days.
Work Being Done
ting the Beds
through use of the station bell. In
« # * ♦
cidents far from pleasant to us who
Franklin
Island
Light
There were 18 members of the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
live here.
Keeper C. N. Robinson was
• • « *
.Speech Readers Club present at i We have always wanted a farm, in
Loudville after mail and provisions , Wednesday afternoon’s meeting. Mrs.1 Maine, and when the opportunity
In addition to personal notes regard-1 The series of card parties being
Doubling Point, Woolwich
Ing departures and arrivals this depart-1 given by gt Bernard's Church opened
one day last week. This fine weather prank Hewett conducted the lesson I came to us to live on this farm, it
ment especially desires Information of ?
J
. .
_____
The new 165 foot patrol boat for
■
time
yeaJl ®reat
the | devoted to the Kinzie method which 1 seemed a gift straight from Heaven,
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.1 in an auspicious manner Thursday the Coast Guard which was launched
lightkeepers. Mrs. Robinson and the 1 jbe cjass js studying. Mrs. Freeman ! especially after months of illness and
Notes aent by mall or telephone will be | evening, with 24 tables in play, under
4>
Jan. 6 at the Bath Iron Works passed
❖
„„„
' the direction of Mrs. D. L. McCarty by Tuesday morning for her first trial children live ashofe at Loudville so p Brown gave interesting facts con- I being without a home of our own.
A
TELEPHONE ..................no or 794-u | and Mrs wluiam H Anderson. Honthat the children can go to school, cerning the new Washington stamps I I have named it the "Happy Hope
4>
at
sea.
This
craft,
the
Calypso,
is
but the whole family were together Issued in observance of the Bi-Cen- j Farm,” for that is what it means to
❖
" ' ors were won by Mrs. Streeter WebMrs. Raymond Cross entertained ster. Miss Anna Gordon, Mrs. Clara identical to the Thetis and Aurora, for the holidays at the light Station- tennial. The name of Mrs. Charles i us—happiness, hope and—a farm!
Every step in the washing and drying of curtains requires ❖
all
three
having
been
launched
since
Thursday evening at bridge with two Curtis, Albert Dodge, Mrs. M. S. Dick,
Keeper and Mrs. Robinson, Mary, McKinney was omitted from the ac- There are different kinds of hope,
unusual care.
tables. Honors were won by Walter Mrs. Julia Saville, Mrs. Perley Da Keeper Allen's transfer to this station Willard, Guy, Mabel and Elmer. count of the New Year party of last happy and unhappy. You can hope,
___
__________
Kimball. Miss Beatrice Barham, Har mon, Mrs. E. Burpee, Miss Adelaide a few months ago.
Miss____
Mary
Robinson works for Mrs. week. She served as chairman of for instance, that the man who sold
First of all a pure, gentle soap is essential. We use Ivory Scap 4,
The lighthouse tender Hibiscus has i Artella Bryant at Round Pond but
old Whitehill, and Mrs. Kimball.
4*
Trafton , Miss Prances Hanrahan,
the refreshment committee. In view you the new kind of tooth brush
—99 44-100% pure—as gentle and safe a soap as money can buy.
been
tied
up
at
the
docks
of
the
Bath
■
home
for
Christmas
Day.
Mrs. Carrie Thompson, Mrs. Henry
(and the bristles all came out in your
of
the
approaching
visit
of
the
Baraca Class meets Wednesday Jordan, Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mrs. Iron Works for the past few weeks , Guy RObinson is gaining fast after audiometer for school tests, it is in mouth the first time you used it)
Next comes the actual washing process. Here, mechanical
evening in the Methodist vestry. Nettie Lord, Mrs. Forrest Brazier, for general repairs. It is expected , a recent illness. The captain of the teresting to note the recommenda- will have to eat such bristles for a
washers,
run by skilled operators, cleanse your curtains quite as
she
will
sail
for
Portland
in
a
short
Burnt
Island
Coast
Guard
Station
Supper at 6 will have the men in Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Miss Mary Syl
tions of the committee on the hard 'new kind of breakfast food! But
took him to Friendship last week for of hearing child drawn up at the ! such a hope makes you feel sort of
gently and far more thoroughly than is possible with the old, la
charge, headed by Dr. H. V. Tweedie. vester, Mrs. W. M. Fogg. Mrs. C. time now.
Capt._
Mrs. Harry
Mrs. iwuuisun,
Robinson, iviauei
Mabel Maine White House Conference on mean and vindictive. Hopes that ' ❖
—r--and
---- -------------„ Nye of
-- the i treatment.
wctvwucxiu iviib.
Crockett, Mrs. Agnes Donahue and I.
borious hand method.
Range Lights accompanied Capt. and and Guy were aIso in Roland
Mrs. Charles L. Strout, son Rich Cutler. The second party takes place Mrs. Charles W. Allen of this station wee^
Child Health and Protection in Sep- wish ill fortune to others are someFinally, the drying and stretching. On this point, too, wc know
ard and daughter Priscilla of Bruns Tuesday evening at 8 o’clock at The
tember:
thing like boomerangs—they’re apt j
! Edward Poland has retured to
wick who have been in this city to Thorndike grill, with Mrs. Donald on a trip to Bath recently.
1: Routine annual tests of hear to come back and hit the one who ❖
we
can
satisfy you. Your curtains arc carefully stretched on frames
,ci, Mrs. xFrancis Louraine
__ ___
andi Ice-cakes both large and small arp school at Farmington after visiting ing in all schools; 4-A audiometer to threw them! So, let’s try to harbor J J
attend the funeral of Mrs. Strout’s Perry,
which keep the edges true and retain the original size and shape. Wc
Miss
Helen
Burns
in
charge.
A
capiI
te
nu
^
roua
J
n
,
‘
he
his
parents
at
Loudville
over
the
be
used
wherever
readily
available,
stepfather, Orland J. Barrows, have
just the hope that wishes happiness, 14.
tai prize will be awarded at the end i
naakin8 navigation a little dif- holidays.
return thrill (o you spotlessly clean and neatly folded.
.... 1 especially in larger centers. Teach- to others as well as ourselves.
returned home.
of the series
ficult at times, but in spite of them
Mrs
Alpheus
Poland
gave
a
birthi
ers
to
be
instructed
in
technique
of
Well,
we
decided
not
to
go
in
debt
‘ all Capt. Oliver of the Popham Beach
day party for Mr. Poland Friday eve- whisper tests and this to be used in for house furnishings when we came' 4>
Mrs. Emery Howard is visiting Mr.
Members of the Cheerful Circle en- mail boat navigates his little craft up
over here. One of our pioneer an- I J
and Mrs. William P. Cook in Melrose, joved a theatre Darty Wednesday a"d down the river each day, so that ning of last week, with about 50 other schools
gU^S*^pr^ten^'
| 2; All cases showing 9 SU loss by cestors married and started house- 1 ♦
Our Prices For This Class of Work Arc
___
___ _ .
i inn nncnln rsf 4-lnza DnnnL
ronoivn
Mass., for a few days.
the
people
of
the
Beach
may
receive
evening, and saw "The Secret Wit
E. O. Thompson has had electric audiometer or less than 20 20’s by keeping with a half dozen silver tea- I *
their
mail
on
schedule
Astonishingly Low
ness" starring William Collier Jr.
lights installed in his home at Loud- 1 whisper to be referred to private spoons and a feather bed, why 4,
* * • *
Miss Hazel Spear was the house
ville. Mrs. Thompson s niece and otologist, if possible, or when impos couldn’t we sort of follow that ex- 4>
guest last week of Mrs. R. I. Thomp
Portland Head
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jordan enter
ter husband, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel sible to a hearing clinic.
LACE CURTAINS (Stretched)
ample? So we sent “down home," | J
son, Cedar street.
tained the Friday Night Club at sup
Greetings to keepers of lights, Davis are visitingthere and Mr. | 3. Establishment of hearing clinics, which means to my relatives in
75c pair
coast guard stations and to all con Thompson and Mr. Davis made a preferably hospitals, in
several southwestern Rhode Island, and had
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron are per and bridge.
nected with the work.
business trip to Rockland last Sat- ' sections of the State.
a few necessities sent by freight. 14.
remodeling their house at the comer
A bridge party will be given at
....... I 4: Careful follow-up of all cases There was a stove that proves the : *
RUFFLED CURTAINS (hand ironed)
of Limerock street and Broadway, Grand Army hall Tuesday evening _ A. W. Hathorn of St. George is the urday:,
Cecil Prior has been on the sick list Of incipient deafness, or hard of adage of "handsome is as handsome *£
which they recently bought from the under the auspices of the Auxiliary of guest of Keeper F. O. Hilt. Messrs.
with
measles
but
will
soon
be
out.
Lunt, Beal, Spinney and Miller called
35c and 50c pair
hearing. by school nurses or other does!” Dishes saved when we last ❖
Luke Spear estate.
the Sons of Union Veterans, with here Tuesday.
Miss Rita Carter has returned to delegated agency.
gave up housekeeping, a rocking
Mrs. Velma Marsh in charge.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling spent Monday Loudville after visiting her sister at
5: Rehabilitation, including in chair and a folding couch came. ’ 4.
The meeting of the Junior Har
PLAIN CURTAINS (machine ironed)
with her sister Mrs. Charles Sterling Round Pond.
struction in lip reading, for cases Freight changes on second hand fur- j
mony Club Wednesday evening was
• • • •
The Itooevik Club meets Tuesday at Peaks Island.
25c pair
niture
are
high,
so
we
looked
elseI
*i
’
needing
it.
particularly interesting, with 20 afternoon at 2 o’clock at the home of
♦
Quoddy Head
Winter is fast passing. We are knee
where for a few more needed things.:
members and two guests present. Mrs. W. C. Noyes, 38 Orange street.
4Much pleasure was enjoyed last
deep in mud instead of snow, and it
The Thrift Shop yielded three chairs, | J
With Josephine Pellicane, presiding,
•b
SPARE
EAR
PHONES
Saturday
at
a
shooting
match
held
is
very
warm
for
the
time
of
year.
and a relative donated another, all, 4.
the report was made that $68 ha(l
Rounds Mothers’ Class held its
near
Quoddy
Head
Coast
Guard
StaOmy
six
human
beings
in
our
more or less usable. Then we pur- |
been turned Into the treasury as the monthly meeting Wednesday evening
•
4.
Junior Harmony Club's part of the at the home of Mrs. Walter S. crowd, three Hilts and three Sterlings. tion when turkeys, geese, ducks and \U3nted By American Legion chased four window shades and a
4There
are
five
pets
—
should
te
one
■
chicken
were
won
by
gunners
from
net proceeds of the New Year’s ball R0Unds with Mrs. Rounds, Mrs.
For Use At Portsmouth I table and were re^y for our adven*
sponsored bv that club and the Senior Ralph A. Smith, Mrs. Kenneth Spear, more. The crew on some of our sta-1 Machias , Machiasport and Lubec,
, ture, surely better off than our
4>
4>
Harmony. The treasury now shows a Mrs. Austin Sherman and Mrs. Lloyd tions may be small, but join in you some Coast Guard men also being in
worthy ancestor, who, by the way,
Naval
Hospital
4>
luck.
balance of more than $100. Response Benner at hostesses. Mrs. E. C. Mo jolly keepers—roll up your sleeves
died well provided with this world’s
4.
The cold of this week which fol
•b
to roll call was made by 12-word bio ran Jr. read a paper on “Child Re and go to it. Let the world know
goods.
World War veterans who have re
lowed
the
snowstorm
has
moderated
4*
are.
* * * ♦
graphies of composers. Mrs. Faith ligion,” and Mrs. David Beach one on where you and •your crew
ceived treatment at the Portsmouth
•
and
the
warm
weather
and
two
days
G. Berry conducted the lesson in mu “The Child and His Spending
When we sat down to our first
of rain have melted the snow so that Naval Hospital unfailingly come
sicianship, and for the music memory Money.” Much interest was evinced
Dice Head
the ground is now as bare as in the home with words of praise for the meal. It was the thrill that comes *
Tel. 833 *
Rockland
578 Main Street
contest. Mrs. Leola Noyes played in the intelligence test for mothers.
❖
This station is one of the oldest in summer time. The crew are occu- institution, and a desire to aid it if once in a lifetime. But the next I
❖
Moussorgsky’s "Hopak." This pro
the First Lighthouse District as erec pying their spare time gunning rab- ^be opportunity offers itself. Among morning we didn’t feel quite so1 4.
*
gram was presented: Piano, When
WE USE IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie is planning a tion was started in 1928. It is lo- bits in the woods near the station, rhe recent patients was Col. Basil thrilled. The folding couch was, I *
4>‘
_ the Church Bells Ring, Lindsey, series of teas to be given by the : cated on Dice Head at the entrance 1 wildcat, coon, mink and deer are also
4*
-Stinson of Rockland, past depart- guess, the first one ever invented,14.
4*
'(Norma Seavev: sax solo, Simple Aveu, Methodist Ladies’ Aid the coming i to the harbor at Castine or the Baga- found here in season.
I ment commander of the American saved because it might be valuable ❖
❖
WE
CLEAN
CARPETS
Thome, Florence Dean; paper, Opera week.
as
an
antique.
It
folds
together
like
"*
duce River that runs by the town
A chimney fire caused considerable , Legion,
5-7
£
for the Young, Edith Dondis; piano.
and empties into Penobscot Bay. excitement Tuesday afternoon at the I He told on his return of the hos- a suitcase on legs. You open it, .. 4.4. 4' 4* 4* -I- 4* 4* 4« 4* 4
•4*4*4*4*4«4*4
•!* «8» *?♦ <♦ •?♦«$
Little Spanish Dance, from Standard
Harvey Tinker of Swan's Island is Castine has been the battleground i home of Ulysses Wormell during the Pital's radio facilities, handicapped spread It with mattress pads and
Works, Felice Perry.
-« «four different
j.«r
. nations
x,
in Rockland for a few days.
of
and x,
there i bfayy breeze that was blowing at the somewhat by the fact that there are bed clothing, then lie down to a
softly on the chorus; a solo by Nell
are earthworks and forts thrown up time, but the blaze was soon extin- not enough ear-phones to supply all peaceful rest. But, alas! there are
A MINSTREL SHOW
Rockland Lodge of Elks plans an
Little; a dance number by Ruth
iu different parts of the town, also a guished bv the officer ln charge and of the beds.
no springs, and after a night’s rest
Winslow-Holbrook
other of its popular ladies' nights for
p..
Harper with accordion accompani(?)
my
husband
reminded
me
of
an
number
of
guns
in
position
as
of
crew
of
the
station.
|Post,
ever
willing
to
assist
got
in
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
Wednesday, with Mrs. Harold Bur
Junior High Students IJlS- ment by Carl Spear, who later played
old.
ad for Doan's kidney pills!
The
electric
light
line
of
the
Lubec
touch
with
Capt.
R.
E.
Hoyt,
U.S.N.,
gess in charge. She will be assisted
l
n
.,^,1 T-.1- : 3Vcral solos in his happiest manner;
“Oh,oh!" he groa'hed. "My back and j
Traffic in navigation by this sta Water and Electric Department has commanding the hospital through
If you are a subscriber to
play Originality and < and a comjca] SOng, "The Lunatic’s
by Mrs. Bertha French of Camden.
tion is very small at this time of year, been extended to Guoddv Head Light-! Adjutant Levi R. Flint, and asked my bones! If ever a guest sleeps on
The Courier-Gazette and are
Lunch, dancing and cards will be fea
ent At Assembly
Lullaby" by Edward Hayes. Margaonly a few steamers loaded with pulp house, where the buildings are to be what the institution needed. He is in that couch, he will never come
leaving home for any time, long
tures.
______
ret Dunton was at the piano for
wood and coasters with lumber or wired, after which the light and fog receipt of this reply:
again!”
or snort, let us mail the paper to
The assembly exercises put on by 1 several numbers.
wood.
So, with a bit of ingenuity, we fixed
signal will be changed to electricity. I
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 11.
you during your absence. The
Mrs. L. F. Chase was hostess to the
These assemblies are open to the
Routine work such as keeping the A radio beacon is also to be installed. Dear Mr. Flint:
up a rustic bed frame, filled a mat the Junior High and High Schools
regular copy of the paper will
Tango Club Thursday night. Honors
In reply to your letter dated Dec. tress cover with sweet hay—litcr- deserve more than passing credit, as public, and parents should make a
go to the home as usual. Just
In bridge were won by Mrs. Harry
' pliant nonsense, some of which has 18. relative to ear phones for the hos- ally “sweet," having a quantity of they are so well carried out, display- 1 }'Pecial attempt to attend. The
telephone the address to the
French and Orrin Smith.
period occupies only half an hour,
: heretofore been difficult to obtain.
‘the grass such as Gypsles use for ing thought in preparation.
office, or mail a card. The paper
That
of
the
Junior
High.
8-3,
last
an^ hc accomplishments of the girls
could
use
any
number
the
members
baskets
in
it
—
and
really
enjoyed
The P. J. Club was entertained'
will follow wherever you go, and
| It is a book of more than 400 pages.
Wednesday
morning,
was
exceptionj
ant^ P°ys are well worth the effort,
|
of
your
American
Legion
Post
may
peaceful
sleep,
exwpt
for
one
night
Thursday evening by Mrs. O. E. I
will stop on notice when you ar
phones
rive home. There will be no
“Give me a fat red book with pic- care
... to send. The
,
.. we , now when the wire cording gave way and ally well done. Under the direction
Wishman.
i
1 tures.” Such is the dictum of a bavet ar« several /ears old andT,al;e we were nearly in the same predica of Miss Ellen Thompson, home room
UNION
charge.
shrewd merchant who is one of the constantly in need of repairs. It is ment Cousin J— was in. Cousin J— teacher, assisted by Miss Elizabeth
Mrs. Gardner French entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Esancy and
biggest of all dealers ln second- our h°Pe that we may
able t0 re’ was one of a number of guests Hagar on the music, the pupils put
at supper and bridge Wednesday eve
hand
"huva the
P1*** them aI1 with new ones this I spending the weekend at grand- , on a "Minstrel Show.” Carleton family were guests Sundav of Mrs.
ning. There were three tables, with
Mrs. J. F. Burgess is at Knox Hos
supplies of published and
through the courtesy of the father’s home. J- had to sfcep on Gregory was interlocutor,
Carl Fsaney’s parents Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
honors falling to Mrs. John M. Rich
American Legion Posts.
the old cord bed. He was a heavy Spear and Sam Glover were end Simmons.
ardson. Mrs. Harrison MacAlman and pital where she underwent a surgical
them
on
the
bargain
counters
in
operation Tuesday.
R. E. Hoyt
man and the cords were wearing men, and the chorus comprised
Mrs. Charles Esancy was called Ly
Mrs. A. R. Havener.
The people of Maine and the resi- : drug stores and cigar stores. He
Captain (MCI,U.S.N.,Commanding through where they passed through Charles Merritt, Ruth Marston, Washington Sunday bv the illness of
dents
of
Gardiner
in
particular
'
has
learned
certain
simple
things
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alden
Perry
enterwho may ,j the frame, unknown to grandfather. Catherine Chisholm, Frances Young, j her daughter Mrs. Carl xSukeforth.
Mrs. Fred Collamore was in Rockshould be interested in "Stepping I about the taste of his public. No use . Friends ,of the . Legion
..
tho warm I tained at luncheon and "63" Thurs- Westward"
M). and jjrs Ralph Hannon went
In
by Laura E. Richards, the for thin volumes A red or a green have ear-Ph°ne sets they are willing
in the early hours of morning Margery Bartlett, Ruth Harper.
5S.TSS,?.
“ “r h°“ “
gi{0Whegan Tuesday to visit Mrs.
daughter of Julia Ward Howe. The '■ jacket breeds sales faster. And of t0 devote to thls Purpose are asked they were all awakened by muffled Frances Storer. Vernet Moigan, Sulo
last half of the book is given to an morse
0 pass
lo ?ome member of \ thumps and noises from J-’s room. Gronros, Neil Little, Edward Hayes, Ranllon'S sister who is very ill.
/Herbert Mann.
j K
_____
course, nietores
pictures. "Good
"Good books
books don
don’’tt LWinslow-Holbrook
Post, or leave with Investigation found a pair of Ject i Adelaide Schellinger, Oscar Marsh
account of the earlier days in the
Fred Robbins is working in the
Mrs Perlev Damon was hostess to
Mrs. Chauncey Keene was hostess life of Gardiner and to family get a chance nowadays,” he con W. G Hemingway, proprietor of one and the top of a head protruding on , Walter Dimick.
woods chopping for Lennie Burnes.
cludes.
This
sounds
rather
dlscour
the Thursday Auction for picnic din- [ *
T. Club last cvenmg at her chronicles of such people as the aging to those who have believed,of the stores in the
building’ a level from a chaos of featherbed , The costumes embraced many
i home on North Main street.
and comforters, and the muffled original ideas and evoked hearty
.Howes, Wards, Gridleys, Greenes, that the American people are reach
ner.
Startling Frankness.—Bankers ad
noises were coming from poor J—’s laughter.
There were seen the vise Hoover program will be success,
Gardiners, Cutlers, and others. The ing for better books. But a survey
CAMDEN
half
smothered
mouth!
With
a
|
striped
blazers
and
high
silk
hats
, MrMa"? 2„J-.A»dBSS
i
book is published by D. Appleton & has shown that of those who buy
associated with minstrel shows for Si i.; to Free Bunk Assets Now
.dxro“eaon'™;»J:?!»<.w.
Co. The earlier portion of the book these volumes of “marked-down
Camden Commandery, K. T., will “heave-ho!" and strong hands at
is written in a most charming man culture,” 75 per cent never bought a hold a bridge party at Masonic hall ankles and shoulders, the victim was many years; there were striking Frozen.- Bridgeport <Conn.) Timeswith Mrs. Susie Davis catering.! The Kalloch Class will meet in the ner. There is humor in the pages as book before. Their first hazard may i Jan. 29. The public is cordially in- extricated, and the cord bed was combinations of red and green; there Star,
There were eight guests.
relegated to the attic next day, a was a mammy of generous propor- J
the daughter describes the Howe ,
be a good book, but, good or bad, I vited. Refreshments will be served,
Baptist Church parlors for work.
tions with white apron and kerchief,
household, with its informality, its j jt is likely to be sufficiently provoca- j Mrs. A. V. Elmore entertained modern spring bed replacing it.
and A red bandanna; there were
MON-TUES.
The Harmony Club held a meeting
gayety,
and
the
many
distinguished
jj
ve
t0
nia
.k
e
them
try
another.
The
friends
at
bridge
at
Ellsmere
last
Mrs. Lanscom G. Miller is at her
Wednesday evening at the home of home on Masonic street after j^g and interesting visitors who came j /.jat red book Wjtb pictures” is but • Thursday evening. Honors went to i We like the country here, and our frills and furbelows, strange headMrs. Faith G. Berry' ® . . , '
, a patient at Knox Hospital the past there so often. There are glimpses ^be iaijsman which throws wide for Mrs. E. Frank Knowlton, Miss Jose- neighbors, what we have met. W. A. gear, and most original modes of
lesson in theory was conducted, and t
.
H
of famous people, Henry James, them the gates into the vast mysteri phine Wentworth and Miss Mida Studley, on the hill above us, has a hairdressing.
In addition to the supply of apt
, Gertrude Heal played MacDowell's J
_____
Sarah Orne Jewett, for example. ous realm of all literature.
Sawyer.
fine stand of buildings and a won
The Business Men’s Association will derful view of the surrounding coun jokes, there were chorus numbers
"By the Sea.
i Mrs Dorothy Baxter and Mrs. The daughter makes the reader see
and these Individual presentations:
A new publication is "American! hold a meeting at the club room try. He has proven a kind neighbor. Saxophone solo by Charles Merritt;
™
r-v. i
Audrey Teel entertained three tables her mother and father as two re
The Shakespea
_
o{ bridge at Mrs Baxter's home on markably human and interesting Poetry”—From the Beginning to Monday evening at 7.30.
A.
K.
Spear
and
wife
arc
also
kindly
M°nday evening at the home of Mrs_ Qrace
Monday n)ght
solo, "Missouri Lullaby" by Ruth
Herbert Mills has returned from a people and have a very neat farm.
people.
Whitman-x-cditcd by Louis UnterMarston, with the cast humming
* * * *
sby
loodor 'Thn prizes were won bv Mrs. Clara Curtis,
visit
in
Portland.
I
musn
’
t
forget
Mr.
Wylie,
another
meyer. It is a work of vigorous, un
Beverage as program leader. The Mrs. Phyllis Leach, Mrs. Verna
Mrs. Charles A. Cleveland will en neighbor, and his helpful horses.
From the Appleton press also
first act of “The Barretts of Wimpole Thomas, and Mrs. Edith Hallowell. comes “The Theatre’’—published this partisan judgment, illuminating the tertain the Woman's Baptist Mission- My husband conceived the idea of
known
and
the
unknown,
discarding
Street" will be read in addition to the Buffet luncheon was served.
using our old Dort coupe, in lieu of
month—a complete history of the the bad, reviving the good, and ary society Jan. 26.
MON.-TUES.
presentation of papers pertaining to
The January meeting of the Ladles’, a horse, to bring some wood to the
theatre from Athens to Broadway. serving as an authoritative reap
this notable play.
Farm
Bureau
will
be
held
at
Megun

house. But it was a warm day and
Afternoon and evening sessions of Thomas Wood Stevens, the author of praisal of every great and near-great
Woman’s Educational Club Fri this rich and absorbing volume, is literary figure of the period. Long ticook Grange hall Jan. 20, at 10.30 a muddy place, so she—aren’t all
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins leaves today for the
o'clock.
cars spoken of as she?—stuck in the
day had large attendance and full well known as the director of the St. fellow’s “Psalm of Life" cannot be
Portland where she will visit her program. Mrs. Mildred Washburn, Louis
Mrs A. E. Luce will entertain the mud. We tried, with planks and
Little Theatre and as a man found in "American Poetry.” Long
■^° AW *
daughter, Miss Mina Jenkins, for a Ethel Keizer , Mrs. Arthur Bain,
ladies
of
the
Methodist
society
at
the
sundry other things supposed to help
time, going thence to Peabodv. Mass., Bernice Collamore, Nettle Follett and who has devoted his entire life to the fellow is represented by 31 poems se parsonage Wednesday afternoon.
in such a case, to get her out. After
lected for artistic merit alone. A
to spend several weeks with Mr. and Ada Young were admitted to mem drama.
• * » ♦
There will be installation of the some hours, I said to Mr. S., “You
brilliant critical analysis of his w’ork auxiliary
Mrs. Clarence Jenkins.
CV''SO«*
to Canton Molineaux next might as well go after a horse. If
bership, and 15 names were presented
One hundred years ago on Jan. 27, states—“his distillation a delicate but
Monday
evening.
Supper
at
6.30.
for
approval.
Miss
Ellen
Dalv,
su

Dortie
digs
a
much
deeper
hole,
the
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary perintendent of Knox Hospital gave was born Lewis Carroll, author of full-flavored wine of honorable as
The ladies of the Methodist society
^Society of the Methodist Church was an interesting talk on problems per the immortal classic “Alice in Won sociations.” Here are poets who will serve a public supper at the ves Chinese will hear her puffing and
snorting and think a revolution has
entertained Thursday evening at the taining to the nursing fraternity. derland.” Throughout the world, have been neglected for decades. try tonight, Saturday.
started over here!”
during this present month, Carroll’s One hundred pages are given over
home of Mrs. Thelma Stanley. The
The second Masonic Assembly will
Mr. Wylie came, his faithful horses
devotional exercises were In charge Mrs. Marv Coughlin Carillio’s able anniversary will be celebrated. Ap to "Native Ballads and Folk Songs,” be held at the hall next Thursday
of Rockland High School did pleton is offering a Facsimile Edition these including American Indian
pulled, and out came Dort and up
of Mrs. Margaret Philbrook who had debaters
them? elves proud on “Resolved that which contains the famous, illustra poetry, Spanish Colonial verse, evening. Music by Dean’s orchestra. through the field like a colt just
as topic “The Walk with God Where
Annual meeting and roll call of the
There is Suffering.” Mrs. Lena de- Maine should export her water tions by Sir John Tenniel and is an Negro spirituals and blues, Back- First Congregational Church takes turned out to pasture, nearly run
Rochemont as program leader based power,” William Ripley and Robert exact replica of the original Ameri woods ballads, city gutterals. The place Wednesday evening, at the par ning over the horses in her eagerness
aO'’’®
Allen upholding the affirmative and can edition published in 1866 (by volume will prove a rich source of
to bid goodbye to that mud hole!
her subject on the text book, devoted Kenneth
ish house. Supper at 6.30. Business
'Orcutt
and
Frank
Harding
Well,
the
Editor
will
put
this
tale
Appleton)
.
discoveries
for
those
to
whom
the
to the villages of the foreign missions. Jr. the negative. Mrs. Alice Robbins
meeting at 8 o'clock.
♦ ♦ * *
of the farm adventurers in the waste
march of American letters is a sig
Before opening the formal program,
read
a
fine
paper
on
the
Declaration
basket, if I do not make it shorter,
nificant
and
fascinating
growth.
Mrs. deRochemont presented an out
The
Dial
Press
is
also
offering
for
this
Independence. The Harvey Fam
» • ♦ •
ographies. It is illustrated with j We want to thank all who have, in
line of the subject, developed in a of
centenary
The
Lewis
Carroll
Book,
Besides playing in concerts and unusual and little-known portraits.
any way, given us encouragement
most interesting manner.
Mrs. ily’’—Emma Harvey, Florence Dean. which contains for the first time in
Harvey, Marion Harvey and
“George Washington” by William ' anh help. Though I ve written in a
Frank C. Flint gave an article on the Dorothy
(HER fall AND RISEj
one volume all of Carroll’s trium- conducting classes at Columbia, the
Dudley
Harvey
—
delighted
with
in

humorous
spirit, no one realizes more
indefatigable John Erskine has had Roscoe Thayer, the biographer of
miracles that have been performed in strumental music. The crowning
two books published this past fall— John Hay, Cavour, and Theodore than I, that life is serious and living
.these villages. Mrs. Ella Lurvey read speaker of the evening was Henry P.
She ruled the hearts of many men
"Unfinished Business,” a new mod Roosevelt. The volume vitalizes not no joke. But we're hoping, trying,
a paper on “Call tne Doctor,” which Merrill of Portland, appointed by
... spent their fortunes ... laughed
described the many ways in which the President Hoover to serve as Maine’s
em novel, and “Jack and the Bean only Washington himself but the praying and working the best we
at their crashing to oblivion . . .
can. When Mr. Savage gets that job
doctor serves, spiritual, mental and representative on the Gifford com
stalk,” the libretto for his opera whole period in which he lived.
using them as stepping stones . . .
physical. "The Medicine Case" was
which was performed recently in
"In the Days of Young Washing maybe we won't have to try so hard
to a love that was REAL!
mittee.
and
a
recognized
authority
on
to be humorous—it'll come natural!
presented bv six women—Mrs. Ida his subject. “Unemployment, Emer
New York.
ton
”
by
Nancy
Byrd
Turner.
Writ

• « • •
bunch op Dine where
Nancy M. Savage.
Simmons. Mrs. Lurvey, Mrs. Thelma gency and Permanent.” He grouped
with
ten for boys and girls of eight to
Waldoboro, R. D. 3.
Stanley, Mrs. Abbie Connors, Miss the unemployed as migratory; in
Brewer, Warren and Putnam an fourteen, this charming story of a
Minnie Smith and Mrs. Margaret capacitated; undependable and shift
FOOD PRICES nounce for publication on Jan. 22 boy and girl who knew Washington
CLARK GABLE
Philbrook. There were also several less; worthy; and “white collar” class,
Martin Johnson’s new book “Con-, bas
its background Cbuntry life in
illustrative posters. The mystery box and discussed the appropriate meth
gorilla” in which the famous author, Virginia in the eighteenth century,
ARE LOWEST of
questions in charge of Mrs. Eliza
"Lion" and “Safari” records the ’ In the storv Washington is the hard
NOW PLAYING
to be used in dealing with the
Cousins proved unusually interesting ods
most thrilling and spectacular of all riding, likable youth who lives at
GEORGE ARLISS
phases of the problem which
as they were chiefly alone the line various
his experiences in Africa as a big : Ferry Farm. Mrs. Washington, too,
in
seems to be an unavoidable accom
of the lesson of the day. The meet
game photographer and adventurer. comes into the story, and there are
“THE MILLIONAIRE"
of our industrial civiliza
*
♦
»
»
ing Feb. 11 will be an all-day session paniment
All Home Cooking
vivid glimpses of the social life of the
tion, brought to an acute stage this
at the home of Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Apropos of the George Washington colonies.
Breakfast, Dinner and Supper
winter by a combination of circum
Bl-Centennial, three particularly no
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Specials Served Daily
stances.
Moving pictures, “Our
table books are mentioned:
American Indians" sent from Wash
MODERN
WOMEN
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
“George Washington: Republican
Superb fi.hins from pier
ington bv Senator White and exhibit
NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
or bo»». Surf beach, no under,
Aristocrat,” by Bernard Fay, a dis NEED
TODAY
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Same formula . . same price. Ia ed bv Messrs. Perry and Pellicane
tow. 18.hole aolf, gra» ieeen>.
tinguished
French
scholar.
This
Is
Chi-ches-tere
Diamond
Brand
Pills
are
effective,
Ciub houte on the beach. Swimming
original form, too, if you prefer closed a memorable program.
QUICK RELIEF .Sold
a new biography of Washington, reliable and givover45j
TOM
KEENE
pool.
100
roc
mi,
1OO
bath..
Orehewra.
,ears. A«Wo>—,
isterotuve
Opposite Perry's Market
Firit ■ claw patronage. Reasonable rat«,
powerful, original and brilliant, pre all dTujfpist
I will install as many duplex con
in
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
senting a fresh view from a new | CHICHESTERS PILLS
GEORGE KREAMER
venience outlets as you need for a
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
angle of a man who has already been
“PARTNERS”
Summer: Wvandotte Hotel, Bellport, L.L
limited time, cash only for $2.75 each.
Service:
5
A.
M.
to
7
P.
M.
OVERAh/MILLION JARS USED YEARLY
the subject of whole libraries of bi- j -;h( diamond
A. T. Thurston, Tel. 648.—adv.. 7-8
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Washed and Finished
In Up-to-Date Way
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( Fireproof)
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CONSERVATISM
VERSUS

THE REALM OF MUSIC

COMMUNISM

With Little Faith in Latter,
A. W. Plummer Prefers It
of the Two

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

reached the breaking point and re- '
trenchment must be made in high
way and bridge construction. . The 1
But Candidate Lewis O. Bar- advantage of an immediate addi-1
tional bond issue for highway con
rows Hopes To Realize His struction would be doubtful but de
velopment and maintenance of
Ambitions
‘farm to market' roads will ever be
important and necessary.
The not unexpected announce“Maine has vast natural resources
ment of Lewis O. Barrows that he yet undeveloped and a continued
will be a candidate for the Republi- polity of intensive and aggressive
can gubernatorial nomination ap- publicity is highly desirable,
peared in our Thursday issue. In i “The wisdom of the retention of
setting forth his position, Mr. Bar- , the Fernald Law has been demon
rows says:
i strated and there should be no
“To aspire to the office of Govern- i change in this policy. Greater emor of one's native state is indeed a \ phasis should be placed upon the
worthy ambition. I do aspire to that problem of rural electrification in
Claremorris of Mayo
honor and have been deeply appre order to lessen the burdens of the
Let all tourist anglers seeking good ciative of the many substantial of rural people.
"No ‘cure-all’ remedies are to be
fishing in Ireland, make for Clare fers of support that have been vol
morris, the first important town in ■ unteered. There are now five dis expected from me but it would be my
Mavn nn the route irom Dublin, and tinguished gentlemen who have sig ambition and my hope to undertake
from it the whole railway system of j nified their willingness to serve their a sound and fair program of econo
Mayo radiates. The lakes and rivers j state from the Republican party, i my and assistance in relief to comin this region not only are full of From my personal knowledge they mercial and agricultural interests,
good trout, grilse and salmon, but are all men of outstanding ability j Upon these grounds my candidacy
there is much free fishing and per and entirely worthy of the responsi- is offered to the citizens of Maine
mission to use the reserved waters is bility they are willing to undertake. I and support solicited, as a member
easily obtained from the owners* My name is added to the list with of the Republican "party.”
Hereabouts also is some of the fin- : the feeling that Penobscot County ‘ Mr. Barrows brings to his candiest of wild scenery in the country, j has the same equitable claim for dacy the support of a wide experi
and not a little antiquarian interest, recognition as any other county and I ence in statecraft and business. He
as all may see w’ho visit the Round that three terms as a member of the j has been for three terms a member
Tower at Castlebar, Carrigahoolv' Executive Council furnish an in of the Executive Council, during the
Castle, the Dominican ruins at Rath- sight into the business affairs of our administrations of Governor Brew
ster and Gov. Gardiner, gaining an
fan, “Cromwell's Rock” at Foxford. j government,
the Rocking Stone of Druid origin at : "My entry is made on the belief intimate knowledge of Maine’s
Pontoon and the ruins of Ballinto- i that we are now in an era where government. He has been active in
[ bar Abbey at Ballyglass, which was i intimate connection with the affairs the Republican party during his
of state would be an asset. I believe voting years and tor six years has
founded in 1216.
certain measures must be under been a Penobscot County member of
taken to assist in the return to bet- ; the Republican State Committee,
"PEACE ON EARTH”
ter times. Economy must be the holding that position, as well as that
From his headquarters a’ Bengasi watchword in theory and in fact.! of Fxecutive Councilor at the presexpansion
have | ent time.
in Cirenaica General Graziani, the Taxation and
Mr. Barrows is a druggist. He i£
commander-in-chief of Italian troops ! reached a point where reforms and
in Northern Africa, reported that the ' new methods must be made. Our prominent in his profession and is a
African war bad cost the lives of 1,602 business life, our timberland inter- past president of the Maine Pharma
rebels and 135 Italian regulars, in ! ests and our farmers cannot carry ceutical Association and the Maine
cluding three officers. According to • on and compete on their present Rexall Club.
In his home town Mr. Barrows
the report, practically all the rebel I basis of taxation. If very material
chiefs have been killed and more than i reductions can not be made then has often been honored. For the
22.000 camels belonging to the tribes other methods must be considered, past 12 years he has been treasurer
men have been seized!—The Path i such as state income tax and intan of the town and is vice president of
gible tax. Our tangible assets have the Newport Trust Co.
finder.

An open letter to ex-Governor
musical world for several months.
Baxter:
Out of the vortex, however, came in
I have been much interested in your
creased anxiety everywhere to see
talks before various clubs in regard to
and hear the great pianist and sup
j the dangers of commercial inter
porting orchestral leader. It brought
course with the Soviet Republic and
to both publicity that in its finality
i particularly as to the extent among
proved advantageous and possibly
i us of the ideas of Communism and
inspired them to greater perfection.
| their eventual influence on our
When the supper time ls over, then the
“And now, that these two great
political and economic structure. In
mother starts to play
artists,
Ignace
Paderewski,
the
mas

Some simple little ditty, and our con
! view, however, of the lamentable con
ter
of
the
piano,
and
Walter
Dam

cert's under way.
ditions now existing all over the world
And I’m happier and richer than a mil rosch, orchestral leader, have at
it seems to me something more is re
lionaire or king
tained such exalted positions, let it
quired to remedy our situation than
^'"motheV^hey’sing11168
the‘r i be revealed for the first time that the
merely to point out the disadvantages
Philadelphia criticism which stirred
and dangers of Communism.
Thefe’s a sweetness most appealing ln up so much tumult, was written by
To me a remarkable feature of this
the trilling of their notes;
It is Innocence that's pouring from their the then well-known pianist and
j situation is that in the face of so
composer, Constantin von Sternberg,
little baby throats;
much misery, suffering, hunger and
And I gaze at them enraptured, for my possibly during a musically tempera
’
Joy’s a real thing
ROCKLAND want, there is so little evidence of the
mental spasm, and who at the time 371 MAIN ST.
Every evening when the kiddles and
spread of Communistic or other
possessed aspirations of shining as the
their mother start to sing.
5-7
radical doctrines But I cannot be—Edgar Guest.
successor of Rubinstein as a pianist,
i lieve this apparent submission can
and Tschaikowsky as a composer.
much longer continue. Even violent
Notes and comments by Olin It is hoped that this confession will
revolution is not impossible, the end
appease
the
artists
so
violently
critiDownes, noted music critic, on the |
of which no man can know, extending
A VETERAN PASTOR
music given by the New York Phil- . clsed forty years ago.
-----even to the destruction of civilization.
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra dur• • . .
Rev George R Palmer Once 1 am
writing inalternaUve
the hope
youtherefore
offer
ing the season 1930-31, when it was , We wonder if any of our readers r\ev. u.eorge i\. raimer uiitc,
first heard all over the country heard Paderewski on his first Ameri
plan
for
such
changes
in
our eco
a Rockland Preacher, Ob
through the Columbia radio network can tour forty years ago. It would
nomic arrangements as, while fore
serves His 93d Birthday
have been published in book form be interesting to hear from them.
stalling Communism, shall tend to
• * • •
under the title "Symphonic Broad
remove the distress of which so many
casts.” It is published by the Dial
Older residents of Rockland par justly complain, and to prevent its
What a treat music lovers are to
Press, is written in non-technical have tonight if they tune in from ticularly those who attended the recurrence. Conditions demand that
language, and will make new music 8.15 to 10. for they will hear Leopold Methodist Church, will recall Rev. something be done. These changes
lovers. Downes says: “If anyone had Stokowski, and the Philadelphia Orshould be fundamental. Enough
told me in 1899. when the word chestra and a distinguished group George R. Palmer, and will be in quack remedies are already offered.
‘radio’ was unknown, that a day of soloists in an all-Wagner pro- terested to know that he recently ob Many of us are geting tired of being
would come when I would listen to gram, consisting of excerpts from served his 93d birthday. He is a either bestawers or recipients of
one of the greatest orchestras in the 1 -Tristan” and each of the music- patient at the Maine General Hos charity, guardians or wards of our
world, led by Toscanini, and then dramas, which make up “The Ring
fellow men. We ask an equal chance,
discuss the performances, sociable- , of the Nibelungs." This program is pital and there received many cards, an equal opportunity to work out our
letters
and
other
remembrances.
like with the inhabitants of a conti- in addition to the series in which
As you grow old, Mr. Palmer says, own salvation, the which we believe
nent, even with -listeners in Europe Stokowski is surveying the progress
can do.
you
learn more and more that you weUnfortunately
and as far away as Australia, it of music from the beginning of the
our political leaders
need to have faith and be faithful, stand for the present system with
would have been as incredible as a 17th century to the present time.
Owing to the dramatic nature of and the thing he has found most possibly such paternalistic changes
prophecy of a journey to Mars."
• • • •
the program, this broadcast will pleasant in his old age is when, as as stabilization of industry, unemploy
frequently happens, people write and
A short time ago Dion E. Woolley originate in the Metropolitan Opera tell him that they have been helped ment insurance, and the like: meas
House,
Philadelphia,
instead
of
the
ures well enough in themselves, per
of Mt. Vernon, N. Y„ sent us a story
by him.
Presiding elder of the haps, but offering no hope of per
of hearing Josef Hofmann on his first Academy of Music.
Maine
Methodist
Conference
for
ten
We shall be particularly interested
manent relief and evidently to be
American tour at the age of 12 years.
years, Mr. Palmer has seen many
It was so delightfully told that I sent to hear Elsa Alsen, as several of us young ministers then under his di adopted in expectation of a repetition
a copy to Mr. Hofmann, and was were privileged to hear her in con rection rise to prominence in the of "hard times." Opposed to these
thrilled to receive a charming per cert in Camden one summer some church and during the more than 50 are the advocates of complete sub
years ago when she was there coach
stitution of Socialism or Communism,
sonal note from the famous pianist.
years that he has preached, he has
Now Mr. Woolley has brought to ing with Prank Bibb. She is con come in contact as a pastor with who claim, with some reason, that
under their system industrial catas
us a story of Paderewski’s first ceded to be one of the foremost ex hundreds of people.
trophe could not occur.
American appearance just 40 years ponents of Wagnerian operas.
Bom in Bremen, Lincoln County,
Is there not some intermediate
ago, opportune as the maestro has
Jan. 1 marked the 150th anniver Jan. 10, 1839, Mr. Palmer was at method, which, preserving the advan
just arrived in New York for an
tending Kent's Hill Seminary when
other American tour. Mr Woollej sary of the death of Johann Chris the Civil War broke out and he en tages of Individualism, shall elimi
heads his story “Paderewski and tian Bach (b. 1735, Leipsic: d. Jan. listed in Co. I of the 19th Maine, nate its drawbacks: which, obviating
the disadvantages of Communism,
Damrosch Suffered Contumely by 1, 1782, Londonl who is known vari 1862.
Among famous battles in shall include its benefits? Let us see.
ously as the “Milan” or "London"
Critics Forty Years Ago.”
which he took part was the Battle of
In your address before the Bangor
“It is 40 years ago that the world's Bach. Mozart was one of the ardent Gettysburg and those of the Wilder
Club, Dec. 15, you' were re
greatest master of the piano, Ignace admirers of J. C. Bach, ninth son ness campaign, rising steadily m Rotary
____________
_______
____e., to_
ported
as saying: “The
change!i.
Paderewski made his initial bow to of the great Johann Sebastian,
an American audience. For more after whose death the talented J. C. rank until when discharged in 1864 ' Communism) may come more rapidly
account of wounds, he was acting j than expected, and when, and if it
than a year previous to his coming became a pupil of his no less gifted on
adjutant of his regiment.
does come, not only will all the natu
this voung man’s wonderful talents; brother, Karl Philipp Emmanuel,
• » • •
ral resources of the country such as
had ’ been extensively exploited i In 1760 J. C. went to Milan, became a
The old Civil War days are still mines, oil wells, lands, forests and
through the press and magazines, ; Catholic—a rare thing in the ranks
sponsored by the influence of a noted of the strictly Protestant Bachs- vivid in Mr. Palmer’s memory and water powers be nationalized or con
pri.no manufacturer who, it is said, studied there with Padre Martini, he tells an amusing story of a little fiscated, but all the great enterprise^
invested nearly a half million dollars and accepted a local post as church joke by some of the men of the i such as railroads, banks, industries,
in a well-planned publicity cam organist. From 1762 to his prema Nineteenth Maine which proved in stores and newspapers will be taken
paign. This produced the desired ture death in 1782, when he was only the end to be rather a joke on them. \ over, and private property, as such, be
effect and all musical America was 47 years old. J. C. Bach was royal Ordered to clear up some debris i abolished."
about camp, the party discovered a !
• • « •
organist in London.
keyed up to a high pitch.
bombshell or two which they placed
In this paragraph you have, con“Walter Damrosch, then also a
young man and hardly accustomed to
in a recent issue of the Musical in the final bonfire along with the sciously or unconsciously, indicated a
possible (to me it seems the only)
the wearing of the mantle of his il- j Courier, Metropolitan Opera per- rest of the rubbish.
The ensuing explosion caused a way out. You speak of "natural re
lustrious father, was directing the j formances from 1908 up to and inNew York Symphony Orchestra, and eluding the week of Dec. 20 were | considerable sensation and like pru- j sources” and “great enterprises.” You
the line of demarcation be
this organization was selected to shown in alphabetical order, with dent Yankees the men concerned perceive
participate in the initial Paderewski their first occurrence and final total j assumed an exceedingly innocent j tween what is properly ours and what
performances in the leading cities, in this period. There have been near demeanor. But the story got around is properly yours or mine. You appre
the premier occurring in New York ly 4000 repetitions of 167 works, in and in the end appeared in the col hend the distinction between the
cluding novelties and revivals, while umns of a Sunday paper in Phila eternal structures created by the fiat
in November, 1891.
“Quite generally the New York the company’s weekly visits and delphia, for Sunday editions were ■ of Almighty God and the temporal
critics sung Paderewski's praises spring tours afield have added about first issued during the Civil War ' trinkets fashioned by the hand of
with4 unbounded
_________ exuberance; but 1,000 more, or a total of 5,000 per- primarily to carry war news. In puny man; between the Storehouse of
when he and Mr. Damrosch's orches- j formances under
Gatti-Casazza. transit however the tale was consid- Nature and the results of human
tra reached Philadelphia and Bos- i operas appearing the greatest num- erably altered and the 19th Maine labor; between the Birthright of Manton, there were some discordant per Of times include “Aida," were chagrined to find themselves kind and the pottage of Jacob and
phrases uncomplimentary to both j “Boheme,” “Cavalleria Rusticana,” described as entirely unaware of the j EsauHere' then- lies our middle course
the orchestra and the brilliant “Lohengrin,” “Madame Butterfly,” explosive properties of bombshells.
For many years Mr. Palmer was On 1116 one Eide are the Conservatives,
pianist which quite disconcerted the t
Pagfiacci,” “Rigoletto,” “Tosca,”
who stand for priNew Yorkers who had previously “Traviata,” “Tristan und Isolde," and commander of the Maine chapter of! vate standpatters,
property not only in the product
the Military Order of the Loyal
praised with unrestrained enthusi “Die Walkure.”
Legion, an association of Civil War of individual labor but in the re
» • * ♦
asm. In Boston, the then famous
officers, and chaplain of the Maine sources of earth; on the other side are
To
commemorate
the
important
critic, Philip Hale, of the Boston
the Communists, who stand for com
Journal, challenged the New York event of Haydn's birth 200 years ago, department of the Grand Army of mon property, not only in the re
the
Republic.
opinions, commenting upon Mi. Vienna will stage an imposing cele
In recent years, Mr. Palmer has sources of earth but in the products
bration next spring. The Austrian
Damrosch thus:
been
particularly interested in dea of individual labor. A sorry choice.
“ ‘Mr Damrosch is not yet a mas capital plans to open a Haydn
But, while I have as little faith as
ter of his art. There is no doubt of Museum; to give a demonstration of coness work and the advancement of yourself in the efficacy of Com
his earnestness, of his enthusiasm, homage iby the Viennese choral so Kent's Hill Seminary where he has munism as a permanent and satis
but his best is still uncertain and at cieties) in front of the Haydn monu long served on the board of trustees. factory solution of our troubles, if
Mr. Palmer’s pastorates include
times misleading. He has not yet ment; to hold a festival perform
such choice becomes necessary, you
learned to control himself; and not ance of the opera Orpheus (at the Bangor, Augusta, Orono, Rockland, may count me “in the open" for Com
one could tell from his semaphonc State Opera); to present an orches Saco, and the First Church and Elm munism.
gyrations last evening whether he tra concert by the Vienna Philhar Street Church of South Portland, as
Fortunately we are not thus limit
called for a piano or a forte. With monic Orchestra; to arrange two well as his final charge at the Meth ed. Let us declare for the distinction
odist
Episcopal
Church
of
Falmouth
such trained players before him it chamber music evenings. Also there
so admirably made in your Bangor
was not necessary to saw the air so will be hearings of The Creation and Foreside and Cumberland Center.
speech. With the Communist let us
vigorously. The conductor’s stand is the Seasons.
hold that “natural resources” are the
BOSTON AUTO SHOW
not designed for the display of calis
common wealth; with the Conserva
thenics. And in the accompani
A NEW YEAR WISH
Opens Next Week and Enormous tive, let us hold that the "great enter
ments, Mr. Damrosch was sadly at
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Crowds Expected, 300 Cars To Be prises” are private property.
the mercy of Paderewski, whom he This I would like to be—braver and
The resources of Mother Farth are
Shown
followed with unequal footsteps.
bolder.
abundant for all. In the mines, the
Any faults in precision of attack, any Just a bit wiser because I am older;
a bit kinder to those I may meet.
The Boston automobile show, which forests, the water powers, i. e on land,
halting movements, came from the Just
which comprehends all these, is
Just a bit manlier, taking defeat.
opens
at Mechanics Building Jan. 23 ample opportunity for employment.
beat of the conductor.’
This for the New Year my wish and my
"Previous to the Boston appear
plea:
and closes on the 30th, under the In fact employment primarily con
Lord, make a regular man out of me.
ance, Mr. Paderewski and the New
direction of Chester 1. Campbell, sists in the use of land; without land
York Symphony appeaIie<L a .
This I would like to be—Just a bit finer. promises to be the largest ever given no employment can be conceived to
Philadelphia Academy Oi MUSIC, o More of a smller and less of a whiner;
in New England. It is said that about exist; unemployment would be total
'
-------heaped
-------- ' upon just a bit quicker to stretch out my
Nov 30, and there
was
300 cars will be placed on exhibition, and man a disembodied spirit.
hand.
them most unfavorable comment by Helping another who's struggling to representing 33 different makes.
But land is monopolized, its rent
an unnamed critic writing in 'Music
stand.
Enormous crowds are expected be goes into private pockets Large and
and Drama.’ He said of Paderewski . This Is my prayer for the New Year to cause of information that has been valuable areas are withheld from use
be:
“ ‘And as for Mr. Paderewski,
made public relating to the many or held at a price precluding profit
Lord, make a regular man out of me.
whom the New York music papers
changes and improvements in this able utilization. Unemployment nec
described as an embodiment of tne This I would like to be—just a bit year's models.
essarily results.
falser,
combined talents of Rubinstein,
Let us turn this rent into the public
The cars are handsomer and
Just a bit better and Just a bit squarer;
Liszt, and some others; as a revela Not quite so ready to censure and blame. racier in appearance, with stream treasury, thus with the Communist
tion as a wonder. Alas! the old Quicker to help every man in the game. line effects in most models, but the taking for the community what be
comparison of an engine headlight Not quite so eager men’s fallings to see vital improvements are not seen at a longs to the community, its share of
Lord, make a regular man out of me.
suggested itself; a flaring blaze in
mere glance. Engines are more power the produce of land; let us abolish
the distance and a modest oil-lamp This I would like to be—just a bit truer. ful and more flexible and as nearly taxes on production, thus with the
Less
of
a
wisher
and
more
of
a
doer.
near by. Mr. Paderewski is decided
Individualist leaving to the individ
and bigger, more willing to give. trouble-proof as it is possible to make
ly a man of talent, but his talent is Broader
Living and helping my neighbor to live. any piece of moving mechanism. ual what belongs to the individual,
eccentric and lacks in all those This for the New Year my prayer and Improvements have been made in the the full product of his labor.
qualities which come under the head
my plea:
Thus will idle land be forced Into
transmissions
that
remove
all
Lord, make a regular man out of me.
of artistic development. He has no
troubles of driving. Shifting gears use, nature's opportunities opened on
A Subscriber.
middle tints; a brutal fortissimo
has become child's play. Vibration equal terms to all, a more equitable
which would make the best piano
has been eliminated and sound proof distribution df wealth assured, and
sound harsh and painful, or a whis
ing has been carried to the last de involuntary unemployment prevent
pering pianissimo—voila tout. His . Florida’s Best Climate
tail of chassis and body. The success ed.
cantilena is disagreeably morbid, his I
To accomplish this it is not neces
of shows held elsewhere has encour
More Sunshine
technic not above the average, and
aged the New England dealers to be sary to either nationalize or con
Less Rain
his appearance, when at the piano,
lieve that the big Boston exhibition fiscate land, as hinted in your Bangor
Place for
full of either conscious or uncon- , Wonderful
will start a buying impulse in this talk. It is unnecessary to change
Recwperation
scious mannerisms.’
section and thus assist in giving gen either the form or the functions of
"This tirade, which also included ,
government. It is necessary only to
eral business a push forward.
biting things of Damrosch and his j
make use of the taxing power already
orchestra, called forth intense re
She (with newspaper)—“It says existing. It is necessary only to abol
sentment from the New Yorkers,
here that the Eskimos use fish-hooks ish taxation on agriculture, industry,
Superb fishing from pier
or boat. Surf beach, no under*
especially from William J. Henderthat ls, human labor, ard collect the
for money.”
tow. 18-bole golf, grass greens.
) son who was even in those days, as
He—“Gee! It must he tough on revenue of government from ground
Club bouse on the beach. Swimming
now, the esteemed musical critic of j
>1. 1OO rooms, lOO baths. Orchestra.
their wives getting fish-hooks out of rent of land.
| the New York Sun, and from the late j | First-class patronage. Reasonable rates.
Would you care to express an opin
hubby’s pocket while he’s sleeping "
i James G. Huneker and Henry T.
'
GEORGE KREAMER *
She—“Oh, well, the nights are six ion on this program, which, of course
Finck; developing an almost nation I Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, L.L
A. W. Plummer
months long up there, dear.”—Boston is not original?
Lisbon Falls, Jan. 13.
1 wide controversy that thrilled the j
Transcript.
REAL SINGING
You can talk about your music, and
your operatic airs.
And your phonographic record that
Caruso’s tenor bears:
But there Isn’t any music that such
wondrous Joy can bring
Like the concert when the kiddles and
their mother start to sing.

“SILSBY’S”

IS NO "CURE-ALL”

Tales-

Is a valuable remedy for
Muscular Aches and Pains,
Colds, Coughs, Cuts, Burns,
Bruises, Insect Bites or
Stings.
Prepared by Norway Medicine
Co., Norway, Me. All dealers.

OUR SMILE CORNER

As depressed as the man who hac
his Christmas savings fund in a bank
that failed.
As safe from banditry as the Chi
cago school pay roll.
As bumfuzzled as a Californian try-'
ing to explain the recent snowstorm
in that state.
As downcast as an admiral with big
plans and no crew.
As big a difference as there is be
tween cold cash and frozen assets.
As short as the fame of transatlan
tic flyers.
About as sexy as a robot.
As scratched as a fender after an
hour's parking.
As funny as a politician trying tc
be funny for campaign purposes.
Worked as hard as some people
trying to make easy money.
Adhered to as rigidly as a Scotch
man’s budget.
As impersonal as a master of cere
monies' smile—The Pathfinder.

Frigid Motor Starts in

second
AT 29° BELOW FREEZING
THE PLACE... Refrigeration room of The

Seaboard Terminal Company
THE CAR . . . Ice-covered for 12 hours at

29° below freezing
THE GAS ... . New Winter T\DOL Gas

oline
STARTING TIME:

% Second

“Motors kicked over fast with TYDOL —
even in the biting, freezing air at the South
Pole”... says Lieut. Thomas Mulroy.

“But this ice-bound, frost-covered motor
kicked over faster than I ever saw any

motor spin before.

“I couldn’t believe my stop-watch.
“It read

second!

“And my thermometer actually read 29°
below freezing.”
Beat that
second starting record if
you can. With any gas. In any car. In
any kind of really cold weather.

We believe that TYDOL is the world’s

WINTER
(100%

VEEDOL

PENNSYLVANIA)

This can of VEEDOL Motor Oil was frozen solidly in
this cake of ice, and kept there for 12 hours at 29°
below freezing. Even under thia extreme cold test,
VEEDOL was ready to gush instantly to every bear
ing and to every moving part of the icy motor.
Don't let a slow-flowing motor oil ruin n fast-starting
gasoline. Always use cold-proof VEEDOL and in
stant-starting TYDOL together and you’ll have the
perfect combination for winter motor protection.

fastest gas. But proof is simple.

Put it in your car. Put your foot on the
starter. And pull out your watch.
Always super-power, high-test, anti
knock. Now—split-second starting at no
extra cost.

Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation
27 Main St. So. Portland, Me.

THE NEW

GASOLINES

WINTER
HI-TEST

TYDOL . J . TYDOL

ETHYL

